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Abstract

Archaeological data recovery at the Hannah’s Quarter site (9Jf195) in rural

Jefferson County, Georgia was conducted by Southern Research Historic Preservation

Consultants in 2001.  This project was performed for the Georgia Department of

Transportation through a contract with Earth Tech in Raleigh, NC as Section 106

compliance in advance of the Fall Line Freeway construction.  The archaeological

study uncovered a small residential compound from the late eighteenth through early

nineteenth centuries.  Three dwelling loci and one possible outbuilding locus were

delineated.  The occupation at this site was evidenced by a series of cultural features,

including pits, posts, and cellars and extremely sparse material culture evidence.  The

settlement began as part of the Queensborough Township, which was populated by

Scots-Irish Presbyterians from northern Ireland from about 1768 to 1772.  William

Hannah was identified as a strong candidate for being the original owner of the property

at 9Jf195.  William owned a small plantation that possessed at its perigee six African-

American slaves.  During the interpretation of the archaeological remains, the

archaeologists pursued several possible explanatory trajectories: that the site was

solely the dwelling of William Hannah and his family; that the site was occupied by the

Hannah’s and their African-American slaves; that the site was occupied solely by

Hannah’s African-American slaves; or that the site was occupied by parties unknown

and was not associated with the Hannah family.  Researchers concluded that the

second explanation, that the site was occupied by the Hannah’s and their African-

American slaves, is the most reasonable based on archaeological and historical

evidence.  This research project offers a first glimpse at life in the Queensborough

Township during the late Colonial period and the early days of Burke and Jefferson

counties in the early Federal period.
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I.  Introduction

In April 2001, data recovery excavations were performed by Southern Research

Historic Preservation Consultants Inc. at archaeological site 9Jf195 for the Georgia

Department of Transportation (GDOT) through a contract with EarthTech, Inc. of Raleigh,

NC (Figure 1).  This work was required to mitigate the impact of proposed road widening

associated with the Fall Line Freeway, which will link Augusta with Columbus.  This

archaeological project is an important first glimpse of colonial and early Federal period

lifeways of the Queensborough Township and early Burke and Jefferson counties.

Archaeological excavations revealed a small compound consisting of four buildings,

which was home for the Scots-Irish William Hannah family and his African-American

slaves.

Eleven major cultural resource investigations have been undertaken in Jefferson

County since the 1970s.  Site 9Jf195 was discovered and investigated during surveys

by the GDOT (Richardson 1998a, 1998b).  Archaeological investigation of the site by

the GDOT for National Register evaluation included these varied techniques: surface

collecting; shovel testing at close intervals; metal detecting; test unit excavating; and

machine stripping.  A total of nine 2 x 2 meter (m) units and one 2 x 1 m unit was

excavated in that study.  Archaeologists discovered 15 features of which one was a

trash pit, three were posts, and the remainders were not identified.  The posts and pit

were excavated.  The others were not excavated but covered with plastic sheeting and

back-filled.  The initial ceramic assemblage from this site yielded a mean ceramic date

(MCD) of 1790.62 (Richardson 1998a:6).

Three investigations were located near site 9Jf195: the two surveys mentioned

above for the Fall Line Freeway (Freer and Gresham 1994; Freer et al. 1995 ) and a

sampling survey conducted by Gresham and Rudolph in 1986.  Richardson notes that

none of the 58 sites recorded during the Fall Line Freeway survey in the county were

identified as containing an eighteenth century component (Richardson 1998b:5).

Consequently, this report represents the first detailed study of eighteenth and early

nineteenth century life in the Queensborough settlement.

Site 9Jf195 contains the primary residential compound of William Hannah’s

plantation, which dates to the last quarter of the eighteenth century and the first two

decades of the nineteenth century.  We have taken the liberty of dubbing this site

Hannah’s Quarter in this discussion.  The Hannah plantation was originally part of the

Queensborough settlement, which was comprised primarily of Scots-Irish Protestants
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Figure 1.  Map Showing Project Location and Major Trade Centers.

Project Area
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and was encouraged by prominent Indian traders George Galphin and John Rae.  As

with many other early towns and villages in colonial Georgia, Queensborough (as an

entity) did not survive the American Revolution, although many of  its residents remained

in Georgia.  Many Queensborough citizens remained loyal to the British Crown, however,

and abandoned the region following the war.

Queensborough was conceived in the late 1760s but it was not until the early

1770s that settlers arrived en mass to make the town a reality.  The first transport of

Irishmen arrived aboard the ship Prince George, which arrived in Savannah from Belfast

in 1768 (Candler 1904-1916 henceforth cited as CRG).  In February of the following

year, John Rae filed a memorial with the Georgia officials requesting 25,000 acres to

be added to the Queensborough Township and to be reserved for the use of Irish

settlers.  More than 200 Irish emigrants, including the Hannahs, were just arriving in

Savannah at that time (CRG XVI:227; XII:212-213).

The Hannah family traces its roots back to Scotland and the year 1296, when

Gilbert de Hannay of Sorbie signed a document supporting King Edward I of England.

The earliest reference to a William Hanna was in 1317 when William Hanna, an

Alderman of Lincoln, was involved in the coronation of King Richard II of England.  In

1484, “Robert Hannay and his brother, William of Sorbie, were ordered by the Lords in

Council to appear ‘on pain of rebellion’” (Clan Hanna 2001).  In 1569 Alexander Hannay

acquired property at Sorbie, which is about seven miles south of Wigtown in Galloway,

Scotland.  The family fortified the Tower of Sorbie, whose ruins remain standing, which

they owned until 1677.  The Hannahs gained prominence in that region of Scotland

over the next two centuries.  Members of the family established the estate of Kirkdale

and were active in trade and industry in Wigtown.  In the late 1680s and early 1690s

King William III (William of Orange) led a military campaign against the Jacobite army

to capture Northern Ireland, which was successful.  This victory led to the settlement

of that region by Protestant Scots.  Following a feud with their neighbors, the Murrays,

many of the Hannays moved to Ulster, Northern Ireland.  Probably by 1700s a substantial

Hannah family presence was established in Ulster, Northern Ireland and from this

group many emigrated to America, including the Jefferson County branch.

William Hannah arrived in Savannah, Georgia in early 1772, aboard the ship

Brittania, which had sailed from Ireland.  William had made the journey with his wife

and two children.  Attempts to reconstruct his biography from historic documents are

confounded by two primary factors—the loss of early Burke County court documents

and confusion created by subsequent individuals with the same name.  His date of

death is not recorded, nor were any probate records located.
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Thomas A. Hannah arrived in Savannah as one of William Hannah’s two children.

From his tombstone epitaph, we learn that Thomas Hannah would have been about

17 years old in 1772.  Over the next 45 years Thomas accumulated a large plantation

of more than 3,000 acres operated by more than two dozen enslaved African-Americans.

It is from the historical records left by Thomas that we can interpolate the plantation

pursuits of his father William.  Thomas Hannah’s plantation complex was located west

of Hannah Branch and is not directly related to the archaeological resources at 9Jf195.

Like most Europeans who arrived in Georgia, William Hannah established a

farm on land promised him by the Georgia government.  He most likely settled on a

piece of ground on a sandy ridge between Hannah Branch and Duhart Creek, which

were located in the Ogeechee River watershed.  Just nine years earlier, that land had

been Creek Indian territory and the Indian boundary at the time William established

his farm was approximately ten miles west of his place.  Consequently, William had to

be on guard against attacks and incursions by the Creeks, who were quite dissatisfied

with the terms of the 1763 Treaty of Augusta.

Like most of his Irish neighbors, William Hannah became a slave owner.  His

was a modest plantation approximately 550 acres in size, most of which was unimproved

land.  We were unable to determine many details of William’s plantation for the Colonial

period or for the early Federal period prior to 1796.  Most likely William arrived in

Georgia a poor man and unable to afford to purchase slaves when he first arrived.  His

attempts to establish his plantation were hampered by political and military events of

the American Revolution.  He may not have purchased any slaves until after the

American Revolution.  By the late 1790s, however, William owned two slaves and over

the next two decades he gradually increased that number to six.  By all accounts

William was a yeoman farmer.  No documents were found that clearly established the

year that William died.  The approximate date of William Hannah’s death can be inferred

from tax records in 1817.

Of William’s slaves we know very little despite a thorough search of early

historical records.  One was  a young boy named Thomas, who was born in 1805.  The

others remain anonymous.  These people were probably purchased by William at the

local slave market in Louisville.  Prior to 1809, slaves were imported to America directly

from Africa, so it is likely that at least some of William’s slaves were first generation

arrivals from Africa.

In this report, a reconstructed picture of life on William Hannah’s plantation is

pieced together from historical documents and archaeological evidence.  The story is
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organized under the assumption that the archaeological compound at Hannah’s Quarter

was home to William Hannah, his family, and his African-American slaves.  Future

research may prove this assumption to be incorrect, but the story as presented reflects

an informed interpretation of what life was like over a 45-year period on Hannah’s

farm.
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II. Project Background

Environment

Site 9Jf195 (Hannah’s Quarter) is in Jefferson County, Georgia, adjacent to,

and south of, Georgia Highway 88 (Figure 2).  The site occupies a sandy terrace at an

elevation of 355 feet above mean sea level (amsl).  The terrace is part of a large ridge

ranging in elevation from 300 to 424 feet amsl.  The terrace consists of Bonifay fine

sand (Richardson 1998a:1).  The nearest bodies of water to the site are Duhart Creek

and Hannah Branch.  Site boundaries are 60 meters in diameter based on recovery of

surface artifacts.

The project area is located at the interface between the lower Piedmont and the

upper Coastal Plain.  Much of the project area lies within the Fall Line Hills region of

the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Wharton 1989; Medlin and Sandy 1968).  Soils are derived

from both Piedmont crystalline rock, and Coastal Plain marine deposits, which overlie

the crystalline rock in the Fall Line Hills.  Elevations in the project area range from 510

feet along the ridge tops to 340 feet at major stream crossings.  The project area

drains southeastward into Brier Creek which is a tributary of the Savannah River.  The

terrain is characterized by broad flat upland areas.  Drainages are deeply dissected.

Year round springs are common where impermeable clay layers are exposed along

the slopes.  The survey corridor passes through open fields and woods.

Lithic resources include quartzite, quartz and metamorphosed slate,

prehistorically quarried outcrops of which have been identified in the immediate vicinity

of the project area (Ledbetter 1995).  Quartz cobbles derived from the Tuscaloosa

formation, which lies within the survey area, are present on the ground surface along

Mill Branch.  A variety of fine grained volcanic materials, including dacite, diabase, and

gneiss, are available in the general vicinity.  Chert outcrops are located along the lower

reaches of Brier Creek in Burke County south of the project area (Goad 1979).

Although no natural stone was observed immediately surrounding 9Jf195, a

stone enclosure in the Waldon United Methodist Church cemetery, located a short

distance northwest of the study area, was constructed of large blocks of fossiliferous

limestone.  This source of this stone was not determined but it is likely within a few

kilometers of this location.
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Figure 2.  Map Showing Project Location and Geographic Features, 9Jf195 (Wrens,

GA 1:24,000 USGS Quadrangle Map 1950).

8
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The vegetation in the study area consists of a mixed pine and hardwood forest

with xeric conditions that are created by the sandy, excessively well drained soils.

Although the forest canopy has been modified in the area by several hundred years of

timber harvesting and cultivation, the biotic environment in the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth century was not very different from that of today in terms of species

variability.  Palynological and macrofloral evidence from the archaeological site identified

many common trees that are present in the area today, including: alder, beech, cypress,

hazelnut, hickory, maple, peach, persimmon, pine, oak, sweetgum, walnut, and willow.

Non-arboreal plants recognized in the fossil record include: amaranth, asters, legumes,

borage, cactus, cattails, chenopods, corn, ferns, grasses, mustard, nettle, rose,

saxifrage, wild buckwheat, and wormwood.

Cultural Sequence

The earliest components recognized in the survey corridor are Archaic.  The

Archaic period in Georgia dates to between 10,000 – 3,000 B.P. and is divided into

early, middle and late sub-periods.  Projectile point types are the main criteria for Early

and Middle Archaic component recognition.  Early and Middle Archaic components

are commonly encountered in the middle Savannah River drainage (Elliott and

Sassaman 1995), and have been documented in excavations immediately adjacent to

the project area (Ledbetter 1995).  However, no Early or Middle Archaic components

are recognized in the survey corridor.  Early and Middle Archaic groups were probably

organized into highly mobile bands of hunter gatherers.  Towards the end of the Archaic

period more stable residential patterns were established.

A detailed Late Archaic phase sequence has been developed for the region

(Elliott et al. 1994; Ledbetter 1995; Wood et al. 1986).  A variety of small stemmed

points, including Paris Island Stemmed, have been linked to pre-ceramic Late Archaic

components during excavations in the Russell Reservoir.  A series of radiocarbon

dates suggests a time range of 4,550 – 4,200 B.P. Other associated artifacts include

perforated soapstone cooking slabs and ovate atlatl weights.  Elliott (et al. 1994)

proposed the Paris Island phase for this early Late Archaic component.

The Mill Branch phase was defined on the basis of excavations at sites 9Wr4

and 9Wr11 (Ledbetter and Gresham 1988; Ledbetter 1995) which are adjacent to the

survey corridor.  Work there produced an assemblage of distinct artifact types from a

cluster of well preserved Late Archaic features, including a semi-subterranean house

floor.  Associated artifacts include large Savannah River points typically made of

metavolcanic materials, perforated soapstone cooking slabs, winged atlatl weights,
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drill cores, cruciform drills, and minority amounts of fiber tempered pottery.  Radiocarbon

dates suggest a time range of 4,250-3,850 years ago

The Lovers Lane phase (Elliott et al. 1994) is characterized by more intensive

occupation in the area, especially at riverine sites where there is evidence of increased

reliance on shellfish.  A time range of 3,850-3,450 years ago is suggested.  Other

features of this phase include continued use of fiber tempered pottery, a shift in the

use of metavolcanic to quartz for stone tools, decreased use of soapstone cooking

slabs, and fewer atlatl weights and drills.  Also associated is an array of small stemmed

points, including Kiokee Creek Stemmed, Otarre, Small Savannah River, and others.

This phase corresponds to previously defined phases in the middle Savannah area

including Stallings III as defined by Stoltman (1974) and Sassaman’s (1993) Phase II.

After about 3,550 years ago in the central Savannah River drainage, large riverine

sites were abandoned and populations made increased use of the uplands for multi-

seasonal habitation; settlements are thought to have been dispersed.  This period is

marked by increasingly divergent material culture.  A wide variety of stemmed bifaces

were in use, but temporal associations remain ambiguous.  Stallings fiber tempered

pottery saw continued use.  Thom’s Creek pottery was also used, although sparingly

in the lower Piedmont, during the terminal Late Archaic.

The pattern of upland land use that began during the Late Archaic continued

into the Early Woodland period (Cabak et al. 1996).  Two early Woodland sub-phases

are recognized in the middle Savannah River drainage (Sassaman et al. 1990).  Simple

stamped, dentate stamped, punctated and plain pottery are characteristic of Refuge I

assemblages (3,000-2,800 B.P.).  By Refuge II (2800-2600 B.P.) only simple stamped

and plain pottery are found.  Biface forms associated with Refuge pottery include small

stemmed and notched forms resembling the terminal Late Archaic types.  These bifaces

are typically more crudely made than their antecedents, and are not easily

accommodated by conventional classification schemes.

Survey data from the Mill Branch tract, immediately adjacent to the survey

corridor,  indicates that the area was heavily utilized during the Early Woodland

(Ledbetter and Gresham 1988).  Excavations at two of the Mill Branch sites, 9Wr4 and

9Wr11, revealed two partial post patterns suggesting two separate Refuge phase

structures.  Refuge Simple Stamped sherds were recovered from the post holes and

surrounding vicinity.  At 9Wr11 simple stamped pottery was associated with deposits

radiocarbon dated to 2,820 +/-117 B.P. (Ledbetter 1995).
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Simple stamping continued as a decorative motif during the next ceramic phase

which represents the onset of the Middle Woodland period, and is known in the  middle

Savannah River drainage as Deptford.  It is divided into two sub-phases (Sassaman et

al. 1990).  Deptford I (2,600-2,000 B.P.) pottery consists of a more carefully executed

variety of simple stamped and check stamped pottery.  The latter is always the

numerically dominant type.  By Deptford II (2,000 – 1,500 B.P.) simple stamping was

even less common.  Check stamping continued as a popular surface treatment and

three new types appeared: cord marked, zone incised punctated, and Swift Creek

Complicated Stamped.  Medium size triangular points, which eventually replaced the

small square stemmed types, were widely used at this time.

The Late Woodland period is poorly understood in the survey area.  Late

Woodland period ceramic assemblages are identified by the presence of rectilinear

stamped pottery.  In the upper Coastal Plain, Late Woodland ceramic assemblages

typically contain sand tempered cord marked pottery along with minor amounts of

complicated stamped pottery similar to Napier or Woodstock.  Data from the Russell

Reservoir area indicates that plain and simple stamped pottery saw continued use

(Anderson and Joseph 1988).

Survey data from nearby Fort Gordon indicates a fairly substantial occupation

during the Mississippian period.  Ceramic assemblages include Etowah, Savannah,

and Lamar pottery.  Mississippian components are also recognized by the presence of

small triangular points.  This time period is characterized by a reliance on maize

agriculture, year round occupation of multi-acre sites in major floodplains, population

growth, and greater social complexity.  Two major Mississippian sites in the area are

the Hollywood and Mason mound groups near Augusta.

Little is known of the contact period for the immediate survey area.  The area is

thought to have been abandoned between A.D. 1450 - 1600 and, despite extensive

surveys within the Savannah River Valley, no ceramic assemblages are recognized

for this time period (Anderson 1990).  The area was repopulated by the late seventeenth

century.  Ceramic types for the provisional Yamasee phase (A.D. 1670 - 1715) include

Kasita Red Filmed, Walnut Roughened, and Ocmulgee Fields Incised (Anderson 1990).

Shortly after the founding of Charles Town in 1670, British traders contacted several

Indian groups in the Augusta area.  This had the effect of drastically changing the

Indian balances of power.  One group, the Westo, migrated to the area from Virginia

around 1659 and had established a large village near Augusta by 1674.  The Westo

were among the first indigenous groups in the Southeast to have guns, which they

used to dominate the deerskin and slave trade in the area.  At first they were allied with
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the English in the Carolina colony, but when they became an obstacle to further trade

in the interior, the English, in alliance with the Savannah Indians, drove the Westos

from the area by 1683.  As a result the Savannah Indians gained control of the trade in

slaves and deerskins.  The Savannah Indian village has been identified near the site of

Fort Moore (Smith 1992).  Improved trade relations also attracted other Indian groups,

including the Uchee and Apalachee, to the Augusta area.  The Uchee had at least two

villages in the area; one was at Ogeechee Old Town which was occupied by 1685 and

located on the Ogeechee River in southern Jefferson County.  It was abandoned after

the Yamasee War.  The other was  located at the mouth of Uchee Creek north of

Augusta.  The Westo Town on the Savannah River has not been positively identified

archaeologically (Braley 1995).

Deteriorating trade conditions with the English prompted Indians from Georgia,

Alabama and South Carolina to unite and revolt against the English in the Yamasee

War in 1715.  The Indians were defeated and the area was temporarily abandoned.

With the Indian middlemen dispersed, professional merchants assumed control of the

deerskin trade.  The trade in Indian slaves ceased following the Yamasee War.  Fort

Moore was established in 1716 to provide protection for these new traders.  In 1735

James Oglethorpe, aiming to gain control of the deerskin trade for the new Georgia

colony, reached an agreement with these traders and established Fort Augusta.

Augusta thrived on the growing deerskin trade, owing its success to its location at the

head of the major trading path to the southern Indian nations (Braund 1993).  Several

Indian groups continued to occupy the area around Augusta until their land was ceded

to the Georgia colony in 1763 (Braley 1995).

Historical Overview

Prior to 1763 the study area was used by Native American tribes, including the

Cherokee, Creek, and Yuchi as their hunting lands.  St. George’s Parish was created

by the Georgia General Assembly in 1758 as one of the original Anglican political

parishes in the colony and this parish included the study area.  The Treaty of Augusta

in 1763 between Great Britain and the Indian Nations allowed for substantial new

European in-migration to interior Georgia.  It was as a result of the 1763 treaty that the

lands including the study area were opened up for Anglo-European settlement.  In

1763 St. George Parish was divided into two districts: Halifax and Queensborough.

The boundary line between these two jurisdictions was described:  “[It] shall begin at

the mouth of Bark Camp on Ogeechee River from there shall go in a direct line to

George Walker’s ford on Brier Creek and from thence to McBeans Swamp near M’

Galphin’s cowpen” (CRG 19:31).
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In February 1764 Governor James Wright enacted legislation to encourage

Protestant families to settle in Georgia.  In order to entice them, they were to be exempt

from taxes, except on slaves.  In 1765 a petition was granted establishing a township

between the Ogeechee River, Brier Creek, Buckhead Creek, and the Lower Creek

Path.  The intended site for Queensborough was located just west of Lambert’s Big

Creek, now known as Big Creek (Green 1968:198-199; 1971:4-5; CRG 7:873, 697;

9:269; 14:348; 17:263; 23:39-40).

Settlement of Queensborough was encouraged by the British government in

1766, when £1800 were provided for its support.  At least seven shiploads of Protestant

Scots-Irish colonists arrived in Georgia from 1765 to 1774, comprising well over 1,000

emigrants (Dickson 1997).  Other immigrants bound for Queensborough landed in

Charleston and may not have taken up their intended Queensborough lands.  Many

who arrived in Savannah also may have changed their planned destination once they

arrived.  One observer in 1770 estimated that 70 families had settled in the village of

Queensborough (Sheftall 1980:33).  The fledgling Georgia state government created

Burke County in 1777, of which the study area was part.  Unfortunately, early records

for Burke County that would be relevant to this study have not survived.

In order to encourage people to Georgia, George Galphin placed advertisements

in Belfast newspapers in March 1766 and additional advertisements were placed there

by Mathew Rae in July 1769.  The first transport of Irish colonists, which consisted of

107 immigrants, sailed for Georgia in 1768 aboard the ship Prince George.  The second

transport, which consisted of 166 immigrants, sailed aboard the ship Hopewell in October

1769.  The next transport was the ship Brittania, which sailed in July 1771.  Unfortunately,

however, many of the passengers on board contracted smallpox and measles and

they were quarantined near Savannah.  Only 26 of the families on this shipload ever

received grants in Georgia.  The Brittania made another voyage in early 1772 and

delivered 217 immigrants to Savannah.  Additional Irish immigrants sailed for Georgia

aboard the ship Elizabeth in August 1772, although only two of these passengers were

granted land in Queensborough (Green 1971:5-8).

In early 1768, 50,000 acres were laid out and reserved for the Irish township

(Corry 1936:33).  It was called the Irish Reserve and later named Queensborough in

honor of Queen Anne (Durden 1983:3).  Queensborough was located about eight

miles northwest of Galphin’s trading post and settlement.  The precise location of the

town of Queensborough remains somewhat undetermined.  An anonymous historian

referred to a plat depicting Queensborough, “around the Warren’s Mill site,” and that

“the Old Indian Fort” was located on lands that adjoined the town site.  One Jefferson
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County court clerk cited a record that described the boundary of the Queensborough

Township as: “bounded by Chafers and Lamberts Big Creek” and noted that these two

creeks join just as they enter Warren’s Mill Pond just above the confluence of Black

Jack Creek (Georgia Historical Society n.d.).

Map evidence for the project area provides a few clues about the study area but

it does not show any improvements or identified dwellings in the immediate vicinity of

9Jf195.  The earliest map showing details of the project locale is a 1771 map by William

DeBrahm of the lands between the Altamaha and Savannah rivers (Figure 3).

DeBrahm’s map shows the outline of the Queensborough Township on Great Creek, a

tributary of the Great Ogeechee River.  The mouth of Great Creek, also known as

Lambert’s Creek, Lambert’s Big Creek, and shown on modern maps as Big Creek, is

located approximately 15.5 miles southeast of site 9Jf195.  Comparison of DeBrahm’s

map with modern maps places site 9Jf195 along the western edge of the original

Queensborough Township.

A 1770 list of lots granted to settlers of Queensborough includes 28 persons.

That same year the Queensborough settlers petitioned the Georgia officials for a road

connecting Queensborough with Savannah.  Legislation authorizing this road was

enacted in September 1773 and road commissions were appointed to oversee its

construction.  This road, “shall be continued from the Newington Road to Horse Creek

and from thence to the town of Queensborough” (CRG 11:85; 15:109, 473).

The total number of Irish immigrants who finally settled in the Queensborough

Township has been estimated by one historian to be about 250 persons, represented

by 95 or 96 families (Holmes 1996:10-11).  In 1770 the surveyor DeBrahm estimated

that Queensborough was home to 70 families, with more Irish families (approximately

200 persons) settled in the surrounding environs (DeVorsey 1971).

Several churches were associated with the Queensborough Township.  A parish

church was established at Sandy Run, and other churches included Fleeting’s Meeting

Place (later renamed Ebenezer Presbyterian Church), Bethel Presbyterian Church,

Vining’s Meeting Place, and Queensborough Presbyterian Church.  The Vining’s

Meeting Place, which was a Presbyterian church located near Rocky Comfort Creek,

would have been nearest to the study site.  In 1785 this church was transformed into

the Providence Baptist Church, which was the first Baptist church in Queensborough

(Holmes 1996:64-65).  From the onset division existed in the religious community of

Queensborough between the Burgher and Anti-Burgher sentiment (Farmer 1961:9).

During the middle eighteenth century through the early nineteenth century the
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Figure 3.  DeBrahm’s Map of Lands Between the Altamaha and Savannah Rivers,

1771.
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Presbyterian Church was divided into two camps, or synods, known as Burgher’s and

Anti-Burghers.  The differences between the two had a basis in both religious doctrine

and political organization.  By the early middle nineteenth century the differences

between the two divisions were largely moot and they were united as the Presbyterian

Church in America was reformed.

During the American Revolution the parish system changed to division by

counties, each with a seat of government established in a capital or county seat.  Burke

County was created by the rebel government in 1777 and the study area existed in

Burke County until early 1796, when it became Jefferson County.  Most of the local

Burke County records from 1777 to 1796 have not survived.  Jefferson County was

created February 20, 1796 as the twenty-third county in Georgia and was made from

lands originally in Burke, Montgomery, Warren, and Washington counties.  The official

boundaries of Jefferson County were marked at that time at a cost of $248.00 (Durden

1983:29).

Louisville was established as the capital of Georgia replacing Savannah in 1786,

and Louisville also became the county seat when Jefferson County was created ten

years later.  The new capitol building in Louisville was not completed until March 1796;

until construction was completed, the town of Augusta continued to operate as the

state capital.  Louisville functioned as Georgia’s capital city for only 10 years, from

1796 to 1806, when it was moved to Milledgeville.  When the Scottish geographer

John Melish visited Louisville in 1806, he noted that it “consists of about 100 dwelling

houses, and contains about 550 inhabitants, of whom nearly one half are slaves There

are ten dry good and grocery stores in the place, and they have a considerable inland

trade” (Melish 1818).

Melish’s glowing account in 1806 was short-lived, however, for the removal of

Georgia’s capital to Milledgeville soon resulted in economic decline for Louisville as an

urban center.  Melish also made a few comments on the outlying settlements of Jefferson

County when he wrote:  “came to a deserted church, where the road forks.  I took the

wrong road, which led among a number of plantations.  I found the inhabitants were

principally Irish people” (Melish 1818).

The area of St. George Parish, and later Burke and Jefferson counties,

experienced a variety of ethnic and religious infusion throughout its early history.  Some

of the first settlers in the area were Scots-Irish Presbyterians.  George Galphin, himself

an Irishman, along with John Rae, helped get the General Assembly to set aside

acreage solely for settlement by these immigrants.
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Jefferson County thrived during its first 50 years of existence.  It was transected

by a major stagecoach route running from Portland, Maine through New York;

Washington, D.C; Louisville, Georgia; and Key West, Florida.  In spite of Georgia

Governor John Milledge’s reluctance to contribute to the route’s estimated 1799 cost

of $90,790, stages did use the route that would eventually become U.S. Highway 1

(Durden 1983:31).  This route kept Jefferson County abreast of news via stagecoach

passengers and mail, while allowing for the transportation of goods in and out of the

county, along the eastern seaboard.  In 1799 Louisville could serve weary coach

passengers mutton at twelve cents a pound or beef at half that price (Durden 1983:31).

Broken coaches or wheels and axles on stagecoaches could be repaired by one of two

carriage builders and wheelwrights in the town.  News spread through the stagecoach

route and through newspapers.  The beginning of the nineteenth century found the

area served by various newspapers.  The State Gazette and Louisville Journal operated

until 1799, followed by The Independent Register in 1801, The Louisville Gazette and

Republican Trumpet ca 1804, and the Louisville Courier in 1811 (Durden 1983:41-47).

In 1796, 82 percent of the households in Jefferson County owned land and

much of the crops grown consisted of tobacco (Holmes 1996:35).  This land ownership

accounted for $1,132.00 in taxes, which would have been a great sum considering

that most of the households were only taxed between a few cents and a few dollars

apiece, even for large acreage.  Only about one quarter of the 774 households in the

county owned slaves at this time, with the largest owning 60 slaves (Holmes 1996:35-

36).  The crop of choice quickly changed from tobacco to cotton (Durden 1983:51).  By

1800, Jefferson County was home to slightly more than 4,000 whites and over 1,670

blacks (all but 34 of whom were slaves) (Thomas 1978:33).  The white population

fluctuated by 100 to 400 inhabitants during the next four decades until it reached a low

of 2,877.  Ironically, the black population during this period increased dramatically in

comparison from over 1,600 to more than 4,000.

Early Industry in Jefferson County

The Ogeechee Navigation Company was formed, following an act of the Georgia

General Assembly in 1801, to clear the Ogeechee River of obstructions and haul produce

from Louisville to Savannah.  Cotton was hauled on the boat Jefferson, whose Patroon

was John Fore (Jefferson County Superior Court Record Book, 1803-1812:82-83).  It

is not clear how successful this enterprise became, however, as one court case in

February 1804, focused on problems in timely delivery of a load of cotton to the

Savannah market.
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Manufacturing statistics for Jefferson County were reported to the U.S. Census

in 1820, but this information was sketchy compared with information submitted for

neighboring Burke and Washington counties.

Bricks were manufactured in Jefferson County by John Shly [Schley] but this

business was described as, “right in its infancy,” in 1820 (Robertson 1820:14).  It is not

clear how successful Mr. Shly’s brick operation became.

Two leather manufacturing businesses were reported for Jefferson County in

1820.  Major William Schley operated a leather tanyard near Louisville, which employed

five men and one child.  Another leather manufactory, also near Louisville, processed

700 hides annually.  Leather items produced in the county included raw leather and

shoes.  A cast iron bark mill was operated in the county.  Presumably this mill produced

bark used by the leather tanning industry.

Manufacturing statistics for neighboring Burke and Washington counties are

likely comparable to the situation in Jefferson County.  The list of occupations reported

for these two counties are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Occupations in 1820 in Burke and Washington Counties, Georgia.

Occupation Burke Washington
Blacksmith 35 18
House Carpenter 23 12
Wheelwright 5 6
Shoemaker 5 5
Cooper 6 4
Hatter 1 4
Tailor 4 3
Cabinet Maker 1 2
Sadler 2 2
Stoneware Pottery 0 2
Bricklayer or Stonemason 6 1
Chairmaker 0 1
Coachmaker 0 1
Cooper & Wheelwright 0 1
Cotton Machine Maker 0 1
Distiller 0 1
Gunsmith 0 1
Lime burner 0 1
Tanner 2 1
Wheel and Chairmaker 0 1
Wagon maker 3 0
Painting 2 0
Well digger 1 0
Sawing Timber 9 0
Millwright 1 0
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Grain Grinding 2 0
Wood turner 3 0
Gin maker (wood and iron) 2 0

(NARA 1965).

Census enumerator, Mr. Dixon provided this description of the stoneware pottery

industry in Washington County: “There is on the Little Ogeechee River the firm of a

stone-ware manufactory, the men who are engaged in the business informed me that

their ware was equal to any in the southern states, tho’ as yet they were only able to

carry it on in a small way.  They make a waggon load which one of them takes and

carrys through the country until it is sold and when that is disposed of they return and

make another and so one” (NARA 1965).  The potters engaged in this pursuit were

Abraham Massey and Cyrus Cogburn.  Cogburn was from Edgefield County, South

Carolina, where he acquired his pottery skills.  In 1820, Cogburn produced jugs, jars,

and other items, valued at $3,000.00.  Massey produced jugs, jars, coffee boilers, and

other items, valued at $2,000.00.  A limited archaeological study of Cogburn’s

Washington County kiln, which was exposed by a logging clearcut operation, was

recently conducted by William Jordan (1996).  The Cogburn family migrated westward

with the frontier, establishing potteries in Talbot County, Georgia and other western

states (Burrison 1983).

One nail factory was reported for Georgia in 1820.  It was operated in Richmond

County by one blacksmith and five people who manned a nail forge.  The annual value

of this business was estimated at $10,000.00 (NARA 1965).  This factory was  the

closest source of nails for the residents of Jefferson County.

Manufacturing statistics for Jefferson County for 1840 are more informative than

that of 1820.  A summary is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Industry and Agricultural Production in Jefferson County, Georgia in
1840.

Industry Amount
Carriages & wagons 3 businesses
Flouring mills 11 businesses
Grist mills 1 business
Saw mills 11 businesses
Leather, tanneries, & saddleries 1,137 sides of upper leather tanned
Candles 8,258 pounds
Soap 17,154 pounds
Horses & mules 1,215 head
Neat cattle 8,023 head
Sheep 3,369 head
Swine 16,537 head
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Poultry of all kinds 24,507 head
Wheat 10,361 bushels
Oats 4,391 bushels
Rye 1,198 bushels
Indian corn 273,416 bushels
Wool 2,263 pounds
Potatoes 8,770 bushels

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, Schedule of Mines, Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufacturing
1840).

Interestingly, no statistics on cotton production were included in this summary,

which is probably an oversight.  This does not mean a lack of cotton production, since

a glimpse at the agricultural schedules for the following decade reveals that cotton

was an important crop in Jefferson County.

Slavery was a strategic component of the eighteenth and early to middle

nineteenth century economy of Queensborough, and Burke and Jefferson counties.

The slave market in Louisville stands as the last tangible vestige of this inhumane

tradition (Figure 4).  Slavery was originally banned from Georgia, under the terms of

the original charter from King George II.  By 1747, economic and political pressures

reached a point that the Georgia Trustees relented and allowed slavery in Georgia.  By

the time of Queensborough’s establishment slavery was an entrenched institution.

Figure 4.  Louisville, Georgia Slave Market (HABS).
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The importation of slaves from Africa to the United States was banned in 1808,

although thousands of illegal transports continued to arrive on the continent.  Slaves

endured horrible conditions in their journey from Africa (Figures 5 and 6).  The institution

of slavery remained strong in Georgia up to the Civil War.  Planters in the study area

depended heavily on slave labor to cut timber, prepare their fields, plant and harvest

their crops, tend to livestock, and to construct the buildings, roads, and bridges.  In

other words, the slaves were responsible for most of the work associated with the

plantations.  All this work required many hands.  The population trends for the study

area are shown in Table 3.  In the 1790s, whites outnumbered blacks in Jefferson

County, but by the 1830s that trend was reversed.  In 1790 there were more than twice

as many whites as blacks, but by 1820, there were only one-quarter more whites than

blacks.  In the years that Hannah’s Quarter was occupied, the number of white people

in Jefferson County held fairly constant and ranged between an estimated 3,263 in

1790 and 4,008 in 1800, while the number of blacks exhibited a steady increase from

an estimated 1,491 in 1790 to 2,365 by 1820.  As the histograms show, the population

of blacks steadily increased in Jefferson County from 1790 to 1870.  The white

population, however, experienced a dip beginning in the 1820s and lasting into the

1840s.

Military Defense in Queensborough Township

Queensborough was established on the Indian frontier and threats of attack to

the Irish settlers were very real.  As early as 1770, the settlers petitioned the Georgia

Assembly to build a fort in the area and to station scouts to remove Indians who crossed

the Ogeechee River.  The Georgia authorities did not respond to this request, which

left the settlers to fend for themselves (CRG 15:109-110).  Like many  other areas of

the frontier, settlers fortified their houses and some of those that were more heavily

fortified served as places of refuge during periods of tension.  Solomon Wood maintained

one such citizen fort, but his fort was too distant to serve the residents in the Duhart

Creek/Hannah Branch vicinity.  No records were located detailing any defenses in that

vicinity.

Tensions between the Indians and the settlers were eased through the efforts

of George Galphin, who maintained a trading post below Queensborough.  A treaty

between the Creeks, Cherokees and Great Britain forgave the Indian’s massive debt

to Galphin in exchange for land cessions.  Many Creeks were unhappy with these

terms and in January 1774 Lower Creek war parties attacked the region killing 13

settlers.  This war party was pursued by the local militia but the militia were repulsed

and returned home.  Queensborough was in panic at this war threat.  Governor Wright
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Figure 5.  Slave Ship (Handler and Tulte 2001).

Figure 6.  Closeup of Slaves on the Ship Aurore, 1784 (Handler and Tulte 2001).
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Georgia   1790   1800   1810   1820   1830   1840   1850   1860    1870

Total 82548 162686 252433 340989 516823 691392 906185 1057286 1184109

Whites 52886 102261 145414 194781 296806 407695   521572   591550   638926

Blacks 29662  61618 107019 151419 220017 283697 384613   465698   545142

Jefferson Co.

Total   4753    5684    6111    7056    7309     7254     9131   10219    12190

Whites   3263    4008    3746    3932    3603     2877     3717     4133      4247

Blacks   1491    1676    2365    3122    3706     4377     5414     6086      7943

Table 3.  Population Trends in Georgia and Jefferson County from 1790 to 1870.
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Note: In 1790, Jefferson County did not exist, these numbers are estimates.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census; De Lamar and Rothstein 1985.
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temporarily halted the Indian trade in Georgia.  During this period many of

Queensborough’s residents moved away to North and South Carolina.  In 1783,

Galphin’s trading post was moved to the west side of the Ogeechee River, where it

was known as Galphinton and run by George Galphin’s two sons (Green 1971:9, 18).

The Council of Safety in Savannah appointed magistrates for the Queensborough

District and issued gunpowder and lead for a militia company.  Fifty pounds of gun

powder and a hundred weight of lead was sent to Queensborough (Green 1971:14).

Historian E. R. R. Green noted: “There was much destruction and fighting around

Queensborough during the Revolutionary War.  According to letters from Lachlan

McIntosh and Patrick Carr, the area around Queensborough and [Ogeechee] Old Town

was the front line between the American and British, and it changed many times.  Most

of the settlers were forced to flee from this area because of British and Tory harassment”

(Green 1971:11).  In July 1778, several Creek war parties burned cabins, slaughtered

livestock, killed several dozen settlers, and captured one fort in the area (Corkran

1967:317).

Religious divisions that had existed prior to the war were exacerbated by military

events.  Many settlers in the region including the Quakers and an element of the

Presbyterian community were conscientiously opposed to the war.  As the war

progressed, many of these people, including some Irish settlers, were taken prisoner

(Farmer 1961:9).

During the Winter of 1779, Archibald Campbell and his British troops captured

Old Town.  Later that spring, David Taitt led 400 Creek warriors and 50 Loyalists to the

Ogeechee River, where they raided [Ogeechee] Old Town and burned several forts

(Campbell 1780, 1981; Green 1971:16-17).  In May 1780, Thomas Brown led his force

of Rangers and loyalist Creeks to reoccupy Augusta and the frontier along the Ogeechee

River.  Brown captured Galphin at Silver Bluff, South Carolina.  In December 1780

George Galphin died at that place (Green 1971:17).  In June 1781, Elijah Clarke and

his Georgia militia attacked Augusta and forced Brown and his troops to surrender

(Green 1971:17).  By August 1, 1782, Patrick Carr reported that Old Town was in

American possession.  Carr also noted in a letter to Governor James Martin that the

frontier settlers at Queensborough had fled to the Buckhead Creek vicinity (Farmer

1961:6).

Although the American Revolution ended by 1783, the Indian raids on settlers

along the Ogeechee River region did not cease.  Indian raids were reported as late as
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1788 and lesser conflicts continued until about 1790 (Green 1971:19).  As the frontier

moved westward as a result of land cessions, the threat of attack lessened.  The

Treaties of Augusta (1783), Galphinton (1785), and Shoulderbone (1786) between the

Creek Indians and Georgia were not recognized as valid by the United States

government.  They also were not accepted by several of the Creek micos.  Subsequent

treaty talks in 1789 between the United States and the Creek Nation at Rock Landing

on the Oconee River were unsuccessful.  The Treaty of New York, which was signed

the following year, resulted in the Creeks ceding all their lands in eastern Georgia.  As

a result of this treaty the land east of the Ogeechee River became removed from the

Indian frontier.

Throughout the period from the 1770s to about 1800 the settlers of the Duhart

Creek locale kept up their guard and periodically sought refuge in fortified house forts.

Although no specific forts were identified in this area, Captain Vining was in charge of

this militia district in the 1790s and it is reasonable to conclude that the Vining residence

served this purpose during that period.  Marriage records indicate that John Vining

was present in Georgia as early as 1778, although other sources indicate that he and

his family did not arrive in Georgia until the 1790s.  John Vining was certainly present

in Jefferson County by 1796, according to Jefferson County tax records.  Vining’s

Meeting House, named for Reverend Jeptha Vining who came to Georgia from South

Carolina about 1783, was an important early church in this part of Jefferson County,

Georgia.  It was later consecrated as Providence Baptist Church, which remains extant

(Cofer 1977:22).  The John Vining place was probably located a few miles west of the

study area, although its precise location is unknown.  Nothing was found in the

archaeological study of Hannah’s Quarter to suggest that the Hannah’s house was

fortified.  There was no evidence of a palisade wall and only a few artifacts in the Arms

Group.  Most likely the Hannah’s fled to their neighbors, the Vinings, in times of crisis.

The involvement of the Hannahs in Georgia’s military affairs is sketchy at best.

Thomas Hannah, son of the emigrant William, apparently was a member of Elijah

Clarke’s Georgia Militia, although his name did not appear in muster lists for the events

early in the war, such as the battle of Kettle Creek.  William Hannah’s role in the

American Revolution is not well established.  Although his name does not appear in

rosters of the Georgia Militia, a William Hanning, serving as a Private in the 4th Georgia

Militia, is recorded and possibly may represent a misinterpreted entry for William Hannah

(NARA 1775-1783; Georgia Genealogical Magazine 1986:153-157).  The muster roll

of Thomas Brown’s Rangers for April 24, 1781 includes a Private William Henning

along with the notation “with the rebels” (Cashin 1999:266).  Apparently William Hanning

or Henning had difficulty determining where his loyalties lay.  Was this Hanning/Henning
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our William Hannah?  Probably not because by the time of the American Revolution

William Hannah was, at least, in his mid-40s, too old for military service.  This connection

is tenuously based on multiple misspellings of the Hannah surname.  William’s status

as a veteran is suggested by his receiving a bounty grant from the State of Georgia in

the 1780s.  A review of published lists of Revolutionary War veterans yielded no listing

for William Hannah.

Thomas Hanner [ a misspelling of Hannah] enlisted in 1793 as a Private in the

Georgia Militia, 2nd Regiment, 1st Battalion, 5th Company of Washington County (Georgia

Genealogical Magazine 1986:154).  This person may be the same as Thomas Hannah,

who had served with Clarke’s Georgia Militia during the Revolution.  Thomas would

have been about 38 years old in 1793.  The confusion between the Hannah and Hanner

surname was noted elsewhere in this historical research.

Based on an examination of historical documents, the members of the Hannah

family appear to have played an inauspicious role in military events on the Georgia

frontier.  Most lines of evidence suggest that both William and Thomas Hannah were

aligned with the American cause.  Neither of them rose above the rank of Private.  The

best support for this is the fact that both received bounty land grants for their military

service following the American Revolution.

By 1860 a total of 6,045 slaves (almost 60 percent of the county’s population)

and 4,133 whites lived in Jefferson County (Thomas 1978:33).  The growing number

of slaves within the county was a direct result of increased cotton production made

much more profitable by the invention of the cotton gin.  In 1860 Jefferson County

produced between 2.5 and 5 million pounds of cotton (Hodler and Schretter 1986:84).

The Civil War had a devastating effect on Jefferson County, as it did on the rest

of the South.  Men from the county formed several Confederate companies that fought

in the conflict.  The first was the Jefferson County Guards, formed on July 14, 1861

and consisting of 118 men.  Later in July the Jefferson Grays were created.  Three

months later volunteers from the county established the Battery Guards (Durden

1983:71).  Jefferson County soldiers were among the dead and wounded of the war.

Long-term casualties included property destruction during Sherman’s March to the

Sea and ensuing economic devastation and recession.  Following the war in 1865,

Jefferson County treasury funds totaled $150.00 (Durden 1983:83).  The arduous path

of reconstruction found Jefferson County changing from yeoman farms and large

plantations to tenant farms and sharecropping.  In 1870 black residents still outnumbered

whites in the county at a ratio of almost two to one.  The uprising during that year by
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black activist Cudjo Fye and his followers in Louisville further fueled fears by the white

minority of concentrated areas of large black populations (Durden 1983:90).  Such

fears, real or perceived, undoubtedly led to the armament of many county residents.

In 1897 a newspaper reporter posed this question, “Suppose 100 detectives were put

in Jefferson County for just one week, how many hundred do you suppose they would

catch carrying pistols? It is a shame how many men and boys carry concealed weapons”

(Dorsey 1979:33).

Jefferson County residents did experience some growth during this period despite

the postwar problems.  A 1872 map depicts domestic residences, numerous churches

and camp meeting grounds, roads, bridges, and mills (Adkins, I.F. and William Phillips

1872).  This map is reproduced in Figure 7.  In 1884 William J. Wren donated a parcel

of land in the northern portion of the county for the establishment of a convenient town

to be used as a stop for the Augusta Southern Railroad (Durden 1983:131).  This area

had been the site of the settlement of Pope Hill in previous years and had been a

significant stop on the Old Quaker Road stagecoach line leading to Savannah

(Thomas1978:93).  A 1879 map of the county illustrates the Pope Hill settlement with

a light, but well-dispersed population settled along numerous roads transecting the

county (Adkins 1879).  The project area crosses several of these old country roads,

numerous branches, and Reedy Creek, and comes near the branch and mill pond of

Jerry Howard’s mill.  Another cultural feature in the general area includes the Union

Academy.  Such private schools dominated rural areas until public education facilities

became the norm.  By 1901 the first class graduated from the Wrens Institute, although

it consisted of a total of only four graduates (female) and by 1905 the town had its first

newspaper, The Jefferson Reporter (Durden 1983:131).  Growth was encouraged by

slowly increasing prices farmers received for their crops.  In 1883, one local paper

reported, “...all the county papers are parading the big results achieved by their

agriculturalists...” (Dorsey 1979:33).

By the spring of 1900, cotton prices were up nine cents a pound and demand

for cotton was insatiable (Dorsey 1979:46).  Such demand, however, resulted in

repetitive planting of more acreage in cotton, leading one local newspaper reporter to

lament that farmers were hauling great quantities of guano to fertilize fields severely

depleted by cotton agriculture.  Limited efforts by some farmers to augment soil fertility

by planting cowpeas during the end of the nineteenth century did not significantly

impact large acreage (Stevens and Wright 1901:726).  The overproduction of cotton,

the emphasis on mono-culture, and the depletion of soil fertility created excellent

conditions for agricultural disease and pests.
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Figure 7.  Adkin and Phillip’s Map of Jefferson County, 1872.
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Farmers and sharecroppers continued planting cotton into the twentieth century,

however, the conditions mentioned above created an ideal environment for the boll

weevil to flourish.  The boll weevil scourge during the 1920s forced Jefferson County

farmers to curtail cotton as the primary crop and begin agricultural diversification.  In

1927 the main crops of the county included berries, cotton, corn, grains, Irish potatoes,

peanuts, peas, sweet potatoes, tobacco, and velvet beans (Thomas 1978:22-23).

Additional diversification led farmers to establish timber industries, lumber milling,

exportation of hardwoods, dewberry farms, and pecan groves (Thomas 1978:23).

Between 1920 and 1930 the county population dropped by almost 2,000

residents (Georgia Historical Records Survey 1940:34).  Approximately 70 percent of

this out-migration was by black residents, many of whom relocated to more urban

areas.  County residents continued to investigate alternate sources of revenue to replace

cotton agriculture.  The mineral resources of the county were seen as one such

opportunity.

Residents had tapped some of these resources to a limited degree in the past,

such as the stone quarry located near the Jefferson-Burke county lines.  This quarry

had been operated by Mr. Burr (Thomas 1978:22-23).  Near this quarry was a large

spring “that covers nearly a quarter of an acre, and boils up in several places, a clear

stream of pure limestone water, with force enough to turn a mill” (Thomas 1978:22-

23).  Riverine resources were utilized for mills from the very beginning of the county’s

history and by 1901 there were nine grist mills operating in the county along the

Ogeechee River.  Two of the mills were flour mills using large steam-operated roller

mills (Stevens and Wright 1901:726).

Other minerals in addition to limestone and burr stone in the county included

shell marl, agate, and chalcedony.  Iron ore was reported “on red sandstone” that was

comparable with “the best iron ore in Jefferson County, Alabama” (Dorsey 1979:8).

County residents discovered what appears to have been kaolin in the county.  They

described it as follows:

 “An inexhaustible quantity of marl has been found in Jefferson County, on the
large estate of Hon. A.D. Tarver, representative from this county.  The deposit is situated
only two miles from the Central railroad.—This character of marl is said to be valuable in
many industries, namely: making fire brick, tile, pipes, spittoons and crockeryware
generally, aqueducts, as a base for paints of all kinds, and for adulteration of certain
products, and numerous other purposes.  It is composed of carbonate of lime, bald clay
[ball clay], humic acid, etc., and is absolutely devoid of a molecule of grit or other foreign
substance.  Pulverized it resembles flour of bone, and in that state is used for fertilizing
the soil” (Dorsey 1979:8).
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III.  Research Design and Methods

Research Design

Data recovery excavation at site 9Jf195 adds significantly to our knowledge of

the Colonial, and early Federal period in Georgia.  It provides new data for rural farm

life during the late eighteenth century in Georgia’s interior Coastal Plain.  Artifactual,

statistical, and documentary data recovered as a result of thorough research and

excavation at the site provides important diagnostic information and base line data

that can be used during future archaeological and historical investigations of similar

period sites.  Currently, the database for these sites is extremely small.  The first

contribution of the site, therefore, is a broadening of this database.  In order to accomplish

this broadening of knowledge, we must ask the following questions of our data.

Documentary Record

Can site-specific individuals and families be located through the documentary

record?  Can the socioeconomic class of these people be identified through estate

inventories, wills, slave schedules, and tax records?  Can their ethnicity be determined

through census records, deeds, or other primary documents?  What is the number of

family members and people living in the household, based on census records and

other relevant documents?  What occupations are attributed to site residents noted in

the archival record?

Socioeconomic Status

Does this site reflect an upper, middle, or lower socioeconomic status based on

the artifacts recovered and their comparisons to other sites?  Archaeologists have

discovered that they cannot use the quantity or even the quality of artifacts to necessarily

indicate status.  It is the type and amount of artifacts, but most importantly - when they

were being used, that are barometers of status.  For example, excavations in Charleston

(Zierden and Grimes 1989) suggest that one must factor in the date of site occupation

along with the combined percentages of porcelain and transfer printed wares in the

ceramic assemblage, the percentage of table glass relative to the percentage of

ceramics, the percentage of architectural artifacts, and percentages of clothing, personal,

and furniture items.  The percentages of porcelain and transfer-printed wares on sites

increases through time while the status of its owners decrease.  In other words, Zierden
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and Grimes discovered that their upper-status site from the late eighteenth through

early nineteenth century actually contained a slightly lower percentage of porcelain

and transfer-printed wares than their middle class site from the later nineteenth century.

They explained this greater preponderance of decorated wares in the mid-nineteenth

century as a result of the increasingly cheaper prices of porcelains and transfer printed

ceramics over time, particularly as once-costly items were imported directly into the

United States in larger numbers and at lower prices (Zierden and Grimes 1989: 96-

97).  Miller has also noted that decorated wares are more expensive when initially

introduced into the market, and eventually become attainable by lower economic classes

as popularity wanes, price decreases, and production levels are maintained or even

increased (Miller 1980, 1991).  Likewise, increases in production of bottle and table

glass resulted in a general increase in the ratio of glass to ceramics from the late

eighteenth through the nineteenth centuries.

What was the socioeconomic status of occupants at 9Jf195?  Are the

socioeconomic patterns displayed at late eighteenth to nineteenth century sites in towns

such as Charleston typical of a contemporary rural site such as 9Jf195?  Does the

location of a site in a rural area, away from the easy access of material goods in an

urban environment or port city, reflect the same socioeconomic artifact patterning as

the Charleston sites?  Are such patterns contingent upon a site location within a

designated radius of a large city?  Are other patterns of socioeconomic status evident

at 9Jf195 that are not reflected at urban archaeological sites?  Can different artifact

types or the comparison of different artifact percentages provide ratios that suggest

socioeconomic status differently at rural sites than at urban ones?

Ethnicity

What was the ethnicity of the occupants at 9Jf195 and how is it reflected in the

artifact patterning and feature arrangement at the site?  Likewise, do the faunal and

floral remains depict a diet and environment similar to a particular ethnic group?  Can

the occupants be traced to Irish, Swiss, French, British, or German ancestry, as was

not uncommon during Georgia’s early history?  How does the artifact assemblage at

9Jf195 compare or contrast to assemblages at known ethnic sites, such as the Germans

at New Ebenezer, the French Huguenots at Purysburg, South Carolina, or the Swiss

at New Windsor, South Carolina and Vernonburg, Georgia?  Are patterns at 9Jf195

mirrored at any of these sites?  Did residents seek to acculturate to their surroundings

at 9Jf195, or did they maintain the culture of their heritage?  Did the ethnicity of the site

residents change over time through in or out-migration, marriage, births or deaths?
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Did the Irish who settled at Queensborough, in Jefferson County, or their relatives,

migrate to site 9Jf195?

Gender

Were both males and females using the site?  How is each gender reflected in

the archaeological and documentary records?  Are gender roles different on a rural

site such as this one, contrasted with contemporary urban sites?  Can gender-specific

areas be located within the archaeological record?  Are children of either gender visible

in the archaeological record?

Rural Patterns

Does site 9Jf195 conform to any accepted models of spatial and intra-site

patterning?  How do these patterns differ from later nineteenth century farmstead

layouts?  Are the locations of the residence, outbuildings, garden and agricultural plots,

and specific work areas determined by accepted standards of the day, ethnicity,

topography and geography, land availability, or factors unique to the site and occupants?

How does such intra-site patterning effect daily domestic, agricultural, and professional

activities?

To what degree did occupants of the site participate in the post-colonial period

global market?  Did Augusta, the nearest urban center, provide a significant percentage

of marketable goods to site residents?  If so, what goods were purchased and what

was their market of origin?  What percentage of the artifact assemblage from 9Jf195

consists of locally or regionally made items?   Were any items produced in excess on

the site, whether deliberately or otherwise, and distributed or sold beyond the household

level?  Did Augusta provide a ready market for such surpluses?   Were any of these

items shipped to markets beyond Augusta?

Occupations

Was agriculture the primary occupation of site residents?  If so, what crops

were grown?  Did residents practice any crafts or trades either within the homestead or

as a profession?  What are the occupations of the residents? Were children present at

the site and what were their roles within the family?  Were non-family members employed

at occupations within the household?  Did occupations of site residents change through

time?
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Enslaved African-Americans

Were enslaved African-Americans present on the site?  Are they visible in the

archaeological and documentary record?  How many enslaved African-Americans were

present and what were their roles?  Did they reside on site or merely work there?  Are

any African cultural traditions manifest in the ceramics, clothing, or personal artifacts

recovered?  Have any European or American artifacts been modified to reflect traditional

African cultural beliefs or lifeways?

Modern Perspectives on African-American Archaeology

Slavery is a politically and socially charged issue in contemporary America.

This racial sensitivity is heavily manifested in plantation archaeology.  This is due in

part to archaeology’s racist past.  In historical archaeology the first work focused on

the planter elite and it was not until the 1960s, primarily under the guidance of Charles

Fairbanks, that archaeologists began to examine the other end of the social spectrum

in plantation economy.  Fairbanks’ work led to a more widespread examination of

vernacular life, ethnic variation, and a debunking of many historical myths associated

with the Plantation South.  Historical archaeology during the Fairbanks era mirrored

the general social response of the civil rights movement of the 1950s to 1970s (Moore

1981, 1985; Otto 1975, 1984; Singleton 1980, 1985).  As John Otto’s work typifies,

historical archaeology served to illustrate in tangible ways the inequality in access to

material wealth between the planter elite and their enslaved African-Americans.

In many ways this research was apologetic, as archaeologists who were sensitive

to the human rights abuses suffered by the slaves tried to interpret these injustices

through their archaeology.  Scholars were quick to “jump” on their colleagues for their

Euro-centric views of African-American culture, or their racist interpretations.  In many

instances this was justified and a predominantly white field of researchers delved deeper

into what it meant to be a slave.  Despite its weaknesses, the archaeological study of

slavery has grown significantly in the past three decades, as has been summarized by

Singleton (1985, 1995).  African-American archaeology has emerged as a sub-discipline

of archaeology that is aimed at, “the study of slavery, slave society, and the development

of modern African-American cultural identity” (Orser 1988).

As the archaeological discipline becomes more sophisticated, a less simplified

interpretation of the past emerges.  Slave narratives, including contemporary writings

of runaway slaves and free blacks and WPA-era slave interviews, reveal the diverse

lifestyles of slave life in the south.  Brutality was common, but not all slave owners
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were brutal.  Even slaves who exercised a great deal of autonomy and had

understanding masters remained slaves and suffered the indignities that went with

that societal classification.  Examples of manumission were relatively infrequent.

Archaeologists, such as Parker Potter and others, questioned the legitimacy of

plantation archaeology and demanded to know who the intended audience was for the

archaeological stories that were being told (Potter 1991; Babson 1990).  For some,

plantation archaeology was seen as an avenue for enriching the African-American

community about their heritage.  Some scholars claimed that African-American sites

were being interpreted for a white audience (Singleton 1997).  It remains a racially

charged issue that is a challenge for the archaeologist, particularly those who claim no

African-American heritage.  Despite nearly four decades of exploration of African-

American archaeological sites, the number of people of African descent involved in the

discipline remains minuscule.  Until this imbalance in the racial makeup of the

archaeological workforce is remedied, the story of slavery will by necessity continue to

have a Euro-ethnic bias.

Data Recovery Methods

Historical Research

Data Recovery included a thorough historical research to locate primary and

secondary documentary sources that provide a historical context for the site and its

inhabitants.  Local history sources that were consulted included: Alden Associates

(1965), Baker (1965), Baldwin and Hillhouse (1956), Candler (1911), Cashin (1994,

1999); Cofer (1977); Davis (1979, 1981, 1982, 1986a, 1986b, 1987), Davis and Augusta

Genealogical Society (1986), Davis and Lucas (1981), De Lamar and Rothstein (1985),

Dumont (n.d., 1965, 1969a, 1969b), Ford (1890), Gilmer (1989), Hillhouse (1981, 1983,

1985), Holder (1973), Jackson (2001), Jones (1982), [George F.] Jones (1986, 1990),

Lucus (1977), Otto (1973), Peel (1967), Sears (1979), Sheftall (1980), Sherwood (1939),

R. J. Taylor, Jr. Foundation (1983, 1989), Waselkov and Braund (1995), White (1854),

Wilhoit (1976), and the Wrens High School (1980).

Jefferson County was created February 20, 1796.  Site 9Jf195 is located on

that portion formerly in Burke County.  Both counties experienced one or more

courthouse fires, reducing the numbers of primary documents housed at each.

Remaining relevant information at courthouse and archival repositories was researched.

Such research included pursuit of a chain-of-title back to the original grantee in an

effort to trace the names of property owners who are likely to have been associated
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with the site.  Efforts were made to locate any accompanying plats.  Colonial records,

including headright grants, also were searched.  The names associated with this chain-

of-title during the period of site occupation then were researched in the extant population

census records.  While the earliest census records for Georgia are substitutes of the

Federal Census, and date to 1790 in a relatively incomplete form, effort was made to

trace the property owners through this and later census records which may at least

serve to show if and when these owners relocated to another county (United States

Census Office 3rd Census, Population Schedules, Jefferson County 1820; 4rd Census,

Population Schedules, Jefferson County 1830; 5th Census, Population Schedules,

Jefferson County 1840; Schedule of Mines, Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufacturing.

5th Census, Jefferson County 1840; 7th Census, Agricultural Schedules, Jefferson County

1850; 7th Census, Mortality Schedules, Jefferson County 1850; 7th Census, Population

Schedules, Jefferson County 1850; 7th Census, Slave Schedules, Jefferson County

1850; 8th Census, Agricultural Schedules, Jefferson County 1860; 8th Census, Mortality

Schedules, Jefferson County 1860; 8th Census, Population Schedules, Jefferson County

1860; 8th Census, Slave Schedules, Jefferson County 1860; 9th Census, Population

Schedules, Jefferson County 1870; 10th Census, Mortality Schedules, Jefferson County

1880; 10th Census, Population Schedules, Jefferson County 1880).  The extant mortality,

slave, and agricultural schedules were researched when appropriate to the dates of

site occupation, although the mid-nineteenth century date of these sources makes

them unlikely to be relevant.

Other relevant primary documents and abstracts were investigated, such as:

the “Jefferson County, Georgia Jury List, 1799”; colonial and county wills; tax digests;

newspaper abstracts, such as “Marriages & Deaths, 1763-1820, Abstracted From Extant

Georgia Newspapers” (Warren 1968, 1972); “Jefferson-Burke County, Georgia: Early

Records” (Alden Associates 1965); and “English Crown Grants in St. George Parish in

Georgia, 1755-1775” (Bryant 1972).  Other primary sources were examined, such as

manuscript collections; map collections; military records; colonial records; diaries;

account ledgers; and letters (Candler 1904-1916, 1908; Jefferson County Estrays,

Volume A, 1796-1854; Marks and Brands, 1802-1867; Ordinary Court, Minutes, Books

1-8, 1796-1820; Superior Court Minutes, 1839-1850; Superior Court Record Book,

1796-1800; Superior Court Record Book, 1823-1843; Superior Court, Tax Digests.

1799, 1801; Deed Books A, C, 3M, HH, 3G, 73, XX, 185, 231, 239; Wills and

Miscellaneous Estate Records, Books 1 and 3, 1796-1827).  These items were examined

in the following repositories: State Archives and Records Building, Atlanta; The Georgia

Historical Society at Hodgson Hall, Savannah; The Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript

Library at The University of Georgia Library, Athens; and relevant local county historical

societies.
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The Georgia Archaeological Site File (GASF), in Athens, Georgia, were reviewed

for previous work on the site.  No other contemporary sites were identified in the general

project vicinity.

Recent historical studies of slavery were consulted, including: Genovese (1974,

1989), Goldin (1976), Gutman (1977), Hilliard (1990), Joyner (1994), Olmstead (1968),

Smith (1985), White (1985), and Wood (1984).  A wide variety of archaeological reports

and articles on African-American archaeology were examined, including: Campbell

(2001), Crass et al. (1998), Drucker and Anthony (1982), Ferguson (1992), Heath and

Bennett (2000), Howson (1990), Hunt-Hurst (1999), Jordan (1980, 1985), Joseph (1993),

Kimmel (1993), Klingelhofer (1987), McKelway (1994, 2000), Orser (1988, 1989, 1990,

1996a, 1996b), Orser and Nekola (1996), Orser et al. (1987, 1988), Reidy (1992),

Singleton (1980, 1985, 1991, 1999) Thomas (1995), Vlach (1993a, 1993b), Westmacott

(1992), Wheaton et al. (1983), Wilkie (1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1997), and Young (1997,

1999).

Archaeological studies of frontier settlement and religious refugee enclaves

provided additional background for this report.  These included works by: Brooks and

Crass (1991); Crass et al. (1997, 1998); Elliott and Elliott (1991); Elliott and Smith

(1985); Elliott et al. (1995); Smith (1985); South (1977); Steen et al. (1996).

Last, but certainly not least, the Internet proved invaluable in conducting this

research project.  Particularly useful were contemporary documents at the University

of North Carolina (Documenting the American South), the University of Michigan (Making

of America), and the Library of Congress (American Memory); slave narratives at the

Library of Congress (2001), and photographs and drawings of slaves and slave dwellings

at the Library of Congress.  All of these sources, and others not mentioned, provided a

rich backdrop for the study of a Georgia plantation.

Interviews with ex-slaves in Georgia were conducted in Athens, Georgia by

Works Progress Administration (WPA) researchers from 1936 to 1938 (Library of

Congress 2001).  These oral interviews, which were transcribed by white recorders in

dialect, provide relevant information about slave housing, meal preparation, and other

lifeways that may be applicable to late eighteenth and early nineteenth century slave

life in Jefferson County.  None of the slaves interviewed, however, were from Jefferson

County.

Genealogical information on the Hannah family was gleaned from a variety of

sources.  The Internet proved an invaluable tool for this purpose.  One source in this
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category includes Battlehill (2001) and genealogical records compiled by the Church

of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints (Intellectual Reserve 2001) and the Clan Hanna

(Clan Hanna 2001).  Published works on the Hannahs include books by Sarah Hanna

(1906), James Hanna (1959), and William Hannay (1913).  Works on the Scots-Irish

settlement in the Southern colonies were consulted, including: Bond (1996), Dickson

(1997), Dickson (1996), Fischer (1989), Gilmer (1989), Hanna (1902), Howe (1861),

Kennedy (1997), Leyburn (1962), and Smith (2001).

Fieldwork

Site 9Jf195 was first identified by GDOT archaeologist Rick Richardson, who

surveyed the site and later returned to conduct test excavations, that were documented

in a brief report (Richardson 1998a, 1998b).  Some of the artifacts collected by

Richardson’s effort were analyzed by the laboratory staff of Brockington and Associates,

while other portions of the collection remained unanalyzed.  Shortly after Richardson’s

work was completed, Southern Research was contracted to perform data recovery

excavations on the site but this work was delayed by GDOT until the spring of 2001.

Southern Research analyzed all the artifacts collected from the site in the past, along

with artifacts collected during data recovery.

Fieldwork began with the establishment of a metric grid over the site, which was

linked to the previous GDOT site grid.  Because only one of the previous data points

(Datum 2) could be relocated in 2001 and this data point did not appear on their site

map, it was decided to create a unique site grid for the data recovery excavations.  The

primary datum was established and designated 500N, 500E, and the location of this

point was recorded by using a Garmin 12XL GPS handheld device, which is generally

accurate to within 5 m.  Twenty-one GPS readings were averaged to produce a location

of 3668509N 360365E (based on 1927 Datum).  Gridpoint 500N 500E was located

near the northern edge of the site.  Grid north was established as 7 degrees east of

magnetic north.

The site was in a fallow, uncultivated state when the project began and a walkover

of the surface was conducted to verify the extent of the site.  A large earthen berm,

which contained stumps and other debris from a previous clearing episode had been

identified by previous researchers as the eastern edge of the site.  Another smaller

berm (oriented perpendicular to the larger one) marked the southern edge of the site.

Only one artifact (a tobacco pipe fragment) was observed east of the main berm.  Two

backhoe strips were exposed east of the berm to verify that features did not extend

into this portion of the landform.  No features or artifacts were located by this exploratory
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endeavor.  In sum, the site size remained unchanged after Phase III from that stated

following Phases I and II, which was a small site measuring 60 m in both dimensions.

The data recovery team concluded that these site dimensions were an accurate

reflection of the size of the former settlement for two reasons.  First, the eastern,

southern, and western peripheries of the site were relatively intact landforms and the

degree of slope on the areas to the south and west increased quickly beyond the site

boundary and the area to the east, while suitable for occupation, was shown not to

contain any significant amount of cultural material.  The area to the north is marked by

the existing Georgia Highway 88 R.O.W., which is deeply entrenched, indicating that

this route dates to antiquity.  No other signs of an earlier roadway were observed, so

we concluded that this portion of the road from the ridge crest to Hannah Branch had

been stable since the late 1700s.  Such was not the case further east, where traces of

the old road bed were visible a few meters north of the Georgia Highway 88 R.O.W.,

on the slope leading to Duhart Creek.

Mechanical stripping was accomplished over a four-day period from April 2 to 5,

2001.  A backhoe with a smooth blade arm and a grader pan was used to remove the

topsoil from the entire site.  The backhoe was operated by Jim Walden and the topsoil

removal was monitored by John Doolin and Dan Elliott.  Although Mr. Walden had

never worked with archaeologists before, he quickly learned the process and was

quite helpful in preparing the site for hand excavation.  All exposed artifacts observed

during the topsoil removal phase were collected and these items formed the majority

of an important surface collection.  The extent of observed artifacts and cultural features

identified during stripping further verified the dimensions of the site.

Mechanical plowzone removal was monitored by an archaeologist to ensure

that the integrity of the features was not compromised and to keep any areas of midden

intact for sampling or complete removal through hand excavation, depending on the

quantity of midden.  Archaeologists followed behind the backhoe and shovel-shaved

the soil to expose features completely.  A map of the site was made, which included

the cultural features of the site and suitable landmarks (such as Georgia Highway 88).

This map was created with a laser transit, and was tied to one permanent datum

established during previous archaeological testing at the site.

Metal Detector Survey

A Fisher brand metal detector was used to search for metallic artifacts in the

spoil piles and across the stripped site surface.  Previously, GDOT archaeologists also

used a metal detector to recover metal artifacts with some success.  The metal detector
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also was used to pretest features for their metal content.  This proved tricky in many

instances, however, because the metal detector generated false readings on many

burned tree features.  Apparently, the soil conditions in these features were the cause

of these false readings, because only a few metal artifacts were recovered from them

despite thorough sampling.

Controlled Sampling of the Spoil Pile

A sample of approximately 10 cubic meters of soil (estimated) from the spoil

pile was screened through 1/4 inch mesh hardware cloth.  This soil was part of the

plowzone removed from the site’s center by the backhoe.  This exercise resulted in an

extremely low artifact yield (n=33).

Plowzone/midden Block Excavation

The Scope of Work for data recovery at 9Jf195 called for hand excavation of a

midden identified at the site by GDOT archaeologists.  Although no midden was

encountered during the 2001 excavation, archaeologists were careful to watch for

midden-like soils during mechanical stripping.  [Note: After fieldwork was completed,

information gleaned from previously unanalyzed artifact bags revealed that the midden

that Mr. Richardson referred to was in the vicinity of Feature 9.  No midden was identified

in this area during stripping in 2001, however.]  One area in the south-central part of

the site (later designated Cluster C) possessed slightly darker soils and a portion of

this area was only partially stripped by machine so that it could be examined by hand

excavation.  An area 4 m east-west by 5 m north-south was designated Block A, and

was divided into 2 m by 2 m subunits for hand excavation.  Excavation was in one

natural level, which varied in thickness from 2 to 7 cm.  All soil from these units was

screened through 1/4 inch mesh hardware cloth.  It was clearly evident from the abundant

plow scars that cut through the thin midden remnant in Block A that the midden was

thoroughly disturbed by cultivation.  The field crew completed unit forms for each unit,

and drew scaled plan views and took photographs when appropriate.

Non-modern cultural features were mapped with the transit, drawn to scale in

greater detail in plan view; bisected, partially excavated, photographed, drawn in profile,

and then excavated in their entirety.  Features were excavated by natural strata, or in

cases of extremely deep homogeneous deposits (such as homogeneous fill from deep

cellars), the deposits were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels, to maintain vertical

controls in an effort to discern the sequence of deposition.  Feature fill was screened

through 1/4 inch mesh hardware cloth.  Artifacts were bagged according to their context.
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Large amounts of materials such as brick, shell, coal, and slag were quantified.  A

representative sample of each was kept.  Field notes were recorded on acid free paper

and included: feature forms, accession lists, photograph logs, master photograph logs,

and field director notes.  Soil samples were taken from features containing undisturbed,

in situ deposits.  Two liter samples were collected for possible flotation for ethno-

botanical remains; palynological and phytolith studies; parisitology; and other specialized

studies.

Laboratory Analysis

Artifacts from 9Jf195 were transported to the laboratory facilities of Southern

Research, in Columbus, Georgia.  There they were washed, inventoried, and analyzed.

Analysis sheets were completed for each provenience.  Artifacts were categorized

according to a classification system based on South’s (1977) Activities, Architectural,

Arms, Clothing, Furniture, Faunal, Kitchen, Personal, and Tobacco groups.

The following groups traditionally contain the fewest number of recovered

artifacts.  The Activities Group contains items such as axes, glass flaked tools, hatchets,

plow parts, sheet copper or iron, lead strips or other items used in an activity.  The

Furniture Group consists of furniture hardware such as brass tacks, braces, cushion

springs, lock plates, and escutcheons.  The Personal Group contains items traditionally

belonging to or used by an individual, such as jewelry, a watch, or a hair comb.  The

Tobacco Group includes tobacco pipe bowls and stems, typically of kaolin, stoneware,

redware, or aboriginal clays.

Architectural Group artifacts include brick, hardware, mortar, nails, plaster, tile,

and window glass.  Fragments of brick, mortar, plaster, concrete, and coal were weighed

in grams, recorded and discarded (except where selected samples are recovered).

Large pieces of brick were analyzed by method of manufacture, including hand made,

machine made, and unidentifiable.  Nails were analyzed by method of manufacture

(wrought, cut, or wire) when possible.

Artifacts within the Arms Group can include bullets, gunflints (English spall and

French honey-colored flints), gun hardware, lead shot, and musket balls.  Gunflints

were measured in an effort to determine the type of gun on which they were used.  The

diameter of lead balls also was recorded.

The Clothing Group consists of clothing fasteners such as buckles, buttons,

and hooks and eyes.  Buttons were identified and dated, when possible, by
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manufacturing technique and material (South 1977).  Other items were coded according

to material, such as brass, iron, or pewter.

Samples of faunal remains from designated contexts were analyzed by

zooarchaeologist Susan Scott Jackson.  Previous work at site 9Jf195 indicated that

faunal preservation appeared to be good (Richardson 1998b).  Ethno-botanical remains

from selected contexts were analyzed by ethnobotanist Andrea Shea.  Pollen samples

were submitted to palynologist Linda Scott Cummings for analysis.  The reports of Ms.

Shea’s, Ms. Jackson’s, and Ms. Cummings’ analyses are presented as Appendices II,

III, and IV in this report, respectively.

Kitchen Group artifacts include items such as ceramics, bottle glass, and

tableware.  Ceramics were identified according to paste and glaze and classified into

ware categories, based on South (1977) which includes earthenware, stoneware, and

porcelain.  They were further categorized by decoration and motif (Miller 1980).  Other

ceramic identification sources were consulted as necessary (Bartovics 1981, Burrison

1983, Coysh and Henrywood 1982, DeBolt 1994, Garrow 1982, Godden 1996, Greer

1981, Horn 1990, Ketchum 1975, 1991,  Kovel and Kovel 1986, 1995, Miller 1991,

Miller and Hunter 1990, Nelson 1963, Rauschenburg 1991, Sloan 1964, Tunis 1965,

Willet and Brackner 1983).  When possible, sherds were classified by vessel morphology

(rims, bases, bodies, or handles) and vessel type (plate, platter, bowl, or cup).  Bottle

glass was analyzed by method of manufacture, color and function depending on the

elements of the bottle recovered from the archaeological record.  Analysis attributed

function to bottles and fragments whenever possible, such as spirit, medicine, or

condiment bottle (Husfloen 1992,  Jones 1986, 1993, Jones and Sullivan 1985, Lorrain

1968, McKearin and McKearin 1989, and Polack 1994).

All data were recorded on artifact analysis sheets, along with an artifact code

for each artifact type.  Data from analysis sheets were entered into a Microsoft Access

database to enable data manipulation for the production of mean ceramic dates (MCD)

based on South (1977) and terminus post quem (TPQ) dates, along with other artifact

interpretation methods.

Interpretation and Reporting

A site report was written following the completion of field work and artifact

analysis.  The report includes background information, an overview of previous work

on the site and in the area, historical research and interpretation, field and laboratory
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methods, archaeological interpretations (both site specific and regional), a summary,

references cited, and field and lab data.

Curation

All artifacts, field notes, drawings, forms, and photographs will be permanently

curated at the Antonio Waring Laboratory at the State University of West Georgia, in

Carrollton, Georgia.  Artifacts were prepared for curation by being cataloged in labeled,

acid-free bags and were accompanied by a complete inventory listed by provenience.

These items were transferred to the curation facility after the final report was completed

and approved.
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IV.  Results

Early Residents of the Study Vicinity

Many clues in the historical record point to an association between site 9Jf195

and the Hannah family of St. George Parish and Jefferson County, Georgia.  While

many deeds, plats and other records were located for the general project vicinity,

specific references to the property containing the archaeological site proved to be

elusive.  The greatest preponderance of evidences links the site to the Hannahs.

Variations in the spelling of the Hannah surname (Hannah, Hanna) were frequently

encountered and the spelling Hannah is used for convention in this report.  Other

families linked by marriage to the Hannahs include the Bighams, Haddens, Shepherds,

and Waldens.

William Hanna, his wife, and their two children were among the 217 people who

sailed for America from Ireland aboard the ship Britannia in October 1771 and arrived

in early 1772.  They were part of a transport of Irish and Scottish emigrants who had

been encouraged through advertisements in local papers to settle in Georgia.  Also

aboard the ship was Robert Hanna and his wife, who may have been related to William

but settled on the east side of St. George’s Parish (CRG 12:254; Georgia Genealogical

Society Quarterly 1969:100-101).  William Hanna’s wife and two children are not

identified by name.

When William and his family arrived in Georgia, they were  poor.  Unlike some

of his fellow passengers on the Britannia, such as James Black, who sailed with his,

“wife two children and five Servants,” William had no servants.  The Hannahs probably

brought few material possessions with them on their voyage.  The Belfast newspaper

advertisement, which was placed by Matthew Rae, announced lands were available.

In addition, the emigrants were promised land, a firearm, hoes, axes, and a cooking

pot (Cofer 1977:3).  They were also guaranteed “free use of cows and horses for five

years” (Dickson 1996:165-166).  Although no colonial grants or deeds were located for

William Hannah, it is likely that he immediately settled on property in the Duhart Creek

and Hannah Branch vicinity and it is for him that Hannah Branch is named.  His son

Thomas was a teenager when he arrived in America and within a few years Thomas

moved onto his own land, west of William’s farmstead.

Thomas (1978:38, 40) identified William Hannah as originally from northern

Ireland.  Prior to settling in Ireland, the Hannahs lived in the Scottish lowlands (William
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Rudd, personal communication, May 2001).  Many of the Queensborough settlers

were Scots-Irish (Lowland Scots who moved to Northern Ireland) who resided in Ulster

Province, Northern Ireland (Davis and Lucas 1981:1).  The Britannia sailed to Georgia

from Belfast, Northern Ireland, which was a major departure point for Presbyterian

Scots-Irish (Fischer 1989; Dickson 1996; Dickson 1997; Battlehill 2001).  The Scots-

Irish immigration to Georgia was part of a larger exodus, as one author notes:

“Between 1717 and the American Revolutionary War years of the late 1770s
and early 1780’s an estimated quarter of a million Scots-Irish Presbyterian settlers left
the Province of Ulster in the northern part of Ireland for the new lands across the Atlantic.
They traveled...from the ports of Belfast, Lame, Londonderry, Newry and Portrush...There
were five great waves of emigration to America from Ulster in the 18th century: 1717-18;
1725-29; 1740-41; 1754-55 and 1771-75...In the last great wave of 1771-75, land leases
in Ulster were cited as the main reason for the movement.  Evictions were commonplace
in Ulster at the time...Next to the English, the Scots-Irish became, by the end of the 18th

century, the most influential of the white population in America, which by 1790, numbered
3,173,444.  At that time the Scots-Irish segment of the population totaled about 14 per
cent....” (Battlehill 2001).

The present research project did not include any historical research in Northern

Ireland or Europe.  The potential to trace William Hannah and his family to their Irish

homeland exists, but an exhaustive effort was beyond the scope of the present study.

A word of caution, however, William Hannah was a common name in the region and

attempts to narrow the search to “our William Hannah” is not an easy task.  The Hannah

surname, which is of Scots and Gaelic derivation, is very common in Ulster Province

and surrounding areas.

A review of 35 Hannay family charts, which are posted online (Clan Hanna

2001) was examined for links to the Hannahs in Jefferson County.  William appears as

a given name in Hannay family charts in the mid-1500s in Scotland.  Its usage is

common among the Hannays of Kirkdale, Scotland after that period.  It also is a common

first name in the Hannays of Kelso lineage beginning in 1653.  The given name William

also appears in the family chart of the family of Dean James Hanna.  The surname

William was not indicated on the remaining family trees.

Several William Hannahs, who were born in Ireland or Scotland the approximate

time frame of “our” William, are recorded in Irish records.  These include: one born in

1710 in Saint Catherine, Dublin, Ireland; one born in 1719 and one born in 1722 in

Thomastoun, Scotland; one born in 1731 in Newry, Down (who married Jane Wallace);

one born in 1732 in Ulster Province (whose parents were John Hanna and Jane Andre);

and one born about 1739 in Belfast, Antrim, Ireland.  The first of these (born 1710) was

probably born too early to have emigrated to Georgia in 1772, since he would have
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been 62 years old.  The William Hannah of Newry, who was born in 1731, was the

patriarch of a large family that remained in Ireland and can be eliminated from

consideration as “our” William.  The latter William (born in 1739) is probably too young

to have fathered Thomas Hannah in 1755 since he would have been only 14 years old.

John and Jane Andre Hannah, whose son William was born in 1732, may be

the same couple who were married at Millrow Presbyterian Church, Antrim, Ireland

about 1729.  Another William Hannah married Anne Maine in Belfast, Antrim, Ireland

in August 1749 (Intellectual Reserve 2001).  This William (married in 1749) may be the

same person born to John and Jane Hannah in 1732, which would make him 17 years

old at the time of his marriage.  This kinship scenario also would allow for a son (Thomas)

to be born in 1755 and it would make William approximately 85 years old at the time of

his death about 1817.  The kinship lineage of “our” William Hannah to the William

Hannah of Antrim, Ireland (born in 1732) is tenuous and the full story will require a

more in-depth study of Irish records.  A tentative reconstruction of part of William

Hannah’s lineage is presented in Figure 8.

Surprisingly, no colonial grants were located for the Hannahs in St. George’s

Parish or elsewhere in the colony, although later records clearly indicate that they had

settled in the region following their arrival in 1772.  William Hannah received five land

grants from the State of Georgia from 1791 to 1821.  These include two grants for 200

acres each in Burke County in 1791 and 1792 and grants for 146 acres (1799) and 83

acres (1804) in Jefferson County (Georgia Headright and Bounty Grants Books

XXX:248; XXXX:155; BBBBB:25; F5:276).  A plat for 100 acres on Lambert’s Creek in

Burke County that was a headright grant to William Hannah was recorded in 1784

(Georgia Plat Book E:179).  Additional plats to William Hannah were recorded in 1790

(200 acres in Burke County), 1793 (200 acres in Effingham County), 1798, and 1803

(146 acres and 66 acres, respectively) in Jefferson County (Georgia Plat Books S:123;

BB:137; CC:272; II:202).  It was not determined which, if any, of these land grants

pertain to the study area.

In 1799, William Hannah owned 550 acres of land that adjoined property of Mr.

Samples and Thomas Hannah in the Duhart Creek area, which William farmed with

the aid of one slave (Jefferson County Tax Digest 1802:11).  Tax Digests provide

important information on William Hannah’s slaves, which are listed in Table 4.  The

number of slaves that William Hannah owned fluctuated from 1 to 2 between the years

1796 and 1809.  From 1810 until 1817 that number rose gradually to a maximum of 6

slaves.
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None of the slaves of William Hannah are specifically identified by name in the

historical records examined.  By a deductive process, however, the name of one, and

possibly a second, of these people was tentatively identified.  Thomas Hannah, born

about 1810, was a Negro slave whose name appears in subsequent documents of the

Hannah family and in the 1870 Federal census.  Thomas is almost certainly the slave

that William Hannah acquires (as an offspring of his female slave) in 1810, raising his

total from two to three slaves.  One other candidate for William Hannah’s slaves was

Hannah Hannah, a Negro male, who was born about 1815.  William Hannah’s slave

count increased by one between 1815 and 1816, possibly the result of the birth of

Hannah Hannah.  Hannah Hannah is elusive in later historical records and does not

William Hannah
Born 1732 

Arrived Georgia 1772
Died ca 1817

Thomas A.  Hannah
Born 1755

Arrived Georgia 1772
Died 1818

William Hannah
Born ca 1795-1802

Died ?

Thomas  Hannah
Born 1802
Died 1855

Thomas A. Hannah
Born 1832

Died after 1879

William Hannah
Born 1818/1820

Died 1880

William  Hannah (Jr)
Born ca 1827

Died (?)

John Hannah & 
Jane Andre  Hannah

Married 1729
Antrim, Ireland

Partially
Reconstructed

Hannah Kinship

Figure 8.  Partially Reconstructed Hannah Kinship Chart.
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appear in Jefferson County records until the 1880 Federal Census.  His association

with William Hannah is quite tenuous.

Table 4. Slaves of William Hannah from Jefferson County Tax Digests, 1796 to
1817.

Year Number of Slaves
1796 2
1799 1
1801 1
1802 2
1803 1
1804 1
1805 2
1806 2
1807 2
1808 2
1809 2
1810 3
1811 3
1812 4
1814 5
1815 5
1816 6
1817 6

(Jefferson County Tax Digest 1796; 1799:35; 1801; 1802:11; 1803; 1804; 1805:15; 1806:16; 1807:16; 1808:17; 1809:8; 1810:20;

1811:28; 1812:28; 1814:16; 1815:21; 1816:6; 1817:36).

A review of Jefferson County court records from the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries yielded very little information on the Hannah family.  William Hannah

was the defendant in a court case on a charge of trespassing, “for a Trover and

Conversion & as in default thereof,” brought by Henry Baty on September 1, 1820

(Jefferson County Superior Court Records, 1815-1825:497).  This William Hannah is

likely Thomas Hannah’s son and grandson of William Hannah.  The conviction of

trespassing, trover, and conversion probably indicates that William Hannah trespassed

on Henry Baty’s property, took some livestock or other personal property, and sold it.

William Hannah and Thomas Hannah’s names also appeared on a 1805 list of

persons entitled to draw property in the Georgia land lottery, although both of them

drew blanks and did not receive any of that property (Alden Associates 1965:33).

William Hannah was  dead by 1819, since he does not appear in the 1820

population census for Jefferson County.  We speculate, based on information in the

Jefferson County Tax Digests, that he died about 1817 or 1818.  Moses Walden applied

for letters of administration of William Hannah, deceased, but this was not officially

entered into the court records until 1829 (Jefferson County Court of Ordinary Docket,
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1821-1841:51).  William Hannah’s estate was tied up in court for several years following

his death and this legal dispute is discussed later in this chapter.

One of the more prominent Hannah’s in early Burke and Jefferson counties was

Thomas A. Hannah, who was most likely the son of William Hannah and who arrived

aboard the ship Britannia.  If so, Thomas would have been 17 or 18 years old at the

time of his arrival in 1772.  He would not have been immediately eligible for a land

grant, so he  lived on his father’s plantation.  Unfortunately no record of William Hannah’s

colonial grant was located.  Their family may have settled on an uninhabited section of

St. George’s Parish near the northern edge of the Queensborough Township and may

never have received title to the property from King George III.  Alternatively, the Hannahs

may have been granted property by the Crown but no records of this transaction

survived.  Later deeds to Thomas A. Hannah place the family in this section of Georgia

by the mid-1780s and one may conclude that they were already established in the

vicinty of Hannah Branch well prior to that date.

Before the Hannahs were able to settle into the modest plantation in

Queensborough Township of St. George’s Parish, war erupted between America and

Great Britain.  Very few facts were gathered concerning the Hannah’s during this period.

Thomas Hannah joined Elijah Clarke’s Georgia Militia.  It is not clear whether William

Hannah served during the war; perhaps he was too old for service.  Although William

Hannah’s birth and death dates are not recorded (at least not recorded in America), we

surmise from the birth date of Thomas Hannah that William was born around the early

1730s.  By 1776, William was probably in his mid-40s.

A marble grave marker in the Walden United Methodist Church cemetery

denotes: “THOMAS A. HANNAH, Ga. Militia Rev. War, 1755-1818.”  This marker was

likely placed here long after Thomas A. Hannah’s death based on its appearance,

style, and method of manufacture.  This marker is within a large stone enclosure,

which is constructed from fossiliferous limestone (Davis 2001).

In August 1784, Thomas Hannah received a certificate from Elijah Clarke verifying

his role as a refugee and soldier in the Georgia Militia, under Clarke’s command (Knight

1970:95, 383, 417).  Thomas Hannah is listed as a Private from Burke County, serving

under Captain William Davey, in an April 22, 1782 return of the Georgia Militia serving

under General Anthony Wayne at Ebenezer (Warren 1994:138).  Thomas Hannah’s

name does not appear on several of Elijah Clarke’s earlier militia rosters, which may

indicate that his participation in the Georgia Militia was very limited.  Thomas Hanner

[a misspelling of Hannah] enlisted in 1793 as a Private in the Georgia Militia, 2nd
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Regiment, 1st Battalion, 5th Company of Washington County (Georgia Genealogical

Magazine 1986:154).

Several grants for Burke County lands from the State of Georgia to Thomas

Hannah are recorded including: three grants for 100 acres each (2 in 1785 and 1 in

1790), a 300 acre grant in 1792, and a 150 acre grant in 1795.  Thomas Hannah was

also granted 83 acres by the State in Jefferson County in 1804 (Georgia Headright

and Bounty Grants Books HHH:429, 432; TTT:577; XXX:248; PPPP:704; EEEEE:837).

Several plats for property granted by the State to Thomas Hannah also are recorded,

including: two for 100 acres each in 1784 ( the same Burke County property granted in

1785); 575 acres in Washington County in 1784;100 acres in Burke County in 1786

(possibly the same property granted to him in 1790); 300 acres in Burke County in

1788 (possibly the same property granted to him in 1792); 200 acres in Washington

County in 1786; 150 acres in Burke County in 1793; and 80 acres in Jefferson County

in 1802 (Georgia Plat Books E:120; F:149; I:11; S:104, 122, 123; U:359; X:183:II:202).

Thomas Hannon [Hannah] purchased tracts of land (unspecified size) in Warren County

from Barney Moloy in 1793.  Thomas Hannor [Hannah] purchased a 250 acre tract in

Warren County from Richard Kersey that same year (Warren County Deed Book A:105-

107).  In 1794, Thomas Hannah purchased 200 acres in Washington, County from

William Orr and his wife Jenny (Washington County Deed Book A:136).

In 1785 Thomas Hannah and his wife Mary sold 575 acres in Greene County to

James Adams (Greene County Deed Book 1:249).  In 1795, Thomas Hannah deeded

350 acres on Duhart Creek to his daughter Elizabeth Hadden as a gift.  This tract was

bounded by land owned by William Kennedy, Allen, Samuel Samples, Mott, and William

Rowe and by other vacant land (Warren County Deed Book A:137).  An indenture

between Thomas Hannah of Jefferson County and James Bigham of Burke County

was made on August 4, 1796 and recorded November 15, 1797.  Two hundred acres

in Burke County, in two separate tracts, were used as collateral for a 56 pound loan.

The first tract was “bounded northwest by Anthony Stokes; northeast by vacant land at

the time of survey by Thomas Hannah and butting and bounding on the north by Thomas

Hannah’s land; west by Rogers’ land and vacant, beginning at point X running south

31 twenty two links to beginning, date 14 August 1785, was surveyed for Thomas

Hannah, containing 100 acres and also a tract 100 acres adjoining the said land above

mentioned dated June 5, 1786, surveyed June 18, 1786 for Thomas Hannah” (Jefferson

County Deeds and Mortgages 1797-1798:45-48).

Tax Digests provide important information on Thomas Hannah’s slaves, which

are listed in Table 5.  Within a 20 year period Thomas A. Hannah nearly increased the
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number of slaves that he owned more than five fold.  The estate of Thomas Hannah

included 3,741.5 acres in Jefferson County, as recorded in 1819 tax digests.  By 1822,

the land holdings of his estate were reassessed to be 3,761.5 acres.

Table 5. Slaves of Thomas Hannah from Jefferson County Tax Digests, 1796 to
1819.

Year Number of Slaves
1796  4
1801  9
1802 10
1803 10
1804 10
1805 12
1806 12
1807 13
1808 13
1809 13
1810 14
1811 16
1812 17
1813 18
1815 19
1816 22
1817 22
1819 15

(Jefferson County Tax Digests 1796:15; 1802:11; 1803; 1804:38; 1805:16; 1806:15; 1807:16; 1808:15;

1809:8; 1810:22; 1811:27; 1812:27; 1813:15-18; 1815:20; 1816:6; 1817:35; 1819:26; 1822:32).

The Will of Thomas Hannah was written on February 13, 1817 and probated

April 8, 1818.  The executors of his estate were his son William and his grandson

Thomas McKegney.  This document provides many important clues about the individuals

living in Thomas Hannah’s household.  To his wife Ann, he left $1000.00 and one-half

of his household furniture, and some livestock.  He left his “dwelling house all my out

houses kitchen, and the plantation whereon I now live” and 500 acres of land to his son

William and his wife Nancy.  The remainder of Thomas Hannah’s real estate was to be

distributed equally between William Hadden, and James McKegney, and the children

of William Hannah (Jefferson County Will Book A:142-144).  The division of Thomas

Hannah’s real estate is not well documented.  Tax records indicate that he owned

between 3,741.5 and 3,761.5 acres upon his death and this number, minus the 500

acres comprising Thomas’ home site and given to his son William, leaves more than

3,000 acres to be distributed to the other heirs.  Site 9Jf195 was within these 3000+

acres.
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Thomas Hannah’s “last will and Testament” also stated that:  “I also lend to my

son William Hannah a family of Negroes To wit a woman by the name of Sook with five

of her children named as follows to wit Charley-a negro man-little Cate and her child, a

boy or Lad named Ababram, a girl named Betty, and a boy named Sawney ”  Shares

of these slaves and their offspring were to be distributed to William Hannah’s children

upon their attainment of 21 years of age.  To his grandson Thomas Hannah, Thomas

left, “a young boy named Tom a child of the aforesaid Negro woman Sook.”  Thomas

left to Nancy Allen a negro girl named __[illegible]_.  Thomas left to his grandson

Thomas McKegney, “a strong Negro man by the name of Dick.”  Apparently McKegney

received more slaves following this transaction, as he relocated six of Thomas Hannah’s

slaves to the McKegney plantation (Jefferson County Tax Digests 1819:26; 1820:25-

28).  Thomas left to his grandson Thomas Hadden,  “a negro man by the name of

Lippeo.”  Thomas left to his daughter Auslander McKegney, “my negro man Sambo.”

Thomas left to the children of James and Ellendor McKegney, “my Negro woman Easter

her children & their increase as well as the two children of Big Cate to wit Jack and

Littleron the two children of the said Negro woman Easte is by the Name of Beck and

Sawney.”  Thomas left to his granddaughter Mary Clark, “ a negro girl by the name of

Fanny.”  Thomas left to his daughter Elizabeth Hadden, “my Negro Woman by the

name of Big Cate.”  Thomas left to the children of William and Elizabeth Hadden, “the

following Negroes which is the children of the aforesaid Big Cate to wit Gabe a boy—

Hette a girl, Liza a girl, and Ginna a girl child ”(Jefferson County Will Book A:142-144).

In addition to the will, the Inventory and Appraisement of Thomas Hannah’s

estate is also recorded in the Jefferson County courthouse (Jefferson County Inventory

and Appraisement Book C3:1816-1823:183-189).  Not only does this document provide

insight into the material possessions of Thomas Hannah that may not have made it

into the archaeological record, it also provides additional details about his slaves.  This

document is transcribed in Table 6.

Unfortunately, Federal census records for the 1790, 1800, and 1810 census

are not available for the study area.  The earliest record is the 1820 Federal census for

Jefferson County, Georgia, which lists only one Hannah as head of household, that of

William Hannah.  By 1820, the original emigrant Hannahs were all deceased.  This

William Hannah was probably the son of the emigrant child Thomas Hannah and the

grandson of the original emigrant William Hannah.  This William Hannah, who was

born between the years 1795 and 1802, had married Nancy sometime prior to 1817,

remarried in 1822, and his age at death is unknown.  Marriage records for Madison

County, Georgia include the marriage of William Hannah to Nancy Jordan on February

14, 1814 (Intellectual Reserve 2001).  Five people in William Hannah’s household
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were employed in agriculture in 1820 (NARA 1965:18).  His household contained the

following people:

1 Male (0-10 years)
1 Male (10-15 years)
1 Male (18-25 years)
1 Female (0-10 years)
1 Female (10-16 years)
3 Female (16-26 years)
1 Female (26-45 years)
3 Male Slaves (14-25 years)
2 Male Slaves (26-44 years)
1 Male Slave (45+ years)
6 Female Slaves (14-25 years)
1 Female Slave (26-44 years)
1 Female Slave (45+ years)
1 Free Male Negro (0-14 years)

Table 6. Inventory and Appraisement of Thomas Hannah, 1818.

Inventory and Appraisment of the Estate of Thomas Hannah, dec’d. as shown to and by William
Hannah & Thomas McKegney, Executors of the last will & Testament of Sd Thomas Hannah
Deceased.

ValueDescriptionNumber

52head sheep at 2 Dollars per head26

1168head stock cattle at 5 Dollars per head146

8Bee stands at 2 Dollars each4

4head of goats at 2 Dollars each5

400mules at 100 Dollars each4

50mule colt1

100Bay mare1

75Sorel mare1

40other sorel mare1

40bay mare1

65bay mare1

65sorel filly1

100bay mare1

90bay mare1

100bay mare1

100waggon & gear1

9hoes at 75 cents each12

12axes11

21ploughs at 3 Dollars each7

6lot plough gear1

1frows at 50c each2

2scooter plows @ 2.003

5handsaw augers &c1

3crosscut saw1

100Bushels corn @1.00 per Bushel500

16Silver watch1

9.9cc Iron 57cts per cc180

5pr[pair] Stillards2

30Set of blacksmith Tools1

300Negro woman Suck1

700Negro Charles1

650Negro Boy Abram1

575Negro Boy Tom1

ValueDescriptionNumber

150Negro Boy Sawney1

100Negro Boy John1

200Negro Boy Jack1

225Negro girl Betty1

650Negro woman Little Cate and child1

125Negro boy Sawney easter1

150Negro boy Littleton1

150Negro girl Beck1

500Negro man Sambo1

700Negro man Dick1

100Negro girl Jane1

251Negro girl Eliza1

500Negro girl Hetty1

700Negro man Sipie1

700Negro man Gabriel1

400Negro girl Fanny1

400Negro girl Silvy1

600Negro woman Ester & child1

550Negro woman Big Cate & child1

24Saddles & 1 Bridle3

15waters some glass & crockeryware3

7chest of Drawer1

3looking glass & dressing Box1

3pair candlesticks1

2.5Rasors & 1 case3

3lot of tin ware1

3lot of stone ware1

10.75lot pewter1

2.75keep hooks11

1pr. Sheep sheers2

7pr. Brass scales2

6loom & apparatus1

6Tables & 1 cloth3
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ValueDescriptionNumber

2jointer1

1.5Iron Bound hogsheads2

3hides6

30cc Fodder3000

28.75cc Flower575

196.96cc Bacon @18ct per cc1072

11.16cc Lard @ 18 cts per cc62

3.75cc Soap30

6.5stand and some sugar

2lot of Bells1

1.5coffee mill1

3sides leather3

2.5umbrella1

6head gear12

17cc wool @ 25 cts per cc68

20.75cc neat Cotton @ 2587

310
1817 with interest from the Date for
Note on Charles J. Jenkins dated the 3d Nov

1

75
due the first March following for
Note on James McKegney dated 8 Decr. 1817

1

10
1806 Due the 25 Decr. 1807 for
Note on Michael Wingate dated 13th Decr

1

27.75
at 25 cts per cc
Receipt from Hon. Marbury for 111 cc butter

1

19.125
Novr. 1816 for
An Account against Wm. Jackson dated 1

1

25
Interest from the date for
Note on Isaac Ingram dated the 29th April with

1

due one day after date with a credit             
Note on Isaac Ingram dated 27th Jany. 1815

1

4.5for $5.50 for 10 Dollars Balance due

100
1817 due 10 days after date for
Note on George R. Brown dated 4th April

1

20.25
due 10 days after date for
Note on James Ryland Dated 20th Decr. 1817

1

21.125an account on Charles J. Jenkins for1

16.75an account on Charles Fretwell for1

502.08
due the first January 1819 for
Note on Young Allen dated 5th Feby. 1818

1

18.07
1817 due on Demand for
note on George R. Brown dated the 7th May

1

121.875an account on James Jackson for1

October 1816 with credit for $100                
note on John Fleeting for $150 due the 31st

1

50paid February the 20th 1817

94head of hogs @$2 per head47

14117.05Grand Total

ValueDescriptionNumber

6Bedsteads & goods &c3

8walnut chest1

1.5hand Bellows & 2 sad irons1

27Shot guns2

4.5meal bags8

1flax hackels2

1lot of old Books1

8cubard1

2sieves3

0.5sieve glass1

48Feather Beads [sic]3

37.5Cotton sheets15

30Woollen Blankett10

7large pine chest1

8Trunks3

5house chairs10

15Sides of leather10

3keggs2

0.75spooling wheel & swift1

3large churns2

2.5cedar pales

1.75cedar piggins

1.5cedar Keelars

2cedar Tubs

1small wheel

2large wheel & reel

0.75wooden Bowl & tray

0.75hammers & 1 Drawing knife2

3Big Wheels

10.5lot of potts & ovens

32.75yds cloth @ 50cts per yd5.5

19.375yds spun cotton9.75

2.005yds spun wool0.5

1.565yds Tobacco6.25

3.75some loaf sugar & Honey

0.25Coffee

5Sett knives & forks2

3Baskets12

2.5Shovle & Tongs

3grind stone

20pr. Mill stones

6hogshead & 5 Barrels

35still and apparattus

12lot salt1

[Note: discrepancy with recalculated total of $14,287.49.]

We do certify that the fourgoing is a true appraisment of the Estate of
Thomas Hannah Decd. As Shown to us by William Hannah &
Thomas McKegney Executors of the last will of Sd. Thomas Hannah Dec’d.
Given under our hands this 25 day of August 1818.

Wm. Powell
James Williams

Jonathan Robinson

Additional slave ownership listings in the Tax Digests for William Hannah are

found for the period 1821 to 1825, which suggests that many of these African-Americans

were inherited by him, from his father Thomas Hannah.  In the absence of solid

genealogical data, this second interpretation of William Hannah’s biography is the

version that we adopted.  Tax Digest information for the younger William Hannah’s
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slaves includes the following: 1819, 16 slaves; 1821, 16 slaves; 1822, 13 slaves; 1824,

15 slaves; 1825, 17 slaves; 1826, 17 slaves; and 1827, 18 slaves (Jefferson County

Tax Digest; 1819:26; 1821:29; 1822:32; 1824:33; 1825:34; 1827:28).  William Hannah’s

estate in 1819 included 1162.5 acres of land on Duhart Creek (Jefferson County Tax

Digest 1819:26).

William Hannah purchased several items in March 1824 at the estate sale of his

neighbor John Fleeting, including:

2 weeding hoes
1 turning lathe and tools
1 lot of axes and hatchets
1 lot shoemakers tools
8 head of horses
1 bay horse
1 chest

(Jefferson County, Ordinary, Sales on Estates Book A-C, 1824-1850)

Thomas A. Hannah (the original emigrant) apparently had a son also named

Thomas who was born in 1802, was married in 1822, remarried in 1825, and was dead

by 1855 (Jefferson County Ordinary Court, Record of Vouchers Book E 1856:33-36;

Effingham County Minute Book 3 1827-1850:148).  In 1823, Thomas Hannah owned

three slaves.  In 1824, 1825, and 1826, he owned four slaves (Jefferson County Tax

Digests 1823:31; 1824:33; 1825:33; 1826:33).  He remarried in 1825 and by 1826,

owned 730 acres in Jefferson County.

In 1821, Thomas Hannah sold property in Henry County, which he had won in

the lottery, to William Henry for $360.00 (Henry County Deed Book A:114).  Thomas

Hannah purchased several items in 1824 at the estate sale of his neighbor John Fleeting,

including:

1 cutter plough and gear
1 lot of augers and chisels
12 head of cattle
1 lot of fodder
1 lot pieces
1 saddle
1 shot gun and apperatus
1 safe
2 bed stead, bed, and furniture
1 slate

(Jefferson County, Ordinary, Sales on Estates Book A-C, 1824-1850)
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The 1830 Federal Census for Jefferson County, Georgia lists only one Hannah,

Thomas Hannah, as head of household.  His household contained the following:

2 Males (0-5 years)
2 Males (20-30 years)
1 Female (0-5 years)
1 Female (5-10 years)
1 Female (15-20 years)
2 Females (20-30 years)

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, Population Schedule 1830:420).
[Note: slaves were not enumerated in the 1830 census.]

By 1850, Thomas Hannah’s plantation included 184 acres of improved land

and 1,576 acres of unimproved land (U.S. Bureau of the Census, Agricultural Schedule

1850:80).  The value of the farm was estimated at $6,800.00 and the value of its

farming implements and machinery was $415.00.  The farm’s livestock were valued at

$1,210.00 and included: 5 horses, 3 asses or mules, 15 milch cows, 2 working oxen,

30 other cattle, 100 sheep, and 80 swine.  Milk from the farm was used to produce 122

pounds of butter for that year.  The value of animals slaughtered on the plantation in

1850 was estimated at $3,360.00.  The farm produced 25 bales of ginned cotton and

160 pounds of wool.  Food crops included the following bushels of produce: 1,100,

Indian corn; 150, sweet potatoes; 76, wheat; 5, rye; and 30, peas and beans.

In 1855, William F. Hannah and James F. Hannah applied for letters of

administration in the estate of Thomas Hannah, deceased.  The court ordered that

letters of administration and a warrant and appraisement be issued (Jefferson County

Court of Ordinary, Minute Book D, 1850-1861:63).

Thomas A. Hannah, the son of Thomas A. who died in 1855, conveyed property

in Jefferson County to Malachi Guy, by plat and deed, on February 4, 1857 [Recorded

1907] (Jefferson County Deed Book FF:795).

The location of some of the Thomas A. Hannah property was recorded on area

maps.  Two late nineteenth century maps of Jefferson County have survived (Adkins

and Phillips 1872; Adkins 1879).  The 1872 map shows Duhart Creek and Hannah

Branch as unnamed tributaries of Rocky Comfort Creek.  Upper Fenns Bridge Road is

depicted and General Stapleton’s plantation is shown on the north side of this road,

southwest of Hannah Branch.  The 1879 map also shows the two streams as unnamed

tributaries, as well as Upper Fenns Bridge Road.  The T. Hannah place is shown in the

same approximate location as General Stapleton’s plantation on the earlier map.  Neither

map shows any features in the vicinity of site 9Jf195 other than the road.
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A plat depicting the homestead of a James Hannah (deceased), dated January

10, 1871 (recorded January 24, 1871) shows a 692 acre homestead tract, laid off and

assigned to Enoch Owens, Guardian of the Minor Heirs of James Hannah, located on

both sides of Duhart Creek.  The plat also shows a 230 acre tract identified as “The

Widow’s Dower” northwest of the homestead tract, and a 462 acre remnant, east of

the homestead (Jefferson County Homestead Book 1871:77).  Neither of these plats

incorporate the study area.

Early marriage records of Jefferson County from 1805 to 1885 were searched

for the Hannah surname, which yielded eight entries.  These are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Hannahs Married in Jefferson County, Georgia.

Groom Bride    Marriage
     Date

Hannah, James F. Farmer, Elizabeth 22 Jan 1857
Hannah, Richard Fields, Lansy M. 22 Jan 1833
Hannah, Samuel Morgan, Louisa 04 Apr 1844
Hannah, Thomas Kenney, Catherine 24 Jan 1822
Hannah, Thomas A. Williams, Elizabeth 18 Dec 1851
Hannah, William                                                    Ingram, Celia 31 Dec 1822
Hannah, William Bigham, Susannah 06 Dec 1830
Hannah, William F. Samples, Sarah I. 24 Aug 1848

(Liahona Research 1999a:260; 1999b; Intellectual Reserve 2001)

The ownership of land acquired by first settlers William and Thomas Hannah

was in dispute following their death.  A resurvey of the estate of Thomas Hannah was

made in June 1821.  This plat, which is reproduced in Figure 9, shows two tracts of

land on the west side of Hannah Branch, along with the notation, “re last will Thomas

incl. All the bldgs and plantation whereon the deceased last resided and whereon the

Wm. Hannah now resides” (Jefferson County Plat Book 1:228).  This information places

the residence of Thomas Hannah and his heir William Hannah on the opposite side of

Hannah Branch from site 9Jf195, although it notes that William Hannah owned property

east of Hannah Branch, which likely includes the study site.

Moses Walden applied for letters of administration on the estate of William

Hannah, deceased and the letters were granted on July 6, 1819, but these letters were

not entered into the court records until May 4, 1829 (Jefferson County Court of Ordinary

Docket 1821-1841:51). A subsequent lawsuit was filed  contesting the division of William

Hannah’s estate. The suit was filed by  Roger L. Gamble, who was the Executor of

Mary Scott, against Phillip S. Lerule, who was the Administrator of Phillip Scott,
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Figure 9.  Plat of William Hannah, 1821 (Jefferson County Plat Book 1:228).
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deceased, and Robert Watkins and Sarah, his wife. The court ruled against Lerule

(Jefferson County Superior Court Record Book 1837-1843:98-109; Jefferson County

Superior Court Record Book 1839-1852). Apparently, it took several decades for the

Jefferson County Superior Court to resolve the ownership of former William Hannah

lands.

African-Americans of the Hannah Plantation

Information was presented in the previous section on the people who probably

owned the property containing site 9Jf195, including William and Thomas Hannah and

others, who were primarily of Irish descent.  However, by our best deductions, these

were not the only people who dwelled at site 9Jf195.  Other people who lived on the

site were enslaved African-Americans.  The slave owners  had major control over their

lives in many regards by dictating where they built their houses, what clothes they

wore, what material goods they were given, what foods they ate, how they spent their

time, and how their houses were constructed.  Despite these controls, the slaves likely

exercised a certain amount of autonomy in their home life.  History does not record the

relationship between the white and black Hannahs in slavery times.  We cannot

determine if Thomas Hannah, and his father William before him, were kindly or harsh

masters.  We are provided with some inkling of Thomas Hannah’s attitude towards his

slaves in the manner in which he provided for their disposal in his will.

In the case of Sook, he allowed most of her offspring to remain with her at his

son William Hannah’s plantation.  One of her sons, presumably one of the oldest, was

given to grandson Thomas Hannah.  In other cases families were divided and young

children were given to different heirs.  Patrilineal connections between the young slaves

and their fathers were not mentioned in any of the early family records.  From an

economic perspective, Sook had been a “good provider” to the Hannah plantation by

providing many valuable offspring.  Perhaps her reward for her fecundity was to allow

her to remain in close proximity to most of her children, at least until they were of

productive age for use as field hands.

By 1820, William Hannah (emigre Thomas Hannah’s son) had one free black

boy (less than 14 years old but whose name is not identified) living under his household.

What was the nature of this relationship? What had this child (or his mother) done to

earn his freedom at a time and place where this type of status was rare indeed?  Did

William Hannah free the child for philosophical reasons? He certainly was not opposed

to owning and controlling other human cargo.  Was it a gesture aimed at relieving
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himself of a sense of guilt for participating in an inhumane economic and social system?

The answers to these questions are likely unknowable.

A samboe, a word that in the twentieth century developed derogatory

connotations (c.f., The Story of Little Black Sambo, Bannerman 1899) was used

specifically in the early nineteenth century to denote the offspring of a mulatto male

and a negro female (Stedman 1838:7).  Mulattoes were the offspring of a white male

and negro female.  Interestingly, one of Thomas Hannah’s cherished slaves bore the

name Sambo.

As the underclass, the African-Americans in the Duhart Creek vicinity were locked

in an economic and social system of inequality.  Numerous examples of slaves who

attempted to break free of this system are documented in runaway slave advertisements

published in early Georgia newspapers from the late 1790s and early 1800s.  Runaways

were usually males although, based on these advertisements, many females ran away

as well.  A review of indices of several early newspapers published in Savannah did

not identify any runaways from the Hannah plantation.  Several examples of

advertisements for runaway slave women were located in early Savannah papers.

Two examples of runaway slave advertisements are shown and transcribed in Figure

10.

Although the Hannah family arrived in American with few possessions and no

slaves as property, within a few decades they had acquired significant amounts of land

and slaves.  Records prior to the 1790s are mute on the subject, but tax digests from

the 1790s to 1820s provide information on the numbers of slaves owned.  Thomas

Hannah’s Will and estate inventory provide information on their given names, general

ages (for example, child, boy, or adult), gender, and familial relations (for some cases).

Federal census data for the period 1820 to 1880 provide additional information on the

numbers, ages, gender, household affiliation, and, for 1870 and 1880, their given names.

These records are by no means complete, however, and a complete reconstruction of

Hannah family genealogy for the African-American descendants is not possible.  A

good faith effort was attempted, however, to link these disconnected lines of genealogical

evidence as best as possible through historical research and oral history.

As previously noted, no Irish-American Hannahs live in Jefferson County at

present, although well over a dozen modern-day African-American Hannahs call

Jefferson County home.  Most of these people, if not all, can trace their past to the

original Irish settlers William and Thomas Hannah.  Prior to that point their heritage, as

recorded in the historical record, fades into darkness.  Although the tracing of genetic
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links further into the past is potentially possible with DNA analysis and other biological

markers, their kinship trail grows cold at the time of the American Revolution.

The Hannah’s agricultural pursuits required slave labor and thus led to a steady

increase in the African-American population of Jefferson County.  The patriarch William

Hannah contributed to this increase.  The population of his slave quarter grew from

Ten Dollars Reward.
Ranaway on
 the last of Aug.
 1798, a NEGRO
 FELLOW, named PAUL,
 country born, about 26
 years of age, nearly
6 feet high, with one
 crooked knee.  It is
 probable that he has
 gone down the country.
 The above Reward
 will be given to—any Person, who
 will secure him in any gaol of this state,
 or will give information where he may be
found.
        David Terry.
   Jefferson County, Jan. 22, 1799

(The Louisville Gazette, March 12, 1799:3, column 4).

Eight Dollars Reward.
WILL BE PAID
To any person who will
 take up and secure in
 Savannah gaol a negro
 wench called POLLY,
 25 years old, about 5
 feet 3 or 4 inches high,
 a healthy wench of stout make, yellowish
 complexion, and took away all her
 clothing.  It is supposed that she is harbored by
 a white man; if proof of this can be made
 to the conviction of the offender in a court
 of Justice, fifty dollars will be cheerfully
 paid by the subscriber.  Captains of
vessels are particularly cautioned against taking
her off.
                          RICHARD M. STITES
Savannah, January 28,              95

(Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, February 1, 1803:4, column 1).

Figure 10.  Examples of Runaway Slave Advertisements in Georgia Newpapers.
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both one or two slaves between 1796 and 1809 to 6 slaves in 1817 (Jefferson County

Tax Digest 1796; 1817).  His son Thomas was more aggressive in acquiring and

breeding slaves and by the time of his death, his plantation included more than two

dozen slaves.  Thomas may have inherited some or all of his father’s slaves upon his

father’s death, but no probate records were located to substantiate this claim.  None of

William Hannah’s slaves are identified by name.  They are, however, likely candidates

for association with the settlement at Hannah’s Quarter (9Jf195).

The 1850 slave schedule lists the following numbers of slaves owned by the

Hannahs in Jefferson County:  Thomas, 21 slaves; William, 6 slaves, William, 6 slaves,

and Samuel, 1 slave (U.S. Bureau of the Census, Slave Schedule 1850).  The identity

of 40 of Thomas Hannah’s slaves is documented in the division of his estate which

was recorded in January 1856 (Jefferson County Ordinary Court, Division in Kind,

1843-1899:47-49).  These included “13 negroes” whose combined value was $8,700.00:

Kilty and her 3 children Fed, Red, and Green
Ruth and her 2 children- Betsy and Albert
Yellow wash
Bob
Charles
Henry
Edward
Billy.

Twenty-seven other slaves of Thomas Hannah are listed in this document,

including:

Negro man Sawney, Eliza and Sarah, valued at $1,800.00
Negro man Zach, Edny and child, valued at $1,800.00
Jeff, Thomas, and Lamella, $1,800.00
Ester, George, and Larey, $2,000.00
Gibbins, Thomas, Jr., Chaney and child, $1,950.00
Charles and Samy, $1900.00
Clem, Sam, Vice and child, $2,000.00
Will and Lewis, $1,800.00
Julia, John, and Green, $1,950.00.

Another list of slaves, who descended from the Hannah plantation in 1820 was

derived from a study of the 1850 and 1860 slave schedules and various population

schedules from 1820 to 1880.  An initial premise in this exercise was that free black

residents of Jefferson County whose surname was Hannah were direct descendants

of slaves on the Hannah plantations.  By projecting backwards from the 1870 and

1880 census, five African-Americans in the 76th District of Jefferson County with Hannah

surnames, would have been alive in 1820 and may have lived on the Hannah plantation.
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These include: Hannah, Ester, Vickey, and two men named Thomas.  A comparison of

this list with the composite list of Thomas Hannah’s slaves reveals two potential

matches—Ester and Thomas (Table 8).  Thomas, who was bequeathed by Thomas

Hannah to his grandson Thomas Hannah, was a boy in 1818 and may be one of the

two Thomases who survived to the 1870s.  The connection with the post Civil War

Ester and Hannah’s slave Ester, or Easter, is more problematic.  Easter was identified

in the 1818 records as a mother but from the census data she would have been only

three years old in 1818.  Her age as recorded by the census may be incorrect and the

two women may be synonymous, or they may represent separate individuals.  Hannah,

Thomas, and Vickey may not have been part of the Hannah plantation in 1818, or they

may represent some of the unnamed children identified in Thomas Hannah’s Will and

estate inventory.

Table 8. Names and Estimated Birthdates of African-Americans Who May be Associated with
William or Thomas Hannah’s Plantation (circa 1817-1818), Who Survived to the 1870s or 1880s.

Name Sex Estimated Birthdate
Hannah Male 1815
Ester Female 1815
Vickey Female 1810
Thomas(2) Male 1810
Thomas(1) Male 1805

A comparison of the list of seven slaves that William Hannah inherited from his

father in 1818 with the list of 14 slaves and one free black in the 1820 census reveals

some interesting clues concerning these people.  The unnamed child listed in 1817

does not appear in the 1820 list, which may signal childhood mortality, unless this child

is the Free Male Negro, who was 0 to 14 years old.  Sook is likely the woman in the 45

and older age class.  The three male children, Charley, Abraham, and Sawney, may

be the same as the three slaves in the 14 to 25 year class.  Betty is possibly one of the

female slaves in the 14 to 25 year class.  The other adult female may be the slave in

the 26 to 44 year class.  This leaves three male slaves and five female slaves that were

likely owned by William Hannah, exclusive of his inheritance.

A composite list of slaves owned by the Hannah families in Jefferson County is

presented in Table 9.  A summary table of black persons with Hannah surnames in

Jefferson County, as represented in the 1870 and 1880 Federal census, is presented

in Table 10.  This table uses earlier Hannah slave name information to extrapolate

backwards in time (from 1880 to 1790) to estimate their ages.
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Table 9.  Identified Slaves of the Hannahs in Jefferson County.
1870 or 1880185618181817
CensusDivisionInventoryWillRelationAgeSexName

YesYesSon of SookChildMAbraham/Abram
YesChild of RuthChildMAlbert

YesYesChild of EasterChildFBeck
YesChild of RuthChildFBetsy

YesYesDaughter of SookChildFBetty
YesAdultFBig Cate

YesMBob
YesAdultFChaney
YesAdultMCharles
YesYesYesSon of SookAdultMCharley/Charles
YesAdultMClem

YesYesAdultMDick
YesYesYesAdultFEaster/Ester

YesFEdny
YesMEdward

YesYesChildFFanny
YesChild of KiltyChildUnk.Fed

YesYesChild of Big CateChildMGabe/Gabriel
YesMGeorge
YesUnk.Gibbins

YesChild of Big CateChildFGinna
YesAdultMGreen
YesChild of KiltyChildUnk.Green
YesMHenry

YesYesChild of Big CateChildFHette/Hetty
YesYesChild of Big CateChildMJack
YesChildFJane

YesYesMJeff
YesYesChildMJohn
YesAdultFJulia
YesAdultFKilty
YesUnk.Lamella
YesUnk.Larey
YesAdultMLewis

YesAdultMLippeo
YesYesDaughter of SookAdultFLittle Cate
YesYesChild of Big CateChildUnk.Littleron/Littleton

YesYesYesYesChild of Big CateChildFLiza/Eliza
YesChild of KiltyChildUnk.Red
YesAdultFRuth

YesYesAdultMSam/Samuel
YesYesAdultMSambo

YesAdultUnk.Samy
YesYesFSarah

YesYesYesSon of SookChildMSawney
YesYesNoSon of EasterChildMSawney

YesAdultMSipie
YesYesAdultFSook/Suck

YesMThomas, Jr.
YesYesYesSon of SookChildMTom
YesYesAdultFVice [Vicky?]
YesYesAdultMWill/Willis

YesUnk.Yellow Wash
YesYesMZach/Zack

YesChildFIllegible
YesChild of ChaneyChildUnk.Unamed
YesChild of EdnyChildUnk.Unamed
YesChild of ViceChildUnk.Unamed

YesYesChild of Little CateChildUnk.Unnamed
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*Derived from Federal Census and Jefferson County Tax Records.

Table 10.  African-American Hannahs in Jefferson County and Their Estimated Ages by

Decade.
Year

179018001810182018301840185018601870**1880**SexFirst Name
11121FMary
21222MRufus

102030MGreen
102030FMartha
102030MJeff, Jr.

2122232FGadsey/Gabsey
3132333FSarah(1)
5152535FMatilda(1)
5152535MNed
5152535MJeff
5152535FKatie
7172737MJeffrey
8182838FMatilda(2)

10203040FSarah(2)
515253545MAlexander
515253545MSamuel
515253545MSommi
515253545MCleave
616263646FEliza

1020304050MWillis
51525354555MZack

5152535455565MHannah
5152535455565FEster

10203040506070FVickey
10203040506070MThomas(2)

515253545556575MThomas(1)
001561221262626TOTAL

u/a101714u/a62835Slaves Owned by Hannahs*

An Overview of Similar Sites

Only a very limited amount of archaeological study on sites dating from the mid-

to-late eighteenth century through the early nineteenth century has been conducted

systematically in Georgia and interpreted in archaeological reports.  Of this limited

work, most of it has examined sites within towns, such as Augusta, Darien, Fort

Frederica, New Ebenezer, and Savannah.  The amount of archaeology conducted at

these locations is minuscule compared with the size of the sites.  Even less

archaeological investigation has been conducted on rural sites in Georgia’s interior

Coastal Plain, and much of this has concentrated on plantations rather than farmsteads.

This lack of excavation has resulted in a serious deficiency in the Colonial and early

Federal period data for Georgia.

Within Local Geographical Area

Recent archaeological surveys have located Colonial and Federal period sites

in the general area.  A limited number of sites from this period have been located
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during previous small surveys; however, few of them have been tested, and even

fewer have undergone data recovery.  Past surveys such as The Lost City Survey in

Chatham and Effingham counties (Elliott 1990) and the West Effingham Survey (Elliott

1992b) have located similar period sites.

Testing and Data Recovery

While few Colonial and Federal period sites have been excavated in Georgia,

the largest body of such data has been extracted from sites in Effingham County.  This

interior Coastal Plain county offers the most extensive documentation for sites of this

period to date, as a result of LAMAR Institute research (Elliott 1998a).  The increasing

amount of CRM projects spurred by rampant development in the area has contributed

to additional survey and excavation within the county.

Extensive excavations at the Colonial site of New Ebenezer (9Ef28), in Effingham

County, offer data and interpretations that may prove useful to work at 9Jf195.  New

Ebenezer was settled in 1736 by persecuted Lutherans from Salzburg.  Excavations

on numerous house lots from 1988 to 1999 have revealed a variety of mid-to-late

eighteenth century features including a well, a cellar, trash pits, and post holes

(summarized in Elliott 1998a).  The excavation of numerous eighteenth century features

on these various house sites within the town provides data for comparison to similar

house and yard features at 9Jf195.  Most recent work in 1998 and 1999 has uncovered

evidence of a late eighteenth to early nineteenth century house site during a period

when much of the town would have been abandoned and the area would have been

transformed to a more rural setting.  Testing of this later period site provides some

data that may be comparable to the Jefferson County site.  The New Ebenezer data

also offers an opportunity to compare or contrast the ethnicity of the German Salzburgers

with the Jefferson County site residents, and may help determine the ethnicity of the

latter.

Archaeological survey and testing was conducted on other Salzburger sites

associated with New Ebenezer and lying in that town’s rural Mill District area (Elliott

and Smith 1985).  Two of these sites were tested in 1985 by Garrow and Associates

(Smith 1986).  The first site, 9Ef128, was occupied from the very end of the eighteenth

century to very early in the nineteenth century.  While no features were located during

this testing, archaeologists did uncover fairly substantial amounts of artifacts.  The

artifacts and documentary record suggest that John Fryermuth enjoyed an above-

average economic lifestyle for his day.  The second Mill District site tested (9Ef98) was

the home of Joel Kieffer, who lived on the property from 1801 until 1826, and perhaps
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as late as the mid-nineteenth century (Smith 1986:72).  Site 9Ef98 may represent two

distinctive house sites and contained a well depression and midden area.

Archaeologists concluded that site occupants were relatively poor.  The Mill District

sites may offer insight into rural lifeways along Georgia’s interior Coastal Plain during

the late eighteenth through early nineteenth centuries, while illustrating how ethnicity

may color such activities.

Site 9Ef78, located in Effingham County exhibits similar characteristics to 9Jf195.

Test excavations were conducted on the former by New South Associates for GDOT

and revealed the site to date between 1790 and 1820 (Elliott et al. 1995).  Archaeologists

excavated a cellar filled with soil and artifactual debris.  Cellar fill produced a Mean

Ceramic Date (MCD) of 1804.4 (Elliott et al. 1995:44).  The low quantity of porcelain

and other upper-status artifacts led archaeologists to conclude that the site was occupied

by relatively poor inhabitants who were  unable to take advantage of even the

rudimentary amounts of rural trade accessible via Middle Ground Road.  Historical

documentation indicates that the property owners were not German Salzburgers or

Salzburger descendants.  Names associated with the chain of title suggest British

ethnicity.  Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that site 9Ef78, unlike many of the

sites located within Effingham County, was not associated with the Salzburger settlers.

Other sites dating to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries have

been located archaeologically and studied in various degrees in the Effingham County

region.  The town of Bethany was established in 1751 by Germans and consisted of 50

acre plantations.  Thomas Wylly, who was possibly British and married to a Salzburger

woman, owned one of these plantations consisting of a main house, slave houses,

and outbuildings.  Limited shovel testing and surface collecting suggested a MCD of

1799.8 for the entire site (Elliott 1990).  The preponderance of artifacts, including high

status decorated ceramics and porcelains, along with the ownership of slaves, indicate

that Wylly maintained an upper-class lifestyle.  This fact was mirrored in his ownership

of at least two other plantations.  This status offers a marked change from many of the

sites investigated archaeologically within Effingham County.

A relatively large number of late eighteenth to early nineteenth century sites

have been documented in Effingham County compared with other interior Coastal

Plain counties such as Jefferson or even Chatham.  While the colonial and immediate

post-colonial archaeological site inventory is dominated by Salzburger related sites,

other sites have been recorded for that period, as well.  Four archaeological sites

dating from the late eighteenth to the very early nineteenth centuries were recorded on

the western side of the county.  MCD for these sites ranged from 1803 to 1831 (Elliott
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1992b).  Other work in the area that has located sites of this period includes excavations

at Old Town plantation in Jefferson County (Sue Moore personal communication March

1999).  More limited excavations have been conducted at the late eighteenth century

Quaker town of Wrightsborough, in McDuffie County, north of Jefferson County (Sue

Moore personal communication 1998).

Excavations at the Swiss settlement of New Windsor in nearby Aiken County,

South Carolina, have revealed insight into the material life of several Swiss and German

immigrants during the eighteenth century (Crass et al. 1997).  Excavations at the Bartley

Site exposed the remains of the eighteenth century Meyer plantation.  Area Two of this

site was identified as the slave quarter.  It contained post stains indicative of an earthfast

dwelling (with a baked clay hearth), as well as a small outbuilding, paired rectangular

cellars, and several large pits.  The dwelling house was thought to be of clapboard

construction.  Although the Meyer’s plantation predates Hannah’s Quarter, it offers

interesting parallels.  The site is a relatively small compound about the same dimensions

as Hannah’s Quarter.  Within this compound resided two groups (masters and slaves)

that were divergent ethnically, economically, and socially.  The Meyers were not

particularly affluent, perhaps equal in economic class to the original settler William

Hannah.

Excavations at John De la Howe’s Lethe plantation in McCormick County, South

Carolina provides a Piedmont example of a high status French Huguenot family (Steen

et al. 1996).  De la Howe’s plantation complex includes a number of structure ruins that

may represent slave dwellings.  The patterning of buildings at Lethe plantation is

nonlinear and conforms to the usable space on the dendritically eroded ridge slope

where it is located.  Lethe plantation contains no slave row.

Other French emigrants in the New Bordeaux colony of South Carolina were

less affluent than De la Howe.  Preliminary work at the Drury Breazeal farmstead, for

example, reveals a sparse assemblage of material culture not dissimilar from that at

Hannah’s Quarter (Elliott 1984).

Archaeological Fieldwork

Artifacts from GDOT Test Units are summarized in Table 11, and artifacts

collected from the general surface of the site are summarized in Table 12.  A complete

artifact inventory is included as Appendix I.  Figure 11 is a site plan of 9Jf195.  Artifacts

recovered from the screened spoil pile sample are summarized in Table 13.
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Table 11.  Artifact Summary, GDOT Test Units, 9Jf195.
CountDescription

2Unidentified brick

12.75 to 3.0 L-head wrought nail 10 penny

1Straight pin, iron/steel

2Stoneware, blue and gray Rhenish  rim

5Creamware, plain

3Pearlware, plain

1White-bodied ceramic, uid

2Edgeware, scalloped rim impressed straight

1Mocha on white body

1Redware, unglazed

41Animal bone

1Fish scales

1Aqua bottle glass

1Olive green bottle glass

1Probable tableware

1Kettle/pot

1UID iron/steel

3Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert

3Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert

72TOTAL

Excavation Block A was hand-excavated in 2 by 2 m units.  Artifact frequency

within the plowzone/midden remnant in Block A was very low (n=82).  The estimated

volume of soil processed in Block A was approximately 1.25 cubic meters.  This equates

to approximately 66 artifacts per cubic meter.  Artifacts from Block A (non-feature

contexts) are summarized in Table 14.

Activity Areas within Hannah’s Quarter

Fifty-two cultural features were mapped at Hannah’s Quarter.  These include

18 features that contained historic period artifacts that link them to William Hannah’s

plantation.  Another 26 features, mostly posts, are possibly associated with this

occupation but did not contain any diagnostic artifacts.  Seven aboriginal features

were identified.  Numerous other soil stains and anomalies were mapped and excavated

in the field, but these were determined upon excavation to be natural disturbances or

previously excavated GDOT shovel tests.  Table 15 contains a summary of the cultural

features identified.  Information in this table includes their location, top and bottom

elevations, shape, dimensions, orientation, function, and suspected age.

The historic features at 9Jf195 formed four clusters, which were designated

Clusters A through D.  These are interpreted as four distinct residential (or activity)

units.  The locations of these four clusters are shown in Figure 12.  Each is described

in the following.
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Table 12.  Artifact Summary, Surface, 9Jf195.
CountDescription

2Daub

1Fragment L-head wrought nail

1Unidentifiable hand wrought nail

1South Type 10 button

1Stoneware, plain gray salt glazed

1Stoneware, unglazed

95Creamware, plain

29Pearlware, plain

5Cream colored (C.C.) ware, plain

9Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p.

1Creamware, molded

3Creamware, hand painted

3White-bodied ceramic, uid

1Edgeware, underglazed green

2Edgeware, underglazed blue

2Edgeware, scalloped rim impressed straight

3Dipped ware, tan, rust, brown, olive, or ochre

4Mocha on white body

5Slipware, trailed clear glaze

3Redware, plain clear glazed

1Redware, alkaline glazed

1Polychrome overglaze enameled h.p. creamware body

5UID underglaze linear trans. pr.

2Yellow ware, plain

2Plain ceramic, straight rim

1Simple stamped ceramic, body

1Punctate ceramic body

5Animal bone

1Clear bottle glass

11Olive green bottle glass

1Kettle/pot

5Kaolin pipe bowl

1Ball clay molded pipe bowl

2Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64

1Metal eye

9Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert

7Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert

2Debitage, quartz

1Debitage, unidentified chert

1Contracting stemmed PPK

1Straight stemmed PPK

1Large triangular PPK

1Basally-notched PPK

1PPK fragment

2Biface fragment

238TOTAL



Figure 11.  Site Plan, 9Jf195.
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Table 13.  Artifact Summary, Screened Backdirt Sample, 9Jf195.

Table 14.  Artifact Summary of Block A, Non-feature Contexts, 9Jf195.

CountDescription

1Cut nail fagment

1South Type 8 button

5Creamware, plain

4Creamware, plain

1Pearlware, plain

2Pearlware, plain

1White-bodied ceramic, uid

1Redware, plain clear glazed

1Redware, alkaline glazed

1Chinoiserie underglaze linear trans. pr.

1Animal bone

1Clear bottle glass

1UID iron/steel

1Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert

5Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert

1Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert

3Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert

1Debitage, quartz

1Contracting stemmed PPK

33Total

CountDescription

30Daub

11.0 to 1.25 T-head wrought nail 3 penny

12.5 to 2.75 L-head wrought nail 9 penny

1Cut common nail 1.75-2.0

1Spike

1Stoneware, slip dipped white salt glazed  rim

1Stoneware, plain gray salt glazed

1Stoneware, uid salt glazed

6Creamware, plain

1Pearlware, plain

1Cream colored (C.C.) ware, plain

1Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p.

1Edgeware, underglazed blue

1Redware, plain clear glazed

1Pearlware, handpainted  (not blue)

1UID decorated ceramic, body

1Incised ceramic, flared rim

5Animal bone

3Clear bottle glass

2Olive green bottle glass

1Very thin clear curved glass, globe or bottle

2UID iron/steel

1English dk gray gunflint, UID spall or blade

1Kaolin tobacco pipe stem, 5/64

1UID lead

Aboriginal Artifacts

1Possible groundstone

3Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert

10Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert

1Debitage, quartz

82TOTAL
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Table 15.  Feature Summary, 9Jf195.

Dimensions (cm)PlanElevation (m)CenterpointAssoc.
AgeFunctionOrientationWidthLengthShapeBottomTopEastNorthClusterFeature

Historic Features and Nondiagnostic Features within Clusters A through D
UnknownPostN-SUnk.Unk.OvalUnk.Unk.500.7477.1A6
L18th c/E19th cPitWNW-ESE5290Irregular98.8299.01501.59491.18A16
L18th c/E19th cPitNW-SE3665Oval98.5798.71502.3486.52A19
L18th c/E19th cCellarE-W200212Rectangular98.4298.62500.6485.33A20
UnknownPostN-S3445Oval98.0298.06498.51477.84A21
L18th c/E19th cPostN-S2530Oval97.5698.04500.62476.98A22
L18th c/E19th cPitUnk.Unk.Unk.OvalUnk.97.02497.97463.95B1
UnknownPostN-S3335OvalUnk.97.53497.54470.93B2
UnknownPostN-SUnk.Unk.OvalUnk.Unk.495.19470.12B4
UnknownPostN-S1617Oval97.0597.19498.45466.62B7
L18th c/E19th cCellarN-S157181Rectangular96.5496.84495.41462.17B9
UnknownPostE-W2628Oval96.2196.55495.36458.86B31
L18th c/E19th cPostN-S1621Oval96.2896.7495.06461.37B81
L18th c/E19th cPostNW-SE3434Rectangular96.2996.41473.49463.82C80
NonculturalTreeNW-SE3241Oval96.0396.69482.5464.44C83
L18th c/E19th cPitE-W7484Oval96.3296.42480.11461.03C84
L18th c/E19th cPitE-W72156Irregular96.2296.5485.38460.2C85
UnknownPitN-S6371Oval96.0796.21481.54457.98C86
UnknownPostE-W3035Oval96.2396.52484.99461.75C87
UnknownPostNE-SW1318Oval96.2696.3484.53458.59C88
UnknownPostE-W1319Oval96.1996.27484.4458.42C89
L18th c/E19th cCellarNW-SE195295Rectangular95.4696.1485.82455.91C92
UnknownPostN-S1213Oval95.9395.98483.71455.4C93
UnknownPostE-W1619Oval96.3196.35482.4459.68C95
L18th c/E19th cPitE-W3438Oval96.3296.5483.08461.58C96
UnknownPostNE-SW3749Oval9696.05487.57455.35C98
UnknownPostN-S2727Round95.9496.05487.09455.17C99
L18th c/E19th cPitE-W2430Oval95.7995.88484.81454.03C100
L18th c/E19th cPitNE-SW5555Rectangular96.9197.05473.17472.47D70
UnknownPostE-W5983Rectangular96.8397.02474.63471.57D71
L18th c/E19th cCellarE-W106120Rectangular96.6196.72473.6468.24D73
L18th c/E19th cPitNW-SE3443Oval95.9896.68474.93467.53D75
L18th c/E19th cCellarNNW-SSE69117Rectangular96.3296.36464.54466.82D78
UnknownPostN-S1529Oval96.5296.67471.83467.42D103

Nondiagnostic Posts Outside of Cluster Areas A through D
UnknownPostE-W2123Oval96.9697.13484.75470.52None13
UnknownPostN-SUnk.Unk.OvalUnk.Unk.483.6469.3None15
UnknownPostN-S4453Oval96.0796.22491.18455.52None24
UnknownPostN-S3655Oval95.8396.13491.24454.82None25
UnknownPostE-W3050Oval97.6997.84487.57477.77None33
UnknownPostN-S4042Oval97.3397.69488.1475.75None34
UnknownPostN-S1832Oval96.6696.94485.34467.48None37
UnknownPostENE-WSW2532Oval96.8997.11482.78470.47None62
UnknownPostN-S1214Oval95.7995.84468.2459.32None109
UnknownPostNE-SW3440Oval95.7995.84468.52459.22None110

Aboriginal Features
AboriginalPitNW-SE7282Rectangular97.4197.5470.47479.11D64
AboriginalPitNE-SW6287Oval96.596.64493.63459.89B23
AboriginalPitE-W91127Oval98.9498.25500.26479.42None5
AboriginalPitE-W5884Oval96.9597.27482.69473.4None11
AboriginalPitN-S70170Irregular96.1396.34462.66466.31None105
AboriginalPitE-W103150Oval97.3497.41469.42478.47D65
AboriginalPostUnk.Unk.Unk.OvalUnk.97.08484.75469.78None14
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Cluster A

The northeastern part of 9Jf195 contained only a few historic period artifacts.

Only a few plain creamware potsherds came from this area and no MCD calculations

were attempted.  Feature 20 is the dominant feature in Cluster A.  Feature 20 was a

large cellar that measured 2.12 m x 2 m with its long axis oriented east-west (Figures

13, 14 and 15).  The cellar extended 20 cm below the base of the plowzone.  This

feature was first located at the onset of mechanical stripping and was immediately

impacted by the backhoe bucket, as shown by the backhoe trench on the feature plan.

It yielded only two artifacts in its fill—one wrought nail and one annular creamware

sherd.  This cellar was clearly defined in profile as a basin-shaped depression.  The

paucity of artifacts in this part of the site may indicate that this area was settled briefly.

A more likely explanation is that this area contained an outbuilding and was not a

dwelling.  This area was also badly impacted by erosion, which also may account for
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Figure 12.  Hypothesized Households at Hannah’s Quarter.
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Plan View and South Profile
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Figure 13.  Plan and South Profile, Feature 20, 9Jf195.

the absence of artifacts.  Ethno-botanical analysis of one sample from Feature 20

yielded fragments of pine wood charcoal.  These results are presented in Appendix II.

Two small pits were excavated in Cluster A, Features 16 and 19.  Feature 16

was a small, irregular pit that contained one creamware sherd, daub fragments and

chert debitage (Figure 16).  It measured 90 cm by 52 cm and was oriented northwest

to southeast.  Ethno-botanical analysis of one sample from Feature 16 yielded fragments

of pine and oak wood charcoal and acorn fragments.  These results are presented in

Appendix II.  Feature 19 was a small, oval pit that measured 65 cm by 36 cm and was

oriented northwest-southeast (Figure 17).  It contained 1 undecorated creamware sherd,

daub, 1 iron fragment, animal bone and chert debitage.  Two small posts (Features 21

and 22) also were located in Cluster A.  Artifacts from Cluster A are summarized in

Table 16.
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Figure 14.  Plan View of Feature 20, Facing North, 9Jf195.

Figure 15.  South View of Profile, Feature 20, 9Jf195.
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Cluster B

Cluster B was located in the southeastern quadrant of the site.  It includes one

cellar, two pit features and two posts.  Although a thin midden deposit was identified in

this vicinity during Phase II testing, no midden was discerned during the present work.

Artifacts from Cluster B are summarized in Table 17.

Feature 1, a medium-sized refuse pit (or possibly two overlapping small pits),

was completely excavated during Phase II testing by the GDOT archaeologists

(Richardson 1998a, 1998b).  Feature 1 was located north of Feature 9.  Artifacts and

360
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N491.18

B

A

B

A

200

Plan View and North Profile
Feature 16

9JF195

B = Matrix = 10YR6/8 Brownish yellow sand

A = Feature fill = 10YR4/6 Dark yellowish brown sand loam

Profile line

Feature 16

Feature 16

Figure 16.  Plan and North Profile, Feature 16, 9Jf195.
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Figure 17.  Plan and Northwest Profile, Feature 19, 9Jf195.

Table 16.  Artifact Summary, Cluster A, 9Jf195.
CountDescriptionProvenience

1Creamware, plainNon-feature context

3DaubFeature 16

1Creamware, plainFeature 16

1Debitage, Coastal Plain ChertFeature 16

4DaubFeature 19

1Creamware, plainFeature 19

1Animal boneFeature 19

1UID iron/steelFeature 19

2Debitage, Coastal Plain ChertFeature 19

1Debitage, Ridge & Valley ChertFeature 19

1Unidentifiable hand wrought nailFeature 20

1Annularware creamwareFeature 20

18TOTAL
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Table 17.  Artifact Summary, Cluster B, 9Jf195.
CountDescriptionProvenience

4Unidentified brickNon-feature Contexts

11.75 to 2.0 T-head wrought nail 6 pennyNon-feature Contexts

11.5 to 1.75 L-head wrought nail 5 pennyNon-feature Contexts

6Creamware, plainNon-feature Contexts

2Pearlware, plainNon-feature Contexts

1Mocha on white bodyNon-feature Contexts

1Redware, unglazedNon-feature Contexts

11Animal boneNon-feature Contexts

1Fish scalesNon-feature Contexts

2Olive green bottle glassNon-feature Contexts

1Probable tablewareNon-feature Contexts

3Kettle/potNon-feature Contexts

1UID iron/steelNon-feature Contexts

1Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertNon-feature Contexts

1Debitage, Coastal Plain ChertNon-feature Contexts

1Debitage, quartzNon-feature Contexts

1Unifacial flake tool, formalNon-feature Contexts

39TOTAL

2Unidentified brickFeature 1

2Stoneware, blue and gray Rhenish  rimFeature 1

31Animal boneFeature 1

18DaubFeature 9

1Unidentified brick/daubFeature 9

1Unidentifiable hand wrought nailFeature 9

1Unidentified nailFeature 9

4Silver straight pinFeature 9

1Thimble, brassFeature 9

1Shoe buckle, brassFeature 9

1Latch part, brassFeature 9

2Creamware, plainFeature 9

1Annularware, pearlwareFeature 9

176Animal boneFeature 9

1Oyster shellFeature 9

1Glass tumblerFeature 9

1Pewter plateFeature 9

1Lead sprueFeature 9

3Kaolin pipe bowlFeature 9

6Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64Feature 9

2UID Kaolin pipe stemFeature 9

1Debitage, Coastal Plain ChertFeature 9

1Pearlware, handpainted  (not blue)Feature 81

1Animal boneFeature 81

260Total
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ecofacts from Feature 1 were reexamined in the present study.  The animal bones

from Feature 1 included a minimum number of individuals (MNI): 1 deer, 1 cow, and 1

pig.  Other bones from unidentified very large and large mammals were analyzed.  The

pig bones consisted of most of a young pig, 2 to 4 months old.  The consumption of this

suckling pig may represent a single feast by the Hannah family.

Cluster B was dominated by Feature 9, a large, rectangular cellar.  This feature

is shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20.  This feature was first recognized by GDOT

archaeologists during Phase II work, but it was left unexcavated.  Feature 9 measured

181 cm by 157 cm and was oriented with its long axis north-south.  It extended

approximately 30 cm below the base of the plowzone and its bottom depth was 96.54

m.

Artifacts in Feature 9 included the following: daub, wrought nails, straight pins,

1 brass thimble, 2 shoe buckles, 1 creamware sherd and 1 pearlware sherd, 1 pewter

plate, 1 glass tumbler fragment, 1 steel knife blade, tobacco pipe fragments, lead

sprue, 1 oyster shell, and numerous animal bones.  Bottle glass was notably absent

from Feature 9, although a few sherds of olive green bottle glass were recovered from

the surrounding soils.

The most remarkable artifact recovered from Feature 9 was an intact pewter

plate.  Figure 21 shows the excavation of the plate which had been stashed into a

small alcove, or carved-out nook, on the western wall of the feature.  No other pewter

artifacts were recovered from the site.  After the pewter plate was conserved, evidence

was discovered that indicated it had been repaired during its use.

One decorated pipe bowl bore a stamped “TD” design and the molded, raised

initials “T” and “D” on opposite sides of its spur foot.  All of the pipe stems were 5/64

inch bore diameter.

Feature 9 yielded evidence of sewing, as seen by the thimble and straight pins.

Only one clothing piece was recovered—the outer frame of a man’s brass shoe buckle.

This buckle was undecorated.

The animal bones from Feature 9 included a minimum of: 3 deer and 1 pig.

Large and medium bird bones also were recovered from this feature, but no MNI was

estimated for them.  Other large and very large mammal bones also were present in

the assemblage but were not identified specifically.  Large and medium sized bird
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Figure 18. Plan and West Profile, Feature 9, 9Jf195.
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Figure 19.  Plan View of Feature 9, Facing North, 9Jf195.

Figure 20.  West View of Profile, Feature 9, 9Jf195.
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Figure 21.  Excavation of Pewter Plate in Feature 9, 9Jf195.

bones also were present in Feature 9.  The faunal remains from Feature 9 are addressed

in more detail in Appendix III.

Ethno-botanical analysis of four samples from Feature 9 yielded fragments of

pine and oak wood charcoal (Appendix II).  Two soil samples from Feature 9 were

submitted to Linda Scott Cummings at the PaleoResearch Institute, Golden, Colorado

for pollen analysis.  These included one sample each from Zones B and D.  These

results are presented in Appendix IV.  Pollen evidence from Feature 9 included cypress,

hazelnut, hickory, maple, oak, and willow trees and non-arboreal plants including:

amaranth, beans, borage family, cattails, grass, mustard, nettle, saxifrage, sunflower

family, and wild buckwheat.

Feature 81 was a small post intruded into by Feature 9, which indicates that this

post predates Feature 9.  The fill of this post contained 1 hand painted pearlware sherd

and 1 animal bone.  Other posts in and around Cluster B included these four: Feature

2, 4, 7, and 31.  These features did not contain any diagnostic artifacts.

A small sample of 15 ceramic sherds from Cluster B was used to calculate a

MCD of 1792 for this area.  Cluster B produced a TPQ of 1795, based on the recovery
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of a mochaware sherd.  No machine cut nails were recovered from this area, which

further supports a pre-1800 occupation date for Cluster B.

The stratigraphic relationship of Feature 81 to Feature 9 indicates that the cellar

(Feature 9) could not have been filled until after 1795.  By inference, the suspected

building that covered Feature 9 was probably not abandoned until sometime after

1795.  Most of the artifacts that were recovered from Feature 9 suggest an eighteenth

century association and this occupation date is supported by the MCD of 1792, derived

from a small sample of 15 sherds from this portion of the site.

Cluster C

The west-central part of 9Jf195 contained a cluster of historic features that was

designated Cluster C.  Artifacts from Cluster C are summarized in Table 18.

Feature 83 was a probable tree disturbance in Cluster C but it contained several

noteworthy historic artifacts.  These included 1 French gunflint (a blade type made

from honey-colored French flint), 1 blue edgeware plate rim, and 1 wrought nail.  French

style gunflints are frequently found on British colonial sites.  After the American

Revolution, the British flint knappers discovered the secret French techniques of blade

removal and British blade type flints are dominant on American sites until they are

rendered obsolete by the percussion cap weapon technology of the 1840s.

Feature 84 was a medium-sized, oval pit that measured 84 cm by 74 cm and

extended 10 cm below the plowzone (Figure 22).  Artifacts included undecorated

creamware and mochaware sherds, 1 wrought nail, animal bone, and 1 chert debitage.

Ethno-botanical analysis of one flotation sample from Feature 84 yielded fragments of

pine and oak wood charcoal and hickory nut shell fragments.

Feature 85 was a large, shallow pit (Figure 23).  This feature measured 1.56 m

by 72 cm and was irregular in plan but had straight, sloping sides and a flat bottom

(resembling a shallow, inverted, truncated cone in cross-section).  It extended 28 cm

below the base of the plowzone.  Artifacts included the following: daub, animal bones,

1 straight pin, 1 kaolin tobacco pipe fragment, and chert debitage.  Ethno-botanical

analysis of two samples from Feature 85 yielded fragments of pine wood charcoal.

Feature 86 was a shallow, oval pit that measured 71 cm by 63 cm and extended

14 cm below the plowzone.  The feature had a well-defined, flattened bottom and

irregular sloping sides.  It contained animal bone and daub, which at this site is
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Table 18.   Artifact Summary, Cluster C, 9Jf195.

CountDescriptionProvenience

30DaubNon-feature contexts

11.0 to 1.25 T-head wrought nail 3 pennyNon-feature contexts

12.5 to 2.75 L-head wrought nail 9 pennyNon-feature contexts

1Cut common nail 1.75-2.0Non-feature contexts

1SpikeNon-feature contexts

1Escutcheon plateNon-feature contexts

1Stoneware, slip dipped white salt glazed  rimNon-feature contexts

1Stoneware, plain gray salt glazedNon-feature contexts

1Stoneware, uid salt glazedNon-feature contexts

6Creamware, plainNon-feature contexts

1Pearlware, plainNon-feature contexts

1Cream colored (C.C.) ware, plainNon-feature contexts

1Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p.Non-feature contexts

1Edgeware, underglazed blueNon-feature contexts

1Annularware, pearlwareNon-feature contexts

1Redware, plain clear glazedNon-feature contexts

2Redware, alkaline glazedNon-feature contexts

1Pearlware, handpainted  (not blue)Non-feature contexts

1UID decorated ceramic, bodyNon-feature contexts

1Incised ceramic, flared rimNon-feature contexts

14Animal boneNon-feature contexts

3Clear bottle glassNon-feature contexts

3Olive green bottle glassNon-feature contexts

1Very thin clear curved glass, globe or bottleNon-feature contexts

1UID iron/steelNon-feature contexts

1UID iron/steelNon-feature contexts

1English dk gray gunflint, UID spall or bladeNon-feature contexts

1Ball clay tobacco pipe stem, 5/64Non-feature contexts

1UID leadNon-feature contexts

1Possible groundstoneNon-feature contexts

3Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertNon-feature contexts

10Debitage, Coastal Plain ChertNon-feature contexts

1Debitage, quartzNon-feature contexts

96TOTAL

10.0 to 1.0 L-head wrought nail 2 pennyFeature 83

1Edgeware, underglazed blueFeature 83

1French (honey) gunflint, spall typeFeature 83

1Fragment T-head wrought nailFeature 84

1Creamware, plainFeature 84

1Mocha on white bodyFeature 84

4Animal boneFeature 84

1Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertFeature 84

20DaubFeature 85

1Brass straight pin, wrapped wire headFeature 85

15Animal boneFeature 85

2Animal teethFeature 85

1UID tobacco pipe fragmentFeature 85

1Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertFeature 85

1Debitage, Ridge & Valley ChertFeature 85
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Table 18-continued

considered indicative of historic occupation and is the probable remains of a stick and

mud chimney, but no diagnostic artifacts.

The dominating feature in Cluster C was Feature 92, a large, rectangular cellar

that was located near the center of Hannah’s Quarter (Figures 24-26).  This feature

measured 2.95 m by 1.95 m and was oriented with its long axis northwest-southeast.

It extended 64 cm below the base of the plowzone and its bottom depth was 96.10

cmbd.  Four fill zones were recognized in Feature 92.  Zone B was the top fill zone in

the feature and it consisted of silty sand loam mixed with small charcoal bits.  Zone A

5Animal boneFeature 86

426DaubFeature 92

12.5 to 2.75 rosehead nail 9 pennyFeature 92

11.5 to 1.75 T-head wrought nail 5 pennyFeature 92

21.75 to 2.0 L-head wrought nail 6 pennyFeature 92

1TackFeature 92

5Unidentifiable hand wrought nailFeature 92

3Silver straight pinFeature 92

1Stoneware, plain gray salt glazedFeature 92

1Stoneware, uid salt glazedFeature 92

7Creamware, plainFeature 92

1Pearlware, plainFeature 92

2White-bodied ceramic, uidFeature 92

1Edgeware, underglazed blueFeature 92

1Pearlware, handpainted  (not blue)Feature 92

976Animal boneFeature 92

4Peach pitFeature 92

1Other seedFeature 92

2Bone utensil handleFeature 92

22Olive green bottle glassFeature 92

1UID glass, meltedFeature 92

4UID iron/steelFeature 92

1UID metal, non iron/steelFeature 92

1Kaolin pipe bowlFeature 92

2Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64Feature 92

1UID tobacco pipe fragmentFeature 92

2Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertFeature 92

3Debitage, Coastal Plain ChertFeature 92

2Debitage, quartzFeature 92

1Debitage, metavolcanicFeature 92

1Debitage, Ridge & Valley ChertFeature 92

43Fire cracked rockFeature 92

2DaubFeature 96, North 1/2

1Fragment L-head wrought nailFeature 96, North 1/2

1Stoneware, uid lead glazedFeature 96, North 1/2

1DaubFeature 100

1582TOTAL
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Figure 22.  Plan and East Profile, Feature 84, 9Jf195.
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was originally thought to be the top fill zone, but upon excavation proved to be the

second layer.  Zone A consisted of sandy loam with small charcoal bits (and may

represent burned soils).  Zone C was the lowest fill zone and consisted of sandy loam.

Zone E was sandwiched between Zone C on the northern one-half of the feature.

While the location of Zone E suggests that Zone C was actually two fill zones, the soil

color and texture above and below Zone E was the same in Zone C.  Zone E, which

was confined to the northern one-half of Feature 92, was intrusive into Zone C. No

artifacts were recovered from Zone E.

The feature contained a concentration of animal bones, including several large

domestic animal jaw fragments.  The faunal remains were analyzed and include a

minimum of: 4 pigs, 3 cows, 1 deer, 1 muskrat, and 1 unidentified bird.  Other very
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Figure 25.  Plan View of Feature 92, Facing East, 9Jf195.

Figure 26.  West View of Profile, Feature 92, 9Jf195.
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large, large, and medium-sized unidentified mammal bones were represented in the

assemblage.  The cow and pig bones were mostly skull and feet elements.  The cow

bones represented at least three individuals, all approximately 2 to 4 years of age.

One relatively complete cow toothrow indicated an animal approximately 30 months of

age (Figure 27).  The pig bones included portions of 4 individuals, two 12 to 18 months

old, 1 individual 18-24 months old, and 1 individual 3 to 5 years old.  The three younger

individuals indicate that pigs were butchered year-round at Hannah’s Quarter.  The

bones from Feature 92 are discussed in more detail in Appendix III.

Feature 92 contained a variety of early historic artifacts.  Artifacts recovered

from Feature 92 included: daub, wrought nails, 1 tack, 3 straight pins, stoneware,

creamware, and pearlware sherds, bone utensil handles, spirit bottle glass, tobacco

pipe fragments, 1 possible iron button, sheet tin, fire cracked rocks, and chipped stone

debitage.

Ethno-botanical analysis of six flotation samples from Feature 92 yielded

fragments of hickory, pine, and oak wood charcoal, acorn, hickory, and walnut nut

fragments, 1 persimmon seed, and maize (12 row variety).  These results are presented

in Appendix II.  In addition, a number of peach pits were recovered from the general fill

of this feature.

Figure 27.  Excavation of Feature 92, 9Jf195.
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Pollen evidence from Feature 92 provides other clues about the biotic

environment at Hannah’s Quarter.  Three soil samples from Feature 92 were submitted

for pollen analysis.  These included one sample each from Zones A, B, and C (Appendix

IV).  Pollen contained in Feature 92 included alder, beech, hickory, sweetgum, and

willow trees and non-arboreal plants including: cactus, cattails, chenopodium, dandelion

or chicory, mustard family, rose, sunflower family, and wormwood.

Nondiagnostic posts in Cluster C included these seven: Feature 87, 88, 89, 93,

95, 98, and 99.  Although these features were clearly cultural in origin, their age was

not determined.   Feature 96 was a small pit or post that contained 1 stoneware sherd,

1 wrought nail, and 2 daub fragments.  Feature 100 was a small pit or post that contained

one piece of daub.

Cluster D

The western edge of the site contained a minor cluster of historic features that

was designated Cluster D.  The dominant feature in this Cluster was Feature 73.  This

part of the site occupies a distinguishable slope on the ridge and has  suffered from

erosion.  Artifacts from Cluster D are summarized in Table 19.

Feature 70 was a small rectangular pit.  It yielded several pieces of blue hand

painted pearlware from different vessels as well as 1 piece of heat treated Coastal

Plain Chert debitage.  Ethno-botanical analysis of four samples from Feature 70 yielded

fragments of pine and oak wood charcoal (Appendix II).  Feature 71 was a small

rectangular basin that contained a post stain within it.  Although this feature was probably

associated with the historic occupation, it contained no artifacts.

Feature 73 was a small rectangular cellar, which measured 1.2 m by 1.06 m

and was oriented with its long axis east-west (Figure 28-30).  It extended 12 cm below

the base of the plowzone and had a flat bottom.  Only a small portion of this feature

was preserved, but this small portion yielded an interesting artifact assemblage, including

a bone handled 2-tine iron fork, a chisel, a tobacco pipe fragment, a lead disc, ceramics,

bottle glass, nails, 2 straight pins, daub, 1 chert stemmed PPK, chipped stone debitage,

aboriginal pottery, and animal bone.  Ethno-botanical analysis of one sample from

Feature 73 yielded fragments of pine wood charcoal and walnut and hickory nut

fragments.  These results are presented in Appendix II.
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Table 19.  Artifact Summary, Cluster D, 9Jf195.

CountDescriptionProvenience
1Pearlware, plainNon-feature contexts
2Slipware, combed clear glazeNon-feature contexts
1Simple stamped ceramic, bodyNon-feature contexts
1Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertNon-feature contexts

5TOTAL

3Pearlware, plainFeature 70
3Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p.Feature 70
1Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertFeature 70

21DaubFeature 73
1Fragment T-head wrought nailFeature 73
11.0 to 1.25 L-head wrought nail 3 pennyFeature 73
4Unidentifiable hand wrought nailFeature 73
2Straight pin, brassFeature 73
2Porcelain, Chinese export overglaze enameled polychrome h.p.Feature 73
4Stoneware, scratch blue salt glazedFeature 73
4Stoneware, plain gray salt glazedFeature 73
4Creamware, plainFeature 73
1Simple stamped ceramic, rimFeature 73
3Animal boneFeature 73
1Bone handled 2-tine iron forkFeature 73
1Olive green bottle glassFeature 73
2UID slateFeature 73
1Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64Feature 73
1ChiselFeature 73
1UID leadFeature 73
3UID metal objectFeature 73
2Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertFeature 73
1Debitage, quartzFeature 73
2Debitage, metavolcanicFeature 73
1Straight stemmed PPKFeature 73
1Fragment rosehead nailFeature 75
1Straight pin, brassFeature 75
1White-bodied ceramic, uidFeature 75
1Kettle/potFeature 75
1UID glassFeature 75
1Debitage, Coastal Plain ChertFeature 75
2Debitage, heated Coastal Plain ChertFeature 105
1Debitage, quartzFeature 105

79TOTAL
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Figure 29.  Plan View of Feature 73, Facing East, 9Jf195.

Figure 30.  East View of Profile, Feature 73, 9Jf195.
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Figure 31.  Plan and North Profile, Feature 75, 9Jf195.

Feature 75 was a large post or small, deep pit (Figure 31).  It measured 43 cm

by 34 cm and extended 70 cm below the base of the plowzone.  This feature yielded a

straight pin, cast iron kettle fragment, 1 pearlware sherd, 1 clear glass fragment, 1 nail,

and 1 chert debitage.

Feature 78 was a small rectangular cellar on the western extreme of Cluster D.

Although this feature appeared to be clearly cultural and associated with the historic

occupation, it contained no artifacts upon excavation.  The cellar measured 117 cm by

69 cm and extended 4 cm below the base of the plowzone.  As evidenced by its

shallow depth, this cellar was badly damaged by erosion.

Feature 71 was a shallow basin pit that was subrectangular in outline. An area

of charcoal within the feature may represent a post. No artifacts were recovered from

the feature but the squareness of the excavations, which was more clearly evident on
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its western one-half, suggested that it was created with the aid of a shovel in the

historic period.

Other features in Cluster D include Feature 80, which was a small post south of

Feature 73 that did not contain any artifacts, Feature 103, a small post southwest of

Feature 73 that also contained no artifacts, and Feature 105, a large, irregularly shaped,

shallow, possibly aboriginal feature containing three pieces of debitage.

Historic Artifacts

Archaeological investigation of the Hannah’s Quarter site resulted in the recovery

of approximately 2,499 artifacts.  Most of these (n=2,313) were associated with the

historic component.  A complete inventory of these artifacts is presented in Appendix I,

and a summary of artifacts by functional category is presented in Table 20.

Architecture Group

The Architecture Group is represented by 605 artifacts at Hannah’s Quarter.

Most of these items, however, are small pieces of daub or brick (n=556).  If the daub

and brick are excluded, then the total architecture count is reduced to 49.  It represents

the second most common artifact group at the site, following the Kitchen Group.

Wrought nails (n=42) dominated the nail assemblage at Hannah’s Quarter and

included T-head, rosehead, and L-head varieties.  Complete specimens, which were

measured for length, included 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 , 9, and 10 penny varieties.  One large

spike and one small tack also were recovered.  Only two machine cut nails were

recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.  The extremely low frequency of cut nails is strong

support for the abandonment of Hannah’s Quarter very early in the nineteenth century.

The machinery for the manufacture of cut nails was invented in 1790 and cut nails

soon replaced wrought nails in the market place.  By 1820 a nail factory was in operation

in Augusta that  produced cut nails.  Prior to that time cut nails were  available from

other cities, via Savannah, Charleston, and Louisville.  Although local blacksmiths

continued to make wrought nails in their spare moments, this manufacture soon paled

in significance with the more advanced and cheaper technology.  These advances led

to the decreased cost of nails, which translated to their more widespread use in building

construction in Georgia.  Their greater availability, combined with a tendency not to

recycle wrought nails, led to their better representation on house sites after the first

quarter of the nineteenth century.  In all only 44 nails, 1 spike, and 1 tack were recovered

from within the household cluster at Hannah’s Quarter.  Yet these artifacts were
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Table 20.  Artifact Summary, 9Jf195.
CountDescription

1Escutcheon plate, possibly pistol

1French (honey) gunflint, spall type

1English dk gray gunflint, UID spall or blade

3Total Arms Artifacts

26Tobacco pipe fragments

26Total Tobacco Artifacts

1Chisel

1Metal eye

2Unidentified lead

4Unidentified metal object

11Unidentified metal

2UID slate

1Lead sprue

22Total Activities Artifacts

2313Total Historic Artifacts

483Total Less Daub, Brick, Floral and Faunal

10Aboriginal ceramics

1Unifacial flake tool, formal

2Contracting stemmed PPK

2Straight stemmed PPK

1Large triangular PPK

1Basally-notched PPK

1PPK fragment

4Biface fragment

110Chipped stone debitage

1Possible groundstone

53Fire cracked rock

186Total Aboriginal Artifacts

2499Total Artifacts Recovered from 9Jf195

CountDescription

547Daub

9Daub or brick

42Wrought nails

2Cut nails

1Tack

1Spike

2Unidentified nail

1UID iron hinge

605Total Architectural Artifacts

49Total Less Daub and Brick

293Historic ceramics

1267Animal bone

1Fish scales

1Oyster shell

4Peach pit

1Other seed

3Bone utensil handle

46Bottle glass

1Very thin clear curved glass, globe or bottle

1Tableware glass

17Kettle/pot

1Metal pot/pan handle

1Pewter dish

3UID glass

1641Total Kitchen Artifacts

367Total Less Floral and Faunal Remains

2Buttons

9Straight pins

1Thimble, brass

3Shoe buckle, brass

1Belt buckle, iron/steel

16Total Clothing Artifacts
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distributed across the site such that they were used in the construction of at least four

buildings.  Cluster A yielded 1 nail; Cluster B yielded 4 nails; Cluster C yielded 15 nails,

1 spike and 1 tack; and Cluster D yielded 7 nails (the remainder of the nails were

recovered from shovel tests and previous test units).

Of the two machine cut nails recovered from Hannah’s Quarter, one cut nail

was found in Cluster C’s backdirt, which serves as tenuous evidence that the dwelling

in this vicinity was the last occupied at Hannah’s Quarter.  The other cut nail was

retrieved from the spoil pile during mechanical stripping.  Cut nails comprised under

one-half of 1 percent of the nail assemblage at Hannah’s Quarter.  The low frequency

of cut nails is a strong indication that building construction at Hannah’s Quarter was

largely accomplished prior to 1800.

One pintle type iron hinge was recovered from the GDOT Shovel Test 29, which

was located on the site’s fringe and was not within any of the defined clusters.  The

presence of this artifact in this vicinity may indicate that the location of the gate for an

animal pen, or it may have been displaced from the main structure areas by years of

repeated cultivation.

Brick was nearly nonexistent at Hannah’s Quarter.  No whole bricks (or large

fragments) were located and only nine brick fragments were identified.  Most of these

were from Cluster B.  Daub was relatively rare across the site, although the greatest

quantities were recovered from Feature 92 in Cluster C.  Cluster A yielded 7 pieces;

Cluster B yielded 18 pieces; Cluster C yielded 480 pieces; and Cluster D yielded 21

pieces.  Daub was probably used in chimney construction.  The concentration of daub

in Feature 92 suggests that a chimney was associated with this dwelling.  Feature 92

also yielded 43 fire cracked rocks that may have been used in chimney construction.

Although 43 fire cracked rocks is not a large number, in relative terms it is significant

since no other features at Hannah’s Quarter contained any.  Overall, however, the site

did not yield substantial evidence of chimney architecture.  Many chimneys of this time

period were constructed of mud and sticks and do not leave much evidence of their

location in the archaeological record.  Quite possibly most of the cooking in the Quarter

was performed outdoors and the dwellings may not have had chimneys.

Window glass was entirely absent from the material inventory at 9Jf195.  This

almost certainly indicates that the windows in the buildings on this site were not glazed.

Window glass was an imported item transported from Charleston or Savannah.

Consequently, it was an expensive item on the Georgia frontier.  The absence of glass

windows further attests to the low economic status of the residents at Hannah’s Quarter.
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Kitchen Group

The kitchen artifact group at Hannah’s Quarter is represented by 1,641 artifacts.

A large number, however, is comprised by floral and faunal remains (n=1,274).  If

these food remains are excluded, the total sum of kitchen artifacts is only 367 items.

Although this number is somewhat small, it constitutes the largest artifact group

represented at the site.  Selected examples of Kitchen Group artifacts are shown in

Figures 32 and 33.

Ceramics

A total of 293 historic ceramic sherds was recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.

These fall into four broad categories: refined earthenware, unrefined earthenware,

stoneware, and porcelain.  No tin enameled ware (delft, faience, or majolica) was

recovered.  No ironstone was recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.  Ironstone first appears

on sites in the southeastern U.S.  after 1810.  By the mid-nineteenth century it becomes

extremely common and many late nineteenth century house sites in Georgia are

dominated by this ware.  The complete lack of Ironstone at Hannah’s Quarter further

supports an early nineteenth century abandonment of this site.

Refined, white-bodied earthenwares were the dominant ceramic type at Hannah’s

Quarter.  These include creamware, pearlware, and cream colored ware (C.C.  ware).

Creamware was the dominant ceramic type at Hannah’s Quarter, representing slightly

more than one-half of the pottery assemblage.  Creamware vessel forms included

plates and cups and most pieces were undecorated (n=145).  One molded undecorated

plate rim sherd was identified.  Decorated creamware sherds included polychrome

hand painted ware, Mochaware, and annular (dipped) ware.

Pearlware was next most common in frequency at Hannah’s Quarter.  Again,

plates and cup forms were recognized and most pieces were undecorated (n=45).

Decorated pearlware types that were identified included: blue edgeware, green

edgeware, polychrome handpainted, blue handpainted, blue transfer printed, and black

transfer printed.

Nineteen unrefined earthenware sherds are present in the Hannah’s Quarter

pottery assemblage.  Sherds of yellow slipware, including trailed and combed motifs,

were identified.  Yellow slipware is a good indicator of colonial occupation, as most of

it was imported from England and it does not occur on later sites in Georgia.  The

assemblage includes a few sherds of lead glazed Redware or coarse earthenware.
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Figure 32.  Selected Kitchen Artifacts, 9Jf195.
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Figure 33.  Selected Kitchen Artifacts, 9Jf195.
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This ware is common on colonial sites in Georgia but it is replaced by locally available

stoneware by the second decade of the nineteenth century.  While some of this pottery

may have been imported from England, some may be of American manufacture.  Potters,

such as Andrew Duche and George Gnann, were actively making pottery in Georgia in

the eighteenth century and  made this type of ware.  It is generally considered a utilitarian

ware and is often associated with lower economic status occupations.

The Hannah’s Quarter ceramic assemblage includes 18 stoneware sherds.

Sixteen of these have salt glazed exteriors, one is unglazed, and one is lead glazed.

With the exception of one white slip-decorated sherd, the salt glaze stonewares are

gray or gray and blue and can be considered imported Rhenish stoneware, or debased

domestic imitations of this ware.  Rhenish stoneware is uncommon in Georgia after the

American Revolution, as is gray salt-glazed ware.

Alkaline glazed stoneware, which generally dates after 1800 to 1810 in eastern

Georgia, was absent from Hannah’s Quarter (Burrison 1983; Horn 1990; Rauschenburg

1991).  No potteries were identified in early Burke or Jefferson counties, although two

potters were active in nearby Washington County by 1820.  Cyrus Cogburn, who was

trained in the Edgefield pottery alkaline-glazed tradition, was one of these two potters.

This type of ware became very common later in the nineteenth century and its absence

at Hannah’s Quarter serves as strong negative evidence that the occupation there did

not extend into the middle nineteenth century.

Porcelain was extremely uncommon at Hannah’s Quarter.  Two sherds of

polychrome hand painted Chinese export porcelain were recovered from Feature 73 in

Cluster D.  These two sherds represent approximately 0.68 of 1 percent of the ceramic

assemblage.  Porcelain has been shown to be a good status indicator on eighteenth

and early nineteenth century sites in Georgia.  At New Ebenezer, for example, porcelain

comprises about 1 percent of the pottery assemblage.  Excavations at the homes of

wealthy Charleston planters, in contrast, have yielded percentages of porcelain of 10

percent or greater (Zierden and Grimes 1989).  The scarcity of porcelain at the Hannah’s

Quarter site supports the interpretation that this site was occupied by poor persons.

Although Adams and his colleagues have noted higher frequencies of porcelain on

slave sites in coastal Georgia, these sites date later than Hannah’s Quarter when

porcelain decreased in price and increased in availability (Adams 1987; Adams and

Boling 1989).

Despite an attempt to mend broken vessels in the assemblage, none of the

decorated pottery vessel rims from Hannah’s Quarter cross-mended.  Most of the

sherds were quite small and provided only limited information on vessel form or size.
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Historical archaeologists have examined colonowares (a low-fired, unglazed

earthenware) from the eastern seaboard and have discussed the importance and cultural

implications of this ware on eighteenth and nineteenth century sites in great depth.  No

colonoware sherds were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.  Ferguson, Wheaton and

others have debated the African, European, and Indian elements in these wares

(Ferguson 1992; Wheaton et al. 1983).  On plantation sites in the Coastal Plain of

South Carolina colonoware is extremely common.  It appears in a wide variety of vessels

forms, including many that mimic European wares.  In the interior (or Upcountry) of

South Carolina colonoware occurs infrequently.  Steen and his colleagues (1996)

documented its use at John De la Howe’s Lethe Plantation in the Piedmont region, but

on most sites it is absent.  Colonoware is exceedingly rare in Georgia.  Joseph (1989)

and others (including these authors) have noticed the dearth of colonoware in Georgia

but no satisfactory explanation for its absence has been articulated.

One small pewter plate was recovered from Feature 9.  Although pewter is

frequently listed in estate inventories in Colonial and early Federal period Georgia, its

recovery from archaeological contexts is exceedingly rare.  The general lack of discarded

pewter on early historic sites was discussed at length by Martin (1989) and the Georgia

data supports her contention.  Pewter is easily recycled and consequently, even scrap

pewter had value in early Georgia.  Despite extensive excavations at the colonial town

of New Ebenezer, for example, the combined amount of pewter recovered is only a

few ounces.  The pewter plate in Feature 9 at Hannah’s Quarter had been intentionally

stashed in a niche in the cellar wall.  This was evident from the semi-circular niche that

had been carved into the wall of the cellar and the horizontal placement of the plate

within this niche.  The person who hid it never returned to retrieve it.  After this specimen

was cleaned, conservator Debra Wells noticed that it exhibited evidence of a major

repair.  The obverse and reverse of this plate are illustrated (after conservation) in

Figures 34 and 35.

Nineteen cast iron kettle fragments were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter but

only one of these was from a feature context (Feature 75 in Cluster D).  Three cast iron

kettle sherds were found in the Cluster B vicinity, which suggests that these vessels

were used there as well.  Despite an attempt to mend broken vessels, none of the iron

kettle fragments cross-mended.  The relative high frequency of occurrence of cast iron

cookware fragments stands in contrast to the very low frequency of occurrence of

other metal items at Hannah’s Quarter.  In terms of sheer volume, cast iron kettle

fragments were more common than all other metal items combined.  The cast iron

fragment assemblage also appears to represent several distinct vessels.  This observed
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Figure 34.  Pewter Plate, Obverse.
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Figure 35.  Pewter Plate, Reverse.
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difference has several explanations.  The most obvious is that activities requiring the

use of cast iron kettle was prevalent at the site.  The absence of these fragments from

feature contexts supports an interpretation of their use in outdoor cooking.  Large cast

iron kettle were important tools in lard rendering and soap making.  Numerous references

to the use of this type of cookware in the yards outside of their dwellings were located

in former slave accounts and this activity is further confirmed in early photographs of

slave (and later free black) domiciles.  Alternatively, several scholars have suggested

that cast iron kettle fragments served as magic or ritual objects in African-American

traditions (Wilkie 1995).

Excavations at the Curer’s cabin on the Levi Jordan plantation in Texas, uncov-

ered several cast iron kettle bases that were interpreted as part of a magician’s ritual

kit (K. L. Brown 2002:1-5; K. N. Brown 2002:1-11).  There the kettles were found in a

suspicious arrangement within a pit in the cabin floor along with other metal items,

which was interpreted as intentionally cultural in their placement.  Kristine Brown (2002:3)

described the kettle feature thusly:

“This set of materials included a wide variety of artifacts, nearly all of which
were made of cast iron. The primary focus of this feature was two cast iron kettles
placed upright, one inside the other. A third, smaller kettle had been broken and the
pieces of the walls had been placed on top of the other two kettles. The bottom of this
kettle was found approximately five feet to the northeast. Before the two kettles was
placed one inside the other, the bottom kettle had ash placed into it. This ash lens was
the [sic] sealed by the upper kettle. The upper kettle contained a few objects of metal,
ocean shells, glass, small bone fragments, and soil. Indeed, the kettle may have been
filled simply by the accumulation of items falling through the cracks in the floor boards.
These kettles were wrapped around their circumference by a heavy chain.

Two “lines” of artifacts radiated out from these kettles. Toward the northeast
were Confederate military buttons, large bone fragments, unperforated cockle shells,
more chain, and a complete bayonet…This feature likely formed a Nkisi that aided in
ritually securing the protection of the cabin, its occupants, and the activities conducted
inside harm that might be caused by powerful elements from the outside world. How-
ever, this set of artifacts may not solely symbolize this transition. These artifacts may
also represent an amula to Ogun, a Yoruban deity, similar to those noted from Cuba.”

The general lack of association of cast iron kettle fragments in cellar features at

Hannas Quarter does not support any sort of magical function for these artifacts at this

site.

Bottle glass was present in very low frequency across 9Jf195, only 45 bottle

glass sherds were recovered.  No intact bottles or major portions of bottles were found.

Nearly all of the bottle glass sherds were from spirit bottles.  Most were dark olive

green bottles, although sherds of one “ambolive” bottle (a cross between amber and
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olive which seems to be indicative of a transition between the two colors), and several

clear glass, and one aqua glass bottle sherds were identified.  The vast majority of the

bottle glass was recovered from Cluster C.  No bottle glass was found in Cluster A; 2

sherds were found in Cluster B; and only 1 was found in Cluster D.

Recent research on early historic sites in western Georgia by Southern Research

has noted a relationship between the relative frequency of olive to amber colored

bottle glass, which seems to have chronological implications (Elliott 1998b).  Since no

totally amber colored bottle glass was recovered from Hannah’s Quarter, this may

indicate abandonment of the site in the first decade of the nineteenth century.

Table glassware, including 1 small fragment of a goblet, 1 glass tumbler, and 1

other glass sherd were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.  Table glass ware is a strong

indicator of status on Colonial and early Federal period house sites in Georgia.  The

low frequency at Hannah’s Quarter suggests only limited access to table glassware.

Cutlery from Hannah’s quarter included the following: 1 knife, recovered from Feature

9 (a cellar); one 2-tine fork, recovered from Feature 73 (a cellar); and several other

small fragments of bone handled utensils.

Rusted pieces of tinware were recovered from Feature 92.  It was unclear whether

these were tin can fragments or other hand-crafted tinware items.  The use of tin cans

for food storage first began about 1810 in America.  It is more likely, however, that

these artifacts represent other tinware items.  Unfortunately, their degraded condition

made identification impossible.

Tobacco Group

A total of 26 ball clay tobacco pipe fragments was recovered from Hannah’s

Quarter.  No elbow pipes or locally manufactured smoking pipes were recovered.  Elbow

pipes became increasingly popular in America in the early nineteenth century, as regional

pipe production areas sprang up in Virginia and Ohio.  While a few elbow pipes were

manufactured by Moravian potters in the Colonial period in North Carolina, they are

not common in Georgia.  Fragments of long stemmed, kaolin tobacco pipes were

recovered in low frequency from across 9Jf195.  One “TD” pipe,  of English origin, was

found in Feature 9 (Figure 36).  TD pipes are common on colonial sites throughout

North America, although the identity of “T.D.,” generally assigned to Thomas Dormer,

a London pipe maker, remains a topic of dispute.  TD pipes are generally associated

with colonial sites in Georgia that date between 1750 and 1780 (Walker 1977; Elliott

and Elliott 1991).
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Although TD pipes may continue to occur on sites after the American Revolution,

the type found in Feature 9 (based on its morphology) dates to the Colonial period.

Most of the other white clay pipe fragments were likely of English manufacture as well.

All of the measured pipe stems (n=12) had the same bore diameter, 5/64 inch.  The

sample was too small for a reliable pipestem date calculation and this technique is less

reliable on sites that date after 1775 (South 1977).

Arms Group

Only three artifacts from the Arms Group were represented in the site’s artifact

assemblage and all three were recovered from Cluster C.  One oval, brass escutcheon

plate with a decorative milled edge, possibly from the butt of a pistol, was recovered

from the base of the plowzone, a few meters north of Block A (Figure 36).  One French

blade gunflint was recovered from Feature 83 (a tree disturbance).  This type of gunflint

is often found on colonial sites in Georgia but is not common on sites dating after the

American Revolution.  After 1780 blade-type English flints (grey to black in color) appear

on the market.  Another small, burned gunflint fragment (possibly English flint) was

recovered from Block A, but it was not identified by type.  A few pieces of scrap lead

were recovered from the excavations that may be related to bullet production but no

bullets were found.  The lead items were classified in the Activities Group.  The low

frequency of Arms Group artifacts demonstrates that although guns were likely present

at Hannah’s Quarter, the loss of items associated with them was quite uncommon.

Clothing Group

Clothing artifacts were uncommon at Hannah’s Quarter.  Two brass shoe buckles

were recovered from the site—one engraved fragment that was from a disturbed context

and one plain buckle from Feature 9 (Figure 36).  The white metal inner tongue of

another shoe buckle was recovered by GDOT archaeologists.  All three artifacts were

men’s shoe buckles and likely date to the eighteenth century.  Three metal buttons

were recovered from 9Jf195.  One brass button with a decorative front (South Type 8)

was recovered from disturbed context and several fragments of a hollow iron button

were found in Feature 92.  One plain brass button front (South Type 10) was recovered

in earlier work by GDOT archaeologists (South 1964).

Ten sewing related artifacts were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.  One brass

thimble and several straight pins were recovered from Feature 9.  Straight pins were

also recovered from Features 75, 85, and 92.  The widespread distribution of straight
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Figure 36.  Selected Artifacts, 9Jf195.
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pins in Clusters B, C, and D, suggests that sewing was conducted in all three households.

Surprisingly, no glass beads were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.

Personal and Furniture Groups

No coins or other personal items were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.  The

complete absence of coinage is further evidence of the low economic status of the

residents at Hannah’s Quarter.  Similarly, no furniture related artifacts were recovered

from Hannah’s Quarter.

Activities Group

Twenty-one artifacts were classified in the Activities Group.  A broken iron chisel

was recovered from Feature 73 in Cluster D (Figure 35).  Lead sprue and two other

small pieces of scrap lead were recovered.  Two small pieces of slate were recovered.

The remaining artifacts in this category were unidentified iron objects.

Aboriginal Occupation

Previous researchers at 9Jf195 had noted the presence of a minor Aboriginal

component, which was deemed a non-contributing element of the potentially eligible

(NRHP) cultural resources at this site.  Several aboriginal artifacts were recovered and

several Aboriginal features were excavated during data recovery, however, and these

deserve passing mention.

One heavily patinated unifacial scraper tool, which suggests a Paleoindian or

Early Archaic presence, was recovered from the surface.  Several stemmed PPKs

were recovered, which suggest a Middle or Late Archaic presence at Hannah’s Quarter.

One of these tools, which was manufactured from an attractive reddish chert, was

recovered from Feature 73, a historic cellar, which may indicate that it was collected by

the later occupants of the site before being deposited in the cellar fill or it may have

been in the soil used to fill in the cellar.

Cord marked pottery and undecorated pottery was recovered from 9Jf195 in

low frequency.  This ware has a broad time range in eastern Georgia, spanning the

Woodland to Historic Aboriginal periods.  One shell tempered sherd was recovered

during Phase II.  This sherd is noteworthy because of the relative rarity of this pottery

type on sites in eastern Georgia.  Shell tempered pottery has been recovered from

Historic Aboriginal contexts at several sites in the Savannah River valley, including
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New Ebenezer, Mount Pleasant, Rae’s Creek, and Stallings Island.  At these sites, this

ware is likely the product of Lower Creek and Yuchi potters.  The single shell tempered

pottery sherd at 9Jf195 may be contemporary (and associated with) the historic

component.

Six Aboriginal pit features were identified, the most noteworthy were Features 5

and 11.  Feature 5 was located with historic Cluster A and Feature 11 was located

north of historic Cluster C.  Several smaller non-diagnostic post features may be

associated with the Aboriginal occupation but these did not form any meaningful patterns

that would indicate that an aboriginal structure was present.  The aboriginal artifacts

from Hannah’s Quarter are included in the inventory in Appendix I.
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V.  Interpretations

Age of the Occupation

Historical archaeologists use a variety of analytical techniques for determining

the age of a site’s occupation.  Other than items, such as coins, whose value for dating

a site is obvious, archaeologists derive dates from pottery sherds, tobacco pipes, nails,

window glass, bullets, and glass beads.  Ceramics are primarily useful for this purpose

and ceramics provided the best source of dating information for Hannah’s Quarter.

A mean ceramic date, based on analysis of Phase I artifacts, which were analyzed

by Brockington and Associates, yielded a Mean Ceramic Date (MCD) estimate of 1790

(Richardson 1998a, 1998b).  The historic ceramics from Phase I were reanalyzed and

Phase II and Phase III were analyzed in the present study and all were used to calculate

a more accurate MCD estimate.  A sample of sherds from all contexts at 9Jf195 yielded

a MCD of 1794.  The results of the MCD calculations for Hannah’s Quarter are shown

in Table 21.

Table 21.  Mean Ceramic Date Calculations, 9Jf195.

A sample of 12 tobacco pipe stems from all contexts at 9Jf195 had their bore

diameters measured.  All had the same bore diameter of 5/64 inch.  This pipe stem

sample was too small to be statistically significant.  The tobacco pipe stem dating

technique was developed by Harrington and improved by Deegan and Binford.  The

fundamental concept of this technique is that the stem hole becomes constricted over

time from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century.  A regression formula is used to

calculate a pipestem date estimate.  This dating technique is less reliable after 1775,

however.  The TD pipe recovered from Feature 9 is a common type on British Colonial

sites from the 1750s to 1780 (Walker 1977).

Nails are another important dating indicator at Hannah’s Quarter.  The invention

of the nail making machine around 1790 resulted in the rapid replacement of wrought

MCDProductCountDescription

179653884Cluster A

17922687715Cluster B

17975032528Cluster C

17664062323Cluster D

178612321369Clusters A through D

1797363019202Other Contexts

1794486232272SITE TOTAL
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nails with machine cut square nails.  By the early decades of the nineteenth century,

wrought nails became rare.  Although minor improvements in nail manufacture continued

during this period, the next major advance was not until the 1860s when wire nails

were introduced.  No wire nails were recovered from 9Jf195, which supports the

contention that the site was abandoned prior to the American Civil War.  Machine cut

nails are present in the assemblage but only as an extreme minority (n=2).  The ratio of

wrought to cut nail for Hannah’s Quarter was 22 to 1.  A nail factory was in operation in

Richmond County, Georgia [Augusta] as early as 1820 (NARA 1965).  This factory

employed one blacksmith and one nail forge that was operated by five men.  The value

of this industry in 1820 was estimated at $10,000.00.  This nail factory would have

been a likely source for nails for houses constructed in Jefferson County at that time.

The extremely low frequency of machine cut nails at Hannah’s Quarter supports the

contention that the site was not occupied long after 1818.

Two button styles were represented in the artifact assemblage from Hannah’s

Quarter.  These are South Types 8 and 10, brass cast with eye in place and cast

domed disk respectively (South 1964).  These types are consistent with a late eighteenth

to early nineteenth century occupation.

Ethnic Composition and Identity of the Occupants of Hannah’s Quarter

So, who were the people who lived at the archaeological site 9Jf195, which we

have dubbed Hannah’s Quarter?  The question cannot be answered with complete

certainty.  During the interpretation of the archaeological remains, the archaeologists

pursued several possible explanatory trajectories: that the site was solely the dwelling

of William Hannah and his family; that the site was occupied by the Hannahs and their

African-American slaves; that the site was occupied solely by Hannah’s African-

American slaves; or that the site was occupied by parties unknown and was not

associated with the Hannah family.  The researchers concluded that the second

explanation, that the site was occupied by the Hannahs and their African-American

slaves, is the most reasonable based on archaeological and historical evidence.

By a process of elimination, we were able to determine many individuals who

did not live on this site.  No early deeds or plats were located that specifically identify

the owner of this property, although one early plat (dated 1821) shows this general

area owned by William Hannah.  William Hannah’s plantation in Jefferson County

consisted of approximately 550 acres near Duhart Creek and adjoining the property of

his son Thomas.  The aforementioned 1821 plat states that Thomas lived on the west

side of Hannah’s Branch and, therefore, is not associated with the archaeological site
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for most of his adult life.  Only one other family of Hannahs was living in the general

area in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, but they were situated several

miles to the east in Burke County.

The Hannahs were one of many Scots-Irish families who emigrated from Northern

Ireland to America.  Dickson (1996:63) used published shipping records to derive an

estimate of 12,416 emigrants who sailed to American from 1771 to 1774.  Another

estimate cited by Leyburn (1962:181) places the number of Scots-Irish immigrants

who arrived in American during the period 1769 to 1774 at about 43,720.  Leyburn

estimates that by 1790 about 14.3 percent of the European population of the United

States was Scots-Irish (Leyburn 1962:182).  Nine ships brought passengers to Georgia,

via Charleston and Savannah, which were the following:

Belfast Packet, 1765;
Prince of Wales, 1765;
Prince George, 1768;
Two Peggys, 1769, Charleston;
Hopewell, 1769;
Hopewell, 1770, Charleston;
Britannia, 1771;
Elizabeth, 1772;
Waddell, 1773; and
Peace and Plenty, 1774 (Dickson 1996).

Over the course of its history William Hannah’s plantation was home to as many

as 10 individuals.  These included William; his wife, whose name was not determined;

son Thomas; another child, unidentified; and six unidentified slaves (possibly including

Thomas).  Thomas’ sibling may not have survived to adulthood, or may possibly have

been female and married into another family soon after arriving.  At any rate, these

people left no identity in the historical record.

The archaeological site at 9Jf195 may have contained the living debris from all

of these people.  Probably within a few short years after the farm was established

William’s son, Thomas Hannah, a young adult, moved across the creek to establish a

plantation of his own.  William Hannah’s slaves may have lived as a single family unit

in one household, or possibly as two households.  William and his family lived in a

separate dwelling, at least in the later years.  Archaeological study of the site revealed

four areas thought to represent distinct building sites.  The evidence for occupation for

one of these areas (Cluster A) is scant and this area may have contained an outbuilding,

rather than serving as a dwelling.  The artifacts recovered from the Cluster B area

date slightly earlier than the artifacts from Cluster C.  Cluster B may represent the

original dwelling house of William Hannah.  Artifacts were most abundant at Cluster C,
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which suggests that this area was the main focus of occupation, particularly in the

early 1800s.  Cluster C may represent a later dwelling house of William Hannah.

Hannah’s slaves may have lived in either (or both) Cluster B or D.

Housing/Settlement Plan

Most of the housing in rural Queensborough Township and early Burke and

Jefferson counties was simple vernacular construction.  Some of the wealthier planters

constructed more substantial dwellings.  A newspaper advertisement describes a 1811

dwelling in Jefferson County as a, “Good framed house with four rooms on the lower

floor, a piazza and an eight foot entry, two brick chimneys, also a good kitchen and

other out buildings” (Durden 1983:46).  William Hannah’s domicile was more likely a

modest log structure.  The archaeological record leaves evidence that he may have

upgraded his living quarters somewhat during his life in Jefferson County, although the

later dwelling also was probably of log construction.

William Henry Sparks, an Irish descendant born in Greene County, Georgia in

1800, made these comments on the vernacular architecture of middle Georgia:

“Buildings were primitive, consisting of poles cut from the forest and, with no
additional preparation, notched up into a square pen, floored and covered with boards
split from a forest tree near at hand.  It rarely took more than two days to complete the
cabin, the second being appropriated to the chimney and the chinking and daubing, that
is filling the interstices with billets of wood and making these air-tight with clay thrown
violently in and smoothed over with the hand.  Such buildings constituted nine-tenths of
the homes of the entire country” (Cashin 1994:21).

Terry Jordan (1985:153) noted that most of the log architecture characteristics

of Midland America were taken from northern European and Germanic styles.  British

(and Scots-Irish) architecture traits are present in Georgia, as Jordan described:

“One sees their [British, Scots-Irish, and Welsh] mark in such floor plans as the
side-gable, square, “one-bay” type of single-pen; the elongated single-pen, including
the hall-and-parlor house; the enclosed central hall; the three-bay barn; and the I house.
Certain of these plans reinforced earlier types introduced from the Alps and northern
Europe, assisting their rise to importance.  Placement of chimneys and fireplaces centrally
in exterior gable walls in a variety of house plans is without a question a British influence,
one that modified, in particular, several Fenno-Scandian dwelling types” (Jordan
1985:153).

Archaeological specimens of 18th century domestic architecture in Georgia’s

interior Coastal Plain has proven elusive for the archaeologists. Since log architecture

was largely free standing and did not require metal in its construction, once these
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buildings rotted and their settings disturbed by decades of agricultural cultivation, their

archaeological “footprint” is difficult to detect. This problem is even more aggravated in

areas that are “stone poor”, since few building stones were available for house con-

struction. Proof positive of eighteenth century dwellings have been uncovered at two

sites in Effingham County (Elliott and Elliott 1991; Rita Elliott et al. 1995). In both

instances, rock was not used in the construction, architectural metal was used spar-

ingly, and both dwellings had rectangular earthen cellars. Neither dwelling had a brick

chimney, although wattle and daub chimneys were probably used. Although the build-

ings in the Effingham County examples may have had log supports, the patterning of

posts observed archaeologically offers only limited evidence for this. The Effingham

County house cellars are larger than the examples at 9Jf195. Analogs for the Jefferson

County cellars may be found in western Georgia in Muscogee and Chattahoochee

counties. Excavations at several early middle 19th century house sites on the Fort

Benning Military Reservation have yielded small cellars associated with dwellings (Elliott

1992a:145, 148-149; Elliott et al. 1999:65-67, 998-101; 2001:88-91). Stone is rela-

tively more abundant in the Fort Benning area and was used in buildings for chimneys

and pier supports. Several of the cellars at Fort Benning were located immediately

adjacent to the chimneys, possibly located immediately outside the dwelling.

Four historic period feature clusters within 9Jf195 were identified and these are

interpreted as distinct structure areas.  These were identified as Clusters A through D.

Each area had at least one cellar associated with it.

The archaeological data lends itself to the following interpretations of site

architecture.  The paucity of post features suggests that these were not post-in-ground

structures but were probably free standing log cabins.  Further, the dearth of brick or

daub indicates that these buildings did not have substantial brick chimneys, nor any

significant amount of mud (or daub) used in their construction.  The complete absence

of window glass at 9Jf195 is strong evidence that all of the buildings lacked glass pane

windows.  The low frequency of nails and other architecture hardware indicates that

metal was used sparingly in building construction.  All four activity areas did have,

however, cellar features associated with them.  The artifacts recovered from each of

these areas suggest their use for domestic purposes.  Clusters B and C are interpreted

as housing for William Hannah and his family.  Cluster D is interpreted as the location

of William Hannah’s slave dwellings.

The arrangement of these structures can be inferred from their archaeological

traces.  The orientation of the long axis of the cellar features suggests that they were

not rigidly aligned in any type of linear fashion.
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Cluster A contained three associated features (Features 16, 19, and 20).  Survey

shovel test 27 also sampled this area.  No test units were placed in this vicinity, although

two GDOT test units were placed between Clusters A and B.  Feature 20 was a large

shallow cellar feature in this area.  Only a few historic artifacts (n=17) were recovered

from the features in this vicinity, which limits its interpretation.  Historic period artifacts

from Cluster A included the following: daub, 1 wrought nail, annularware sherds,

creamware sherds, 1 unidentified metal item, and 1 animal bone.  The function of

Cluster A was not determined, but it lacks the diversity of artifacts exhibited at the

other three Clusters and is not a residential dwelling.  It may have contained an

outbuilding for storage of root crops.

A total of five historic artifacts from Cluster A was used for pattern analysis.

These artifacts are representative of the kitchen, architecture, and miscellanous

categories. An extremely small sample of four sherds from Cluster A yielded a MCD of

1796.  A TPQ of 1762 was obtained for Cluster A, based on ceramics.  This portion of

the site was generally characterized by a low frequency of artifacts, which made the

interpretation of the historic features problematic.

Cluster B  represents the remains of an early dwelling, possibly the original

house of William Hannah, which was built shortly after his arrival in 1772.  Cluster B,

on the southeastern edge of the site, contained five features (Features 1, 9, 31, and

81).  Survey shovel tests 6, 13, and 14 sampled this area, as did GDOT Test Unit 1.

Feature 9 was a small rectangular cellar and Feature 1 was a medium-sized refuse pit

or possibly two overlapping pits.  Features 1 and 9 both contained small assemblages

of food remains in addition to other historic artifacts.  Although GDOT archaeologists

tentatively identified a midden deposit in this area, none was observed during data

recovery excavations.  The midden described by Richardson (1998a, 1998b) was  quite

thin.  Historic period artifacts from Cluster B included the following:  daub, wrought

nails, 1 straight pin, 1 thimble, 1 shoe buckle, 1 latch part, a  variety of ceramic sherds

(stoneware, creamware, pearlware, and redware), 1 glass tumbler and other possible

table glassware, cast iron kettle fragments, 1 pewter plate, lead sprue, kaolin tobacco

pipes, unidentified metal items, oyster shell, and animal bones.

A total of 48 historic artifacts from Cluster B was used for pattern analysis.

Kitchen artifacts were the most abundant in this vicinity (n=24), followed by Tobacco

(n=11), Clothing (n=6), Architecture (n=4), and minor amounts of Activities and

Miscellanous group artifacts.  The Kitchen Group included a diverse assortment and

the Cluster B area yielded most of the cast iron kettle fragments (n=3) that were

recovered in context.  The Tobacco and Clothing Groups in Cluster B was high compared
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to the other areas of 9Jf195.  Feature 9 yielded 54 percent of the artifacts that were

used in the pattern analysis.  These artifacts were nearly equally split in their distribution

between the upper and lower fill zones of this feature.  A MCD of 1792 was obtained

for Cluster B, based on a small sample of 15 sherds.  A TPQ of 1795 was obtained for

Cluster B, based on ceramics.  Cluster B yielded the only evidence of oyster and fish at

9Jf195, albeit in meager quantities.  Unfortunately, the lower fill zone of Feature 9,

which would have given a good indication of when this area was occupied, did not

contain any dateable ceramics.

The dwelling at Cluster B was in all likelihood a log cabin with very few foundation

supports.  Based on MCD dates calculated from the clusters it appears that the dwelling

at Cluster B was likely abandoned and dismantled (or otherwise destroyed) after

completion of the dwelling at Cluster C.  The precise date of abandonment is not

known, but the agitation surrounding the American Revolution may have taken its toll

on Hannah’s farm and this dwelling may have been negatively affected by the war.

Cluster C may represent the second home of William Hannah.  After his plantation

was well established and the strife from the American Revolution had subsided, William

and his family may have desired a more spacious home.  His first dwelling was  quickly

constructed and by the 1790s it may have been in disrepair.  The filling of the cellar

(Feature 92) contained a number of large cow and pig bones.  These were mostly

head and feet elements, which Susan Scott Jackson notes, are generally associated

with cheaper cuts of meat and are rarely consumed.  These remains may indicate

refuse from nearby butchering activities as suggested by Susan Scott Jackson, and

may mean that the cellar was filled after the Hannah’s had abandoned the dwelling.

Cluster C, located nearest to the site’s center, contained 13 associated features

(Features 84-89, 92, 93, 95, 96, and 98-100).  Survey shovel tests 4, 15, and 16

sampled this area, as did GDOT Test Unit 7.  In addition, midden-like soils were observed

during mechanical stripping of this area and a block excavation explored this shallow

deposit.  Artifacts were infrequent in the midden despite the excavation of  40 m2 (or

approximately 2.8 m3).  Feature 92 was a large rectangular cellar that yielded an

assortment of artifacts.  This cellar also was the primary source of food remains from

the site.  Historic period artifacts from Cluster C included the following: daub, wrought

nails, 1 cut nail, 1 tack, 1 wrought spike, 3 straight pins, 1 brass escutcheon plate

(possibly from a pistol), a variety of ceramic sherds (stoneware, creamware, pearlware,

and redware), 1 bone utensil handle, iron button fragments, 1 iron buckle fragment,

tinware, tobacco pipes, 1 English gunflint, 1 French gunflint, scrap lead, lamp globe

glass, bottle glass, unidentified metal items, charred seeds, and animal bone.  Cluster
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C yielded the highest frequency of historic artifacts, which may indicate that it was the

scene of the most activity and, perhaps, the longest occupied dwelling at the site.

A total of 106 historic artifacts from Cluster C was used for pattern analysis.

The Kitchen Group was best represented (n=66), followed by the Architecture group

(n=16), equal amounts of Tobacco and Clothing Group artifacts (n=6 and 6,

respectively), and lesser amounts of Miscellaneous, Arms, Furniture, and Activity Group

artifacts.  Cluster C exhibited a greater variety of historic ceramics than did Cluster B.

Eleven varieties of ceramics were identified in Cluster C, while only six were observed

in Cluster B. In addition to greater variety, more plate vessel forms were represented.

Unlike Cluster A, where only wrought nails were found, Cluster B yielded one machine

cut nail in addition to 15 wrought nails.  Machine cut nails are a sensitive temporal

indicator at 9Jf195, since they could not have been present prior to 1790 when nail

manufacturing technology was improved.  Undoubtedly some lag time transpired before

the products of nail making machines found their way to Jefferson County. The presence

of a cut nail in this vicinity suggests that construction did not occur in this area until

sometime after 1790.  A Mean Ceram Date of 1797 was obtained from Cluster C,

based on a sample of 28 sherds.  The Cluster C vicinity yielded a Terminus Post Quem

of 1822, based on ceramics. The Arms group, represented by three artifacts in Cluster

C, was absent in Cluster B.

Most of the artifacts from Cluster C were recovered from Feature 92.  Artifacts

were deposited in four zones of fill in this feature.  Most of them were found in Zone A,

which represented the final fill episode of this cellar. The greatest diversity of artifact

types also was seen in Zone A.  In an attempt to better understand the time period

when Feature 92 was active, MCDs were calculated for Zones A and B.  The upper

zone (Zone A) produced a date of 1776.5, based on a very small sample of six sherds,

while the lower zone (Zone  B) yielded a date of 1803.8, based on a very small sample

of five sherds. Zone C produced only one creamware sherd.  The younger date for

Zone B, versus Zone A, seems at first glance, illogical.  A suggested explantation for

this seemingly “reverse stratigrapy” is that Zone B is a more accurate reflection of

when the Feature 92 cellar was active, whereas the artifacts in Zone A represent

artifacts that made their way into the cellar depression after the site was abandoned.

Some critics have offered the interpretation that the cluster areas at 9Jf195

represent different nodes of activity within a single dwelling, this can be dismissed

because the areas are so widely separated.  Ethnographic analogs of eighteenth and

early nineteenth century vernacular architecture in Georgia and neighboring states

were reviewed. These data were in the form of photographs, contemporary drawings,
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and measured architectural plans.  While the outer edge of Clusters B and C, as shown

on Figure 11, are only 5 meters apart, the two cellars that dominate each of these

clusters, Features 9 and 92, are more than 10 meters apart.  Similarly, while the outer

edges of Clusters C and D are only only a few meters apart, the cellars that dominate

each of these clusters are about 15 meters apart.  Most vernacular dwellings in late

eighteenth and early  nineteenth century Georgia were less than 10 meters in total

extent.  Thus we conclude that it is unlikely that a single building covered both Features

9 and 92.  Therefore, these two cellars were probably covered by separate dwellings.

The close proximity of the two cellars may indicate that both buildings were not used

similtaneously.  The building covering Feature 9 was probably destroyed or dismantled

prior to the construction of the building covering Feature 92.

The dwelling at Cluster C was possibly a log cabin with very few foundation

supports.  The precise dimensions and layout of the cabin cannot be determined,

although we speculate that it was somewhat larger than Hannah’s previous dwelling in

Cluster B.

Cluster D may have contained the living quarters of William Hannah’s slaves.

His slaves  also lived in log cabins, since no evidence of post patterns was observed.

Cellars also were present in this area, although these cellars were smaller than the

ones in Clusters B and C.  Unfortunately, this part of the site was severely degraded by

erosion and only the final remnants of subsurface features were preserved.  The age

and identity of the occupants of the dwelling or dwellings in Cluster D remains

problematic.

A total of 46 artifacts from Cluster D was used for pattern analysis.  Consistent

with the other areas, the Kitchen Group was best represented, followed by equal

amounts of Architecture and Miscellaneous Group artifacts (n=7 and 7, respectively),

and lesser amounts of Clothying, Tobacco, and Activity Group artifacts.  A MCD of

1766 was obtained from Cluster D, based on a sample of 23 sherds.  The Cluster D

vicinity yielded a TPQ of 1774, based on ceramics.  These indices suggest that Cluster

D predates both Clusters B and C.  Cluster D occupies a position on the fringe of the

site, however, which suggests that the occupants of this area were “marginalized” by

the primary (or dominant) site occupants.  The ceramic diversity in Cluster D (n=7

ceramic varieties) was slightly higher than that observed at Cluster B (n=6).

Most of the historic artifacts from Cluster D were recovered from Feature 73.

Nearly 70 percent of the artifacts used in the pattern analysis came from this single

feature.  A small sample of ceramics from this feature (n=12) yielded a MCD of 1764.3.
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The distribution of architecture related items is patterned according to these

cluster areas.   Cluster A yielded only seven small pieces of daub; Cluster D yielded

21; and Cluster B yielded 25.  Cluster C yielded 480 pieces of daub or brick, although

426 of these were from Feature 92.  Of 556 pieces of daub and brick that were recovered

from the entire site, only 23 of these (or slightly more than 4%) were recovered from

areas outside of the four clusters.  The distribution of nails at 9Jf195 also reflects these

cluster areas.  Approximately 60 percent of the nails that were recovered from 9Jf195

came from these clusters.

Clusters C, B, and D were ranked in terms of cellar size from largest to smallest.

While the exact dimensions of the buildings that covered these cellars can never be

known, it is not unreasonable to extrapolate that the largest building covered the largest

cellar and the smallest cellars were associated with the smallest buildings.  Cluster C

may represent a snapshot of William Hannah’s household when it was at its peak of

affluence in the first decades of the 19th century.  Cluster B may represent the Hannah

household in the first few decades after arrival in Georgia, when William Hannah had

few slaves and few material possessions.  The divide between the material wealth

expressed in the archaeological assemblages at Clusters B and C is not all that great.

Rather it represents a subtle shift. Indicators of Hannah’s increased prosperity is the

increased number of olive green bottle glass and the increased diversity of the Hannah’s

ceramics.

Cluster D, which was located on the western edge of the site, contained several

associated features, including Features 70, 71, 73, 75, 78, 80, 103, and 105.  Survey

shovel tests 1, 2, and 7 sampled this area but no GDOT test units were placed in this

area.  Feature 73 was a small rectangular cellar that yielded the most productive

assortment of historic artifacts from this area.  The slope gradient on the ridge began

to increase in the vicinity of Cluster D.  Historic period artifacts from Cluster D included:

daub, wrought nails, 1 straight pin, a variety of ceramic sherds (porcelain, stoneware,

creamware, pearlware, and combed slipware), 1 bone utensil handle, bottle glass,

cast iron kettle fragments, tobacco pipes, 1 iron chisel, unidentified metal, and animal

bone.

A scattering of historic posts was mapped at 9Jf195.  The posts include a number

of possible pairs but no lines of more than three posts are apparent.  These posts

present no apparent patterning that would suggest the outline of a fence or rectangular

enclosure.  This begs the question, what was their purpose.  Some may have been

posts that were used temporarily during house construction.  Others may represent

posts for racks for butchering large animals, drying or storing vegetables, or skinning
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small animals. Some may have been support posts for buildings that had a combination

of support posts and field stone supports.  As noted building stone was extremely rare

at Hannah’s Quarter, although some small field stones were observed.  Several of

these posts are in locations that would probably have been beneath structures.  If

these posts were associated with some sort of yard activity, this would indicate that the

posts pre-date or post-date the buildings in these areas.

GDOT Test Units 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 were placed in areas peripheral to the

four identified structure areas.  Consequently, these tests sampled the yard of the

residential compound and provided some information on the artifact patterning in these

areas.  A summary of the artifacts from other excavated contexts (yard deposits) at

Hannah’s Quarter is presented in Table 22.

Unfortunately the archaeological traces at Hannah’s Quarter revealed little of

the house construction types and floor plan.  The absence of support posts is taken as

negative evidence of post en terre construction.  The relatively small size of the midden

stained areas may indicate that the dwellings at Hannah’s Quarter were small and of

single-pen construction.  This plan is identified by a, “square plan, centered door, and

exterior gable-end chimney,” although a Scots-Irish variant is, “oblong or rectangular

in plan, is very similar to the English single-pen, differing mainly in the elongation of the

eave walls so that they exceed the dimension of the gable ends by six feet or more.

The aligned doors are usually off center in the oblong plan” (Jordan 1985:25).

The absence of any recognizable chimney foundation precludes any discussion

of its placement relative to the building.  The almost complete absence of brick and

sparse presence of daub implies that the chimneys on these dwellings were not

substantial.  The complete absence of window glass almost certainly indicates that

none of the buildings had glass windows.  The very low frequency of nails or other

architectural hardware indicates that the house was almost entirely constructed of

wood with mortise and tenon, notched log, and/or wooden peg construction.  If any

nails were used in the construction of the house, they were not of major structural

importance.  Possibly nails were used to secure selected shingles to the roof or to

provide pegs for hanging various possessions.  The dwellings may possibly have had

split-log wooden flooring but this could not be determined from the archaeological

evidence.  Small cellars were common to these buildings, and these cellars were

covered in some fashion.  Once the buildings were removed from these cellars, they

were soon filled with refuse.
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Probably the closest parallel to the architectural configuration witnessed at

Hannah’s Quarter is the recent excavation at the Meyer plantation in Aiken County,

South Carolina (Crass et al. 1997).  The Meyer plantation compound measured

approximately 60 m across, nearly identical to Hannah’s Quarter, and it contained the

households of the Meyer family and a separate living quarter for their African-American

slaves.  The Meyer site was better preserved and presented a more complete picture

of the settlement layout than we were able to construct for Hannah’s Quarter.  Both

sites contain numerous pits and cellars.  The dwellings at the Meyers site consisted of

log dwellings without significant subterranean foundation supports and the chimneys

were predominantly of mud and stick construction.  This is likely the case at Hannah’s

Table 22.  Artifact Summary, Other Excavated Yard Contexts, 9Jf195.

CountDescription

19Daub

2Unidentified brick/daub

11.25 to 1.5 T-head wrought nail 4 penny

12.25 to 2.5 T-head wrought nail 8 penny

2Fragment T-head wrought nail

22.25 to 2.5 L-head wrought nail 8 penny

12.75 to 3.0 L-head wrought nail 10 penny

1Fragment L-head wrought nail

4Unidentifiable hand wrought nail

1Unidentified nail

1UID Iron hinge

1Belt buckle, iron/steel

1Straight pin, iron/steel

11Creamware, plain

4Pearlware, plain

1White-bodied ceramic, uid

1Edgeware, scalloped rim impressed straight

1Chinoiserie underglaze linear trans. pr.

2UID ceramic, residual

22Animal bone

1Aqua bottle glass

1Olive green bottle glass

11Kettle/pot

1UID glass, melted

1UID iron/steel

1UID metal object

1Debitage

9Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert

17Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert

4Debitage, quartz

2Biface fragment

128TOTAL
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Quarter as well.  The Meyer’s plantation is slightly earlier (mid to late eighteenth century)

and it contained some ethnic differences (Swiss versus Irish).

Several of the farmsteads in the Ebenezer settlement also are similar to the

remains observed at Hannah’s Quarter.  In the Ebenezer Mill District, several colonial

farmsteads were surveyed and test excavated, which revealed small compounds

generally less than 60 m in diameter.  Mud and stick chimneys also were the norm at

Ebenezer.  Many of the houses at Ebenezer also lacked glass windows.  None of

these farmsteads have been completely excavated, however, so the overall farm layout

remains a mystery.  Many of the German residents of the Ebenezer farmsteads, who

were yeoman farmers and similar in class to William Hannah, also owned a small

number of slaves.  Quite possibly, these slaves lived within the plantation compound

with their German masters.  Comparisons of urban versus rural dwellings in the Ebenezer

community have shown differential expression of status (reflected in high status artifact

types).  The farmsteads at Ebenezer were significantly more austere than their urban

counterparts.  In many cases, however, the people living in the two areas were the

same.  This suggests that urban life necessitated more displays of wealth among the

residents than was required for the farm.

The dwelling or dwellings of William Hannah’s slaves were also likely of log

construction but smaller and less refined than his house.  Adams summarized the pre-

1816 slave quarter that was excavated in Camden County, Georgia, which may be

similar to the slave dwellings at Hannah’s Quarter: “Those 30 slaves lived in four cabins

with few glass windows and only dirt floors.  Each room was 9 x 9 feet and each cabin

had two rooms” (Adams 1987).

An interview with Jefferson Henry, an ex-slave, contains this description of a

slave settlement in north Georgia: “Slave quarters was off from the big house a piece,

and they was built in rows lak streets.  Most of the log cabins had one room; some had

two, but all of them had plain old stack chimblies made of sticks and red mud.” (Hornsby

1938:2-3).  Another ex-slave, Robert Shepherd described his slave quarter, “De slave

quarters was long rows of log cabins wid chimblies made out of sticks and red mud.

Dem chimblies was all de time ketchin’ fire.  Dey didn’t have no glass windows.  For a

window, dey jus’ cut a openin’ in a log and fixed a piece of plank ‘cross it so it would

slide when dey wanted to open or close it.  Doors was made out of rough planks, beds

was rough home-made frames nailed to the side of de cabins, and mattresses was

coarse, home-wove ticks filled wid wheat straw” (McCune 1938:251).  Rachel Adams

described the dwellings in the slave quarter, “Us lived in mud-daubed log cabins what

had old stack chimblies made out of sticks and mud” (Hornsby 1938:3).  Dosia Harris
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described her slave quarter, “All de houses in de slave quarters was log cabins ‘cept

two.  Dey was made of boards what was put on straight up and down [board and

batten].  All de houses had chimblies made out of mud and sticks” (Hornsby 1938:104).

Ms. Harris described the kitchen in her slave quarter, “All de cookin’ was done in great

big open fireplaces dat was plum full of ovens, skillets and all sorts of long handled

pans and things” (Hornsby 1938:106).  Neal Upson described the kitchen where he

lived, “Evvybody cooked on open fireplaces dem days.  Dey had swingin’ racks what

de called cranes to hang de pots on for bilin’.  Dare was ovens for bakin’ and de heavy

iron skillets had long handles.  One of dem old skillets was so big dat Mammy could

cook 30 biscuits in it at one time” (McCune 1938:52).

R. Q. Mallard, a planter’s son, provided this description of slave housing in

Liberty County, Georgia:

“The houses on some plantations were constructed of sawed lumber, furnished
by the adjacent water- mills, or cut out by the negro sawyers laboriously, and not very
accurately, with the whip-saw, worked in pen or pit, and making a tolerably fair joint
possible.  On our plantation they were, for the most part, covered with a weather-boarding
of clapboards, split along the grain with what was called a frow, and from short cuts of
cypress logs, and not admitting of a very close fitting.  The houses were never lined
within, so that only the thickness of a single board kept out the winter’s air and cold.
Usually the house had two or more unglazed windows, and a front and a back door, and
was warmed by a clay chimney, with a wide hearth, abundantly supplied with oak and
pine.  You entered first the common living room.  Separated from it, and with its door,
was the family bedroom; and if the children were half-grown, you would find frequently
one or two “shed-rooms,” or leantos, in the rear, furnishing all proper privacy.  The
furnishing of the servants’ home was primitive.  There were a few benches and a rude
rocker, all of home manufacture; shelves in the corner, containing neatly scrubbed pails
and “piggins,” made by the plantation coopers of alternate strips of redolent white cypress
and fragrant red cedar, bright tins and white and colored plates, with the never absent
long-necked gourd dipper, and beneath them the ovens, pots and skillets, the simple but
most efficient paraphernalia of the mother cook.

The bedroom had a few boxes, containing the simple finery and Sunday clothes
of the family; the week-day garments hung upon a string stretched across the corner;
the bedstead consisted of a few boards nailed across a pair of trestles, and covered with
the soft black moss so abundantly yielded by the adjacent swamps, and quite a number
of good warm blankets, in which the sleepers, oblivious of change of seasons, would
wrap themselves up, until not a square inch of sable skin was exposed” (Mallard 1892:29-
32).

A review of historical information on slave architecture revealed quite a variety

in building types and slave quarter layout.  Although many quarters were established

in rows and reflect a planned construction, many examples of isolated slave dwellings

also were noted.  Examples of slave rows at the Bass plantation in Muscogee County

Georgia, the Hermitage plantation in Chatham County, Georgia, and at Drayton Hall in

South Carolina are illustrated in Figures 37, 38 and 39, respectively.  Examples of
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Figure 37.  Slave Row at the Bass Plantation, Muscogee County, Georgia (HABS).

Figure 38.  Slave Row at the Hermitage Plantation, Chatham County, Georgia
(HABS).
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Figure 39.  Drawing of Slave Row at Drayton Hall, South Carolina (University of
California, Davis 2001).

Figure 40.  Slave House at Belmont Plantation, Colbert County, Alabama (HABS).
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Figure 42.  Plan of Slave House at Thornhill Plantation, Greene County, Alabama
(HABS).

Figure 41.  Slave House at Thornhill Plantation, Greene County, Alabama (HABS).
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isolated slave cabins from the Belmont and Thornhill plantations in Colbert and Greene

Counties, Alabama are shown in Figures 40, 41, and 42.  We were unable to ascertain

from the archaeological record whether William Hannah placed his slaves in a single

dwelling, or in multiple dwellings.  No evidence of a linear arrangement was noted

however, which argues against a slave row plan.  With only six slaves, one dwelling

was sufficient for all of William Hannah’s slaves.  The Belmont and Thornhill plantation

examples (dating to the mid-nineteenth century) are more applicable to the situation at

Hannah’s Quarter.  Figures 43 and 44  are examples of slaves and their log dwellings.

Cellars associated with slave dwellings are not widely reported from sites on

the Atlantic slope.  Several authors have pointed out the possible significance of cellars

beneath slave dwellings in the middle South, particularly in Kentucky, Tennessee and

Mississippi (Campbell 2001; Kimmel 1993; McKelway 1994, 2000; Young 1997, 1999).

At the Locust Grove plantation in Kentucky, for example, Amy Young described three

slave houses, each containing a small cellar, and summarized, “How the cellars were

constructed, used, then abandoned and filled reflects negotiations between masters

and slaves concerning private property, the organization and use of personal space,

and subsistence strategies on southern plantations” (Young 1997:95).

Some scholars suggest that cellars were prohibited by masters of plantations.

Their use for clandestine storage of stolen or possibly ethnically significant items has

been suggested.  Their more mundane use, that of storage of food crops, is largely

overlooked.  Cellars are particularly important for storing potatoes in order to prevent

them from freezing and to avoid exposure to sunlight, both of which had the potential

to result in ruinage.  Root cellars are common features on Euro-American sites in

Georgia and surrounding states and do not appear to have any particular ritual

significance in these contexts.  Cellars were prominent at Hannah’s Quarter.  These

cellars were used by both William Hannah and his family and his African-American

slaves.  With one exception the bottoms of these features were filled with trash.  Feature

20 in Cluster A was a well-defined cellar feature but it contained almost no artifacts.

The function of this cellar was undetermined.

Campbell (1999) summarized recent recognition of cellars in slave quarters

and their important implications:

Although most slave quarters, especially those of the late 18th and 19th centuries,
reflect the imposed European architectural styles of the planters, evidence exists that
enslaved people created their own sense of space within their cabins.  An example may
have been the addition of indoor storage pits or root cellars used to store food and
conceal valuables, possibly pilfered goods.  The occurrence of these cellars, which
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Figure 43.  Male Slaves at Home (University of California, Davis 2001).

Figure 44.  Female Slaves at Home (University of California, Davis 2001).
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were explicitly forbidden by planters (some even went to the lengths of building cabins
on foundations raised 2-3’), is exclusive to the Upper South.  Ethno-historical accounts
have indicated that among the Igbo peoples of Nigeria (40-60% of northern-area slaves
were Igbo), such cellars hold a cultural and utilitarian significance (Orser 1996b).  The
practice was no doubt brought to the New World and probably transmitted to other
stocks of native Africans, becoming a source of cultural identity and resistive strength
for future generations of slaves.

Foodways at Hannah’s Quarter

Sheep were difficult to protect on the frontier, requiring shepherds or fences.  A

few sheep were kept for their wool but sheep were not a major food source at Hannah’s

Quarter.  Swine thrived on the frontier, however, and by necessity the Irish dislike for

pork was changed.  Cattle were popular and eaten as food.  The residents at 9Jf195

were hunters and enjoyed wild animals, including deer.  Plant foods enjoyed by the

Scots-Irish included crops from their homeland, such as potatoes and various greens,

as well as, native foods such as beans, berries, corn, nuts, potatoes, pumpkins, squash,

sweet potatoes, and various greens (Leyburn 1962:262-263).

When he visited a community of Ulster emigrants in the South Carolina upcountry

in 1767, the Anglican minister Charles Woodmason remarked that, “the people are all

from Ireland, and live wholly on butter, milk, crabber [clabbered milk] and what in England

is given to hogs” (Hooker 1953:34, 173).  Had Woodmason visited William Hannah in

Queensborough a few years later, his experience would probably have been similar.

In the beginning days of the plantation, William Hannah and his family probably

ate many wild foods.  Since they did not own slaves when they first arrived, it probably

was several years before their farm produced enough food to support them.  During

this period they may have relied to a limited extent on bartering with their neighbors,

although their neighbors were in much the same situation as the Hannah’s.  Once their

plantation was established the Hannah family’s consumption of wild foods was likely

reduced and their reliance on domestics increased.  The reduced reliance on wild

game also may have resulted from depletion of this resource by hunting and

deforestation of the immediate environment.

The actual extent to which William and Thomas Hannah’s slaves exploited wild

foods is not known, but it may have been a substantial part of their diet.  The advantage

of supplementing their diet with wild foods was that this could be done on the sly.

Faunal and floral evidence from the excavations at Hannah’s Quarter point to a number

of wild foods gathered, including: acorns, deer, fish, hickory nuts, muskrats, persimmons,

and various wild greens.  Domesticated animals consumed include cow and pig.  Birds
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also were consumed at Hannah’s Quarter, including one laying hen, but these were

not identified by either wild or domestic species.

Feature 1 in Cluster B probably represents the remains of a suckling pig feast

by the Hannah family.  Feature 9 in Cluster B exhibited a greater diversity of animals

exploited with the greatest reliance on wildlife, supplemented by pig and cow.  Feature

9 is probably one of the earlier features on the site (possibly the first home of William

Hannah) based on its artifact content and the zooarchaeological evidence.  Feature 92

in Cluster C had a lower diversity with primary reliance on farm animals.  Meats in

Feature 92 were dominated by low quality cuts (mostly skull and feet elements), which

suggest consumption by people of lower economic status or butchering debris.  Feature

92 is one of the later features at the site and is attributed to the William Hannah family.

R. Q. Mallard, a planter’s son, provided this description of slave lifeways in

Liberty County, Georgia:

“Their food was mainly maize, which, where a public mill was handy, was ground
for them; on my father’s place they ground it themselves on the common hand mill; also
the sweet potato, abounding in starch, the main nutritious ingredient in all food products;
and easily and quickly cooked in the ashes, or baked before a fire.  The weekly allowance
for a “hand” or full worker was, I believe, a peck of corn, and four quarts additional for
every child; and a half bushel of sweet potatoes to each adult, and to each child in same
proportion.  This weekly fare the year round was with us supplemented, in the season
when the work was unusually heavy, by rations of molasses, or bacon, or salt fish; and
an occasional beef.  To this, thrifty servants added rice, of which they were as fond as
the Chinese, and which they cultivated themselves in patches allotted them, and with
seed and time afforded by their masters; and chickens and bacon of their own raising
and curing, and fish of their own catching.  So abundant were the rations of corn, that at
the end of a week the careful house-holder sent quite a bag of it to the store to be
exchanged for calico or tobacco!” (Mallard 1892:29-32).

Louis Hughes, a former slave, provides this description of slave foodways on a

nineteenth century plantation in Mississippi:

“In summer time the cooking for the slaves was done out of doors.  A large fire
was built under a tree, two wooden forks were driven into the ground on opposite sides
of the fire, a pole laid on the forks and on this kettles were hung over the fire for the
preparation of the food.  Cabbage and meat, boiled, alternated with meat and peas,
were the staple for summer.  Bread was furnished with the meals and corn meal
dumplings, that is, little balls made of meal and grease from the boiled bacon and dropped
into boiling water, were also provided and considered quite palatable, especially if cooked
in the water in which the bacon was boiled.  In winter the cooking was done in a cabin,
and sweet potatoes, dried peas and meat were the principal diet.  This bill of fare was for
dinner or the mid-day meal.  For supper each slave received two pieces of meat and two
slices of bread, but these slices were very large, as the loaves were about six inches
thick and baked in an old fashioned oven.  This bread was made from corn meal for, as
I have said, only on holidays and special occasions did the slaves have white bread of
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any kind.  Part of the meat and bread received at supper time was saved for the “
morning bite.” The slaves never had any breakfast, but went to the field at daylight and
after working till the sun was well up, all would stop for their morning bite.  Very often
some young fellow ate his morning bite the evening before at supper and would have
nothing for the morning, going without eating until noon.  The stop for morning bite was
very short; then all would plunge into work until mid-day, when all hands were summoned
to their principal meal”(Hughes 1897:37-39).

Accounts by ex-slaves in Georgia, recorded in 1938, provide additional

descriptions of slave foodways.  Ex-slave Jefferson Franklin Henry described the kitchen

where he lived, “All the cookin’ was done in a log cabin what set a good little piece

behind the big house.  The big old fireplace in that kitchen held a four-foot log, and

when you was little you could set on one end of that log whilst it was a-burnin’ on

t’other.  They biled in pots hangin’ from hooks on a iron bar that went all the way ‘cross

the fireplace, and the bakin’ was done in skillets and ovens, but sometimes bread was

wropt up in cabbage or collard leaves and baked in hot ashes; that was ashcake.

Thick iron lids fitted tight on them old skillets, and most of ‘em had three legs so hot

coals could be raked under ‘em.  The ovens set on trivets over the coals” (Hornsby

1938:183).

Callie Elder described meals in the slave quarter, “Grown folks was fed cornbread

and meat wid plenty of vegetables in de week days and on Sunday mornin’s dey give

‘em wheat bread, what was somethin’ slaves didn’t see no more ‘til de next Sunday

mornin’.  “Bout four o’clock on summer afternoons, dey set a big old wooden bowl full

of cornbread crumbs out in de yard and poured in buttermilk or potliquor ‘til de crumbs

was kivered.  Den dey let de chillun gather ‘round it and eat ‘til de bowl was empty.  In

winter chillun was fed inside de house...All de bilin’ was done in pots swung on cranes

over coals in de fireplace” (Hornsby 1938:308).

Robert Shepherd described in detail the kitchen and the slave’s dining facilities

where he lived as follows:

“Dey had a big long kitchen up at de big house whar de overseer lived.  De
slaves what wuked in de fields never had to do deir own cookin’.  It was all done for ‘em
in dat big old kitchen.  Dey cooked some of de victuals in big old washpots and dere was
sho’ a plenty for all.  All de cookin’ was done in big fireplaces what had racks made
inside to hang pots on and dey had big old ovens for bakin’, and thick iron skillets, and
long-handled fryin’ pans...Dere was a great long trough what went plum ‘cross de yard,
and dat was whar us et.  For dinner us had peas and some other sort of veg’tables, and
cornbread.  Aunt Viney crumbled up dat bread in de trough and poured de veg’tables
and pot-likker over it.  Den she blowed de horn and chillun come a-runnin’ from evvy
which away.  If us et it all up, she had to put more victuals in de trough.  At nights, she
crumbled de cornbread in de trough and poured buttermilk over it.  Us never had nothin’
but cornbread and buttermilk at night.  Sometimes dat trough would be a sight, ‘cause us
never stopped to wash our hands, and ‘fore us had been eatin’ more den a minute or two
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what was in de trough would look lak de red mud what had come off of our hands.
Sometimes Aunt Viney would fuss at us and make us clean it out” (McCune 1938:249-
250).

As George Fleming, a former slave in the South Carolina Piedmont, described

the slave’s diet:

“Everybody have plenty to eat.  Lots of times we had fish, rabbits, possums and
stuff like dat; lots of fishing and hunting in dem days.  Some slaves have lil’ gardens of
deir own, but most de vegetables come frum de big garden.  Missus was in charge de
big garden, but cose she didn’t have to do no work.  She sho seed after us too.  Even de
poor white trash had plenty to eat back in dem times.  Marse have a hundred head of
hogs in de smokehouse at one time.  Never seen so much pork in my life.  We sho lived
in fine fashion in hog killing time, cose de meats was cured and us had some all de year.
Yes sir, Marse ration out everybody some every week.  Watermelons grow awful big,
some of ‘em weigh a hundred pounds.  Dey big striped ones, called ‘rattlesnakes’ so big
you can’t tote it no piece.  All de baking and biling was done over de big fireplaces”
(Rawick 1979:126-139).

Numerous cast iron kettle fragments were recovered at Hannah’s Quarter that

may have been used during hog killing time.  Large kettles were used to scald the hair

from the pig’s hide.  Hog slaughter was usually done in the fall and winter months.

Freezing weather was preferred because the natural refrigeration allowed for the work

to be done in a more leisurely fashion without spoilage.  Because it was a labor intensive

activity that required group effort, hog killings were popular social events in early Georgia.

Meat was smoked or salted for later use.  While the choice hams were possibly reserved

for the Hannah family, his slaves had opportunity to feast on the ears, knuckles, feet,

and soft tissue, which was prepared for the table in imaginative ways.  The processing

of hogs is one activity conducted at Hannah’s Quarter.  Some of the pits and posts

may relate to these processing/cooking activities.  Pork bones were represented in the

faunal assemblage.

Economy of the Hannah Plantation

When the Hannahs arrived in the Duhart Creek area, it was almost entirely

wooded.  Trees had to be cleared before their plantation became a working farm.

Axes and saws were probably used by the Hannah’s and, later, their slaves, to harvest

timber from the plantation, and to clear fields for cultivation.   Ploughs and hoes were

used in cultivating the fields.  Fire was also used as an important tool to clear vegetation

for agriculture.  Although William Hannah owned many acres of land, most of this

acreage remained unimproved throughout his lifetime.
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Crops grown on rural Georgia plantations in the early nineteenth century included:

corn, cotton, flax, hay, tobacco, and wheat.  Of these, corn and cotton were the most

important cash crops by 1818, although flax and tobacco had been more important in

earlier years.  One can surmise that the crops grown on William Hannah’s plantation

were similar.  The Irish were skilled at producing linen, which is a cloth made from the

flax plant.  Flax cultivation may have been important on Hannah’s farm, since he was

more familiar with its cultivation.

Prior to the proliferation of cotton agriculture, which was spurred by the use of

the cotton gin after 1790, tobacco had been a major cash crop in interior Georgia.

Petersburg, Augusta, and New Savannah (below Augusta) were major transhipment

points for tobacco on the Savannah River.  Licensed tobacco inspectors were stationed

at these ports and tobacco was rolled in large hogsheads from the outlying farms to

the inspection stations.  The most famous transportation route in Georgia for this trade

was the Tobacco Road.  This road, which was made famous in southern literature by

Erskine Caldwell, ended at the docks of New Savannah Bluff in Richmond County.

From there the barrels of tobacco were loaded onto shallow draft boats for shipment to

Savannah.  In Savannah, the tobacco was transferred to ocean going vessels.  This

system of transportation was important until it was displaced by the railroad, which

began in Georgia in the mid-1830s.

Tobacco agriculture was a labor intensive and sophisticated endeavor.  Many

of Georgia’s most skilled tobacco farmers hailed from Virginia and many of them settled

in the Petersburg vicinity of Elbert County (Coulter 1965; Elliott 1988).  From the late

1780s to the early 1800s Georgia farmers produced great quantities of tobacco.   Several

early roads, including Fenn’s Bridge, which ran east-west, and the Warrenton Road,

which ran north south, were located near Hannah’s plantation and could have been

used for tobacco transport.

Both cotton and tobacco rapidly depleted the nutrients in Georgia soils,

particularly the sandy soils along Georgia’s Fall Line and upper Coastal Plain.  As

fields were rendered poor by repeated cultivation of these crops, virgin lands were

cleared for use.

Chemist Joseph Jones summarized Georgia’s agricultural history in 1861:

“In 1763, the exports of Georgia consisted of 75,000 barrels of rice, 9,533 lbs.,
of indigo, 1,250 bushels of Indian corn, which together with deer and beaver skins, naval
stores, provisions, timber &c., amounted to £27,021 sterling.
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In 1772, the exports from Georgia in 217 vessels, amounted to £121,677 sterling,
and consisted in large measure of rice.

The introduction of cotton produced not only a marked effect upon the cultivation
of rice, but upon the Agriculture and political position and commercial relations of the
State.

Previous to the year 1788, cotton was not cultivated in Georgia as an article of
commerce; in this year, Richard Leake made an extensive and successful experiment
with this new staple, and in 1789, John Milledge, Josiah Tatnall and a rice planter of
Liberty county, Mr. Gignelliat made successful and extensive experiments with cotton.
The cultivation of cotton increased greatly, in 1790, 20,000 pounds of ginned cotton
were brought to the Savannah market, and in the year 1796, 1,700,000 pounds were
produced.  This increased culture of cotton, excited by its greater certainty and greater
profit, led the rice planters to abandon to a great extent, the less certain and less profitable
cultivation of the inland swamps” (Jones 1861).

As Jones noted, the rapid increase in cotton production from 1790 to 1796

represented an important shift in the agricultural economy of Georgia.  Probably by the

1800s, planters in Georgia who did not cultivate cotton soon found themselves in

financial trouble.  The cotton boom extended to Jefferson County and likely affected

the planting strategies of William Hannah and his neighbors.

Milling of cereal grains also was an activity practiced on the Hannah plantation,

as indicated by the estate inventory, which included a pair of mill stones.  Corn and

wheat were milled on the Hannah plantation.  Some of these grains were consumed

locally by Hannah’s family and his slaves.  Evidence of corn was recovered from one

cellar at Hannah’s Quarter.  Both products were bulky and expensive to transport to

distant markets.

As a response to these requirements many farmers in the hinterlands transformed

these crops into a more compact liquid form.  While some of this liquor was consumed

on the plantation, the balance was shipped off to market.

In early Georgia many large plantations had their own blacksmiths who produced

items needed for the operation of the plantation.  Smithing required skilled craftspeople

who were often trained from the slave population.  Artifacts recovered from Hannah’s

Quarter, such as the pintle hinge, indicate that local metal smiths were active in their

community.

The importance of livestock in the development of early Georgia is often

overlooked.  For many areas of the interior, livestock production represented a

reasonable mode of subsistence.  Cattle in this era were free ranging, except for milk

cows that would have been kept near their farms for daily use.  Fences in early Georgia
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were built mostly to keep animals out, not in.  In Effingham County, for example, cattle

brand books from the eighteenth century have survived.  Cattlemen and pig farmers in

Jefferson County kept similar records but these only partially record the people involved

and the Hannahs were not listed in this document.  Although cattle provided a good

source of meat protein, their hides were also very valuable.

Horses were valuable and useful animals in early Georgia.  Horses were used

not only for their practical transportation function, but served as status markers among

the various plantation owners.  Unlike cattle, horses were  kept in a stable near the

plantation house because of their great value.  Horses were prized by the plantation

owners, as one advertisement offering a horse for stud on another Jefferson County

plantation indicates:

REMOVED
LUCKY ESCAPE
Will cover this season, at the stable
 of George Wilson’s seven miles
 below Louisville, in the County of
Jefferson.
    That beautiful full-blooded Arabian
Horse LUCKY ESCAPE, lately brought
 from New York.  He will cover  on the
following terms, viz. Six Dollars each,
the Season ending the last of June.  Lucky
Escape is a beautiful dark bay, rising five
years old, nearly fifteen hands and an half
high; he is very tractable, and will without
doubt produce as good flock as any
turf Horse ever imported.
J. Reeves.
April 16

(The Louisville Gazette, April 16, 1799: page 3, column 4).

Swine were free ranging animals in early Georgia.  Swine were not native to

Georgia or America, although they adapted well to the environment and continue to

thrive in the wild today.  Although some boars were brought to America in the eighteenth

century for the hunting sport of the wealthy, those in Jefferson County were introduced

for food.  As noted previously, the consumption of pork was alien to the Scots-Irish but

soon after their arrival in America this taboo was forgotten.  Bacon and lard were

popular forms of preservation for pork in a pre-refrigerator society.

Their experiences with hogs focused on rounding up the herds from the swamps,

slaughtering, processing the meat and pork by-products, and tanning the hides.  While
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some percentage of Hannah’s hogs may have been driven to market, many were likely

killed and processed on the plantation for local consumption.  The rendering of hog fat

into lard and soap was a distasteful task that fell to the slaves, particularly the women.

Although most of the livestock on the Hannah plantation were probably cattle

and swine, sheep and goats may were have been raised.  Sheep were a major

commodity among the Scots-Irish of Northern Ireland but they decreased in economic

importance as a food source after their arrival in America.  Goats were valuable for

their milk and their meat, but both sheep and goats were difficult to protect from predators

and sheep were also more prone to disease in the humid south.  Sheep were often

more valued than goats on the plantation.  Sheep provided wool, which was an important

fiber for cloth.  Wool from sheep was sheered, carded, spun and woven into wool cloth,

and then used on the plantation.

Various domestic fowl often stayed near the compound, including ducks and

chickens.  Documentary evidence of their presence on the Hannah plantation is indirect.

Although none were enumerated in the inventory of Thomas Hannah’s estate, three

feather beds were listed and his ducks, chickens, and possibly geese provided the

material for them.  Large domestic birds are evidenced in the archaeological record at

Hannah’s Quarter.  This food source, which may have included ducks, geese, and

chickens,  could be harvested year-round.  Like the larger livestock, many of the flocks

were left unattended, or free-ranging.

Domestic bees were also an important part of the plantation economy.  Honey

was undoubtedly a luxury at the Hannah plantation.

Wild animals were abundant in early Georgia, although the heavy demand for

deer hides had greatly depleted the deer population by the early 1800s.  William Hannah

and his peers enjoyed hunting these animals, as did any slaves he may have possessed.

Wild foods provided an important supplement to the slave’s diet.  A small number of

wild species was identified in the faunal collection from Hannah’s Quarter.  Some

slave owners did not permit their slaves to possess firearms, but evidence was found

that Hannah’s slaves may have had at least some access to these weapons.  Two

gunflints for use with flint lock weapons also were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.

Many slave owners allowed a certain amount of autonomy for their slaves to

procure wild foods to supplement their diet.  Charles Ball, a former slave on a Morgan

County, Georgia plantation gave this description of his own hunting experiences:
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“The country I now lived in was new, and abounded with every sort of game
common to a new settlement.  Wages were high, and I could sometimes earn a dollar
and a half a day by doing job work on Sunday.  The price of a day’s work here was a
dollar.  My master paid me regularly and fairly for all the work I did for him on Sunday,
and I never went anywhere else to procure work.  All his other hands were treated in the
same way.  He also gave me an old gun that had seen much hard service, for the stock
was quite shattered to pieces, and the lock would not strike fire.  I took my gun to a
blacksmith in the neighborhood, and he repaired the lock, so that my musket was as
sure fire as any piece need be.  I found upon trial that though the stock and lock had
been worn out, the barrel was none the worse for the service it had undergone.

I now, for the first time in my life, became a hunter, in the proper sense of the
word; and generally managed my affairs in such a way as to get the half of Saturday to
myself.  This I did by prevailing on my master to set my task for the week on Monday
morning.

Saturday was appropriated to hunting, if I was not obliged to work all day, and I
soon became pretty expert in the use of my gun.  I made salt licks in the woods, to which
the deer came at night, and I shot them from a seat of clapboards that was placed on the
branches of a tree.  Raccoons abounded here, and were of a large size, and fat at all
seasons.  In the month of April I saw the ground thickly strewed with nuts, the growth of
the last year.  I now began to live well, notwithstanding the persecution that my mistress
still directed against me, and to feel myself, in some measure, an independent man”
(Ball 1859:278-279).

Consumer Choice and Access to Goods at Hannah Plantation

The artifact inventory at Hannah’s Quarter was rather sparse and immediately

suggests that the residents of this site had very limited access to goods or were so

poor that they could not afford many bought goods.  Certain items, such as window

glass, were entirely absent from the site.  Other items, such as Chinese porcelain, are

represented as an extreme minority of the pottery assemblage.  Bottle glass, which is

often cited as an indicator of wealth on colonial sites, was rare at Hannah’s Quarter.

The relationship of ceramics to bottle glass at Hannah’s Quarter is illustrated in Table

23.

Although the Ogeechee River region was a remote part of Georgia in the late

1700s and early 1800s, the merchants at Louisville endeavored to provide their clients

with the latest goods from Europe.  Although Savannah was nearer, their store

advertisements emphasized that their merchandise was imported via Charleston,

implying it was more fashionable.  A review of the Louisville newspaper from the period

revealed three or more stores that were competing for business to provide general

merchandise to the public.  Three such advertisements, placed by merchants Z. Lamar,

Ebenezar Jenkes, and Walter Robinson, announced their spring merchandise in 1799.

These documents provide a better understanding of what was available to the consumer

in the study area.
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The three Louisville store advertisements were used to compile a list of potentially

durable goods, or those items that may leave a trace in the archaeological record.

After the redundancies were eliminated, a group of 54 categories was derived.  A

majority of the items offered for sale (particularly, cloth and leather items) were not

expected to survive archaeologically.

The artifact inventory from Hannah’s Quarter was then examined to see what

items were found archaeologically, but were not offered for sale in Louisville in the

Spring of 1799.  Five categories were identified in this process, including five sizes of

nails, 1 pintle hinge (manufactured by a local blacksmith), porcelain and stoneware

ceramics, and cast iron kettles.  Sixteen items (or approximately 29%) on the list were

recovered from Hannah’s Quarter.  The results of this comparison are presented in

Table 24.  The items that were present at Hannah’s Quarter are listed below:

6d. 8d. And 10d. Nails Tin Ware
Chisel Earthen Ware
Knive Queens-Ware
Fork Tumblers
Thimble Glasses
Pins Wine bottles
Gunflints Pewter plate
Pipes                                                                     Plated, Gilt and Common Buttons
Lead

The types of artifacts not expressed in the Hannah’s Quarter archaeological

record included many large iron tools, which were not likely discarded and were possibly

recycled by the local blacksmith upon their breakage.  Also absent were some expensive

personal items, such as glasses, razors, ivory and combs.

A surprising percentage of the durable items that would have been available to

the white planters of Jefferson County found their way into the archaeological record

Table 23.  Relationship of Ceramics to Bottle Glass, 9Jf195.
RatioCount

Glass/CeramicGlassCeramicCluster

0.0004A

0.13216B

0.762837C

0.04124D

0.383181A to D

0.0715213Other Contexts

0.1646294SITE TOTAL
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Table 24.  Comparison of Durable Goods in Louisville Stores and 9Jf195.

SummaryAt 9Jf195CategoryPotentially Durable Items

ActivitiesBridle Bits and Sadlery

ActivitiesBroad and Club Axes

1ActivitiesChissels of all sizes

ActivitiesCurry Combs

ActivitiesDrawing Knives

ActivitiesFiles of different kinds

ActivitiesHand Saws and Hammers

ActivitiesLooking Glasses

ActivitiesPincers and Gimlets

ActivitiesBridle Buckles

ActivitiesShoe Knives, Tacks, Awl Blades

ActivitiesSpades

ActivitiesStirrup Irons

ActivitiesStock and Pad Locks

ActivitiesThree dozen of Shells

ActivitiesViolins

ActivitiesWeeding Hoes and Grubbing Hoes

ActivitiesWool and Cotton Cards, No. 8, 9 & 10

Architecture4d. 6d. and 20d. Nails

1Architecture6d. 8d. 10d. Nails

ArchitectureGlass, 8 by 10

1ArmsBar Lead and Shot assorted

1ArmsGun Locks and Flints

ClothingLadies and Childrens Morocco Shoes

ClothingLarge and small Buttons

ClothingMens, Womens and Youths Shoes

1ClothingPins of all sizes

ClothingPlated, Gilt and Common Buttons

1ClothingSix groce of small Buttons

1ClothingThimbles

1ClothingTwo dozen of large fine Mens Shoes

ClothingWhite Chapel Needles

FurnitureTrunk and Chest Locks

KitchenCoffee Mills

1KitchenDecanters, Tumblers, Glass and Salt Sellers

1KitchenEarthen Ware

KitchenFrying Pans

KitchenHolland Gin

1KitchenKnives and Forks

KitchenLondon bottled Porter

KitchenPatent Medicine

1KitchenPewter Plates and Porringers

1KitchenQueens-Ware
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Table 24-continued
1KitchenRum, Brandy, Wine and Whisky

KitchenSpoons, large and small

KitchenTeneriffe and Malaga Wines

1KitchenTin Ware of all kinds

PersonalBeads and Neck Laces

PersonalCutteau and Pen Knives

PersonalIvory and Horn Hair Combs

PersonalShaving Boxes, Razors and Cases

PersonalSpectacles

1TobaccoPipes

TobaccoSnuff Boxes

Items at 9Jf195 but not advertised in Louisville.

1Architecture2d. 3d. 5d. 7d. 9d. Nails

1ArchitectureHinge

1KitchenPorcelain

1KitchenStoneware

1KitchenCast iron kettles

54Total Number of Items in Store Ads

16Total Number of Items Present at 9Jf195

29.6Percentage Present at 9Jf195

of Hannah’s Quarter.  These “store-bought” items may have arrived at the site through

various means, including:

direct purchase by the residents of Hannah’s Quarter;
direct supply as new items by Master Hannah or members of his family;
direct supply as discarded items by the white Hannahs;
direct theft by the slaves from Master Hannah or his neighbors;
scavenging by the slaves of the discards of Master Hannah; and/or
trade or exchange with neighbors.

Cluster C yielded only 8 of the 16 durable items.  The other Clusters account for

14 of the 16 items.  Many items across the site may have been “cast-offs” that broke or

cracked or otherwise unfit for use by the white masters.  This may have been the case

of the pewter plate, which had a large repair hole in it.  Many of the other ceramics also

may have arrived as broken dishes that were still usable but not attractive for “fine

dining.”  The Hannah’s Quarter pottery assemblage includes many pieces from different

vessels and little evidence of any matched sets of dishes.  This supports the

interpretation that these objects were recycled by Hannah’s slaves as odd pieces that

were chipped or broken.  Another interpretation is that the white Hannahs were so

poor (or frugal) that they bought dishes as they could afford them.
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Looking for the Hoodoo at Hannah’s Quarter

In the past decade historical archaeologists have made important advances in

the recognition of African-American magic, ritual, medicine, and religion in the scant

material assemblages recovered from slave sites (Wilkie 1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c,

1997; Russell 1997).  This is an exciting avenue of research but an attempt to apply it

to Hannah’s Quarter yielded disappointing results.  No indication of this behavior was

exhibited in the Hannah’s Quarter assemblage.

Russell (1997) recognized some of these materials from the Hermitage plantation

in Tennessee.  Categories of potential significance included hand charms (small, copper

mojo hands), lucky bones (raccoon penis bones), pierced coins, glass beads, clay

marbles marked with an “X,” prehistoric stone tools, modified ceramic sherds, and odd

smoothed stones (Russell 1997:66).  Similar “X” marked artifacts have been reported

from other plantation sites.  Only one of the items on Russell’s list, prehistoric stone

tools, was found in the excavations at Hannah’s Quarter.

Stine and her colleagues (1996) demonstrated the possible importance of blue

glass beads for African-Americans on South Carolina plantation sites.  Their data for

Georgia was limited to three plantations in Camden County, reported by Adams (1987).

Since no glass beads were recovered from Hannah’s Quarter, this topic would seem to

be a moot point, but one feature yielded potentially related evidence.  Feature 70 in

Cluster D contained a group of three pearlware sherds that all bore blue hand-painted

decorations, although they were from distinct vessels.  While this stretches the

interpretation of the artifact record, it is the only evidence at Hannah’s Quarter of any

special treatment involving the color blue.

Other than this tenuous example of blue sherds in a pit feature, no religious,

magical, or ceremonial behavior could be teased from the Hannah’s Quarter data.

What is to be concluded from these negative observations?  Was this behavior entirely

suppressed by the white masters within the Quarter? Or, did the practitioner(s) of this

craft live at another settlement on the Hannah’s land? Or, is the behavior not recognized

at Hannah’s Quarter because it has been compromised by site loss or by the

researcher’s inability to recognize it?  Whatever the reason, we conclude that enslaved

African-American cultural behavior at Hannah’s Quarter is not apparent in the

archaeological record.
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Summary

The archaeological and historical study of the Hannah’s Quarter site (9Jf195)

presents a hazy image of life on the Georgia frontier in the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century.  Archaeology, ethno-botany, historical research, palynology, and

zooarchaeology were used to reconstruct the lifeways at this small farmstead.  The

historical research was severely hampered by the destruction of early Burke County

records.  The documentary research was further hampered by the “low profile” kept by

William Hannah.  The archaeological record at Hannah’s Quarter was quite scant and

presented few opportunities for an in-depth analysis of material culture.  Specialized

analyses of the floral and faunal remains and fossil pollens each added new details of

life there.  When combined all of these lines of evidence create a better story, although

large gaps in the data remain.

William Hannah emigrated to Georgia from Northern Ireland in 1772,

accompanied by his wife and two children.  He established a small plantation between

the forks of Hannah Branch and Duhart Creek on the uplands of the Ogeechee River

watershed.  This region was rocked by the American Revolution because this part of

the frontier was subjected to many minor conflicts, which are poorly documented in the

historical record.  William Hannah probably took the side of the Americans in this war,

as did his son Thomas.  After the Revolution, William had the opportunity to develop

his plantation.  By the mid 1790s he owned two slaves and by the time of his death

(estimated to be about 1817), he owned six slaves.  Sometime after arriving as a

teenager in Georgia in 1772, William’s son Thomas moved across Hannah Branch

and established his own plantation.  Thomas Hannah’s plantation grew to be quite

substantial.  By the time of his death in early 1818, Thomas had more than two dozen

slaves on his farm.

The slaves of William Hannah are nearly anonymous.  An extensive study of

census records and Jefferson County court records identified only one person possibly

linked to the plantation.  The young African-American, Thomas, may have been the

child of William Hannah’s first two slaves.  All of William Hannah’s slaves probably

resided within the residential compound at Hannah’s Quarter.  The archaeological

record suggests that William Hannah was only slightly better off than his slaves.  Both

he and his slaves were relatively isolated on the frontier, miles from the amenities of

urban life.  Unlike many rich “white marse” in the Southeast, William Hannah and his

family actively participated in life at Hannah’s Quarter.  This cultural exchange between
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the “white” and “black” Hannahs makes the two groups extremely difficult to distinguish

archaeologically.  Hopefully, better preserved sites associated with the Queensborough

Township and early Burke and Jefferson counties will be discovered by future

archaeologists so that a more complete story of life can be told.
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Appendix I-1

North East Test
Unit

Level Provenience Description Comment Count

Backdirt--Metal detected
items

1.75 to 2.0 rosehead nail 6 penny 1

Backdirt--Metal detected
items

2.25 to 2.5 t-head wrought nail 8 penny 1

Backdirt--Metal detected
items

2.0 to 2.25 l-head wrought nail 7 penny 1

Backdirt--Metal detected
items

Shoe buckle, brass Engraved, floral 1

Backdirt--Metal detected
items

Kettle/pot Cast iron 2

Backdirt--Metal detected
items

Metal pot/ pan handle Cast iron 1

Base-plowzone Midden 1.3m
NW of F. 102

Brass escutcheon plate

11 1 Block A Daub 5
11 1 Block A 1.0 to 1.25 t-head wrought nail 3 penny 1
11 1 Block A Clear bottle glass 1
11 1 Block A Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 2
12 1 Block A Daub 4
12 1 Block A Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. 1
13 1 Block A Uid celluloid 3
13 1 Block A Daub 4
13 1 Block A Cream colored (c.c.) ware 1
13 1 Block A Edgeware, underglazed blue 1
13 1 Block A Charcoal 1
13 1 Block A Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
14 1 Block A Uid iron/steel 1
14 1 Block A Uid iron/steel Possible buckle part 1
14 1 Block A Clear bottle glass 1
14 1 Block A Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
14 1 Block A Uid lead 1
14 1 Block A Pearlware, handpainted Green, mottled 1
14 1 Block A 2.5 to 2.75 l-head wrought nail 9 penny 1
14 1 Block A Daub 10
14 1 Block A Possible groundstone Degromulated granite 1
14 1 Block A Animal bone 3
14 2 Daub 2
14 2 Animal bone 9
15 1 Block A Redware, plain clear glazed 1
15 1 Block A Creamware 1
15 1 Block A Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
15 1 Block A Stoneware, plain gray salt glazed 1
15 1 Block A Daub 3
16 1 Block A Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
16 1 Block A Stoneware, slip dipped white salt

glazed  rim
1

16 1 Block A Cut common nail 1.75-2.0 1
16 1 Block A Daub 1
16 1 Block A Olive green bottle glass Light 1
17 1 Block A Debitage, quartz 1
17 1 Block A Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 2
17 1 Block A Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 Kaolin 1
18 1 Block A Pearlware 1
18 1 Block A Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 3
18 1 Block A Animal bone Calcined 1
19 1 Block A Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 2
19 1 Block A English dk gray gunflint, uid spall or

blade
Burnt 1



North East Test
Unit

Level Provenience Description Comment Count

Appendix I-2

19 1 Block A Clear bottle glass Base 1
19 1 Block A Incised ceramic, flared rim Sand temper 1
19 1 Block A Olive green bottle glass Light 1
19 1 Block A Creamware 1
19 1 Block A Stoneware, uid salt glazed Blue painted 1
19 1 Block A Daub 1
19 1 Block A Uid decorated ceramic Sand temper 1
20 1 Block A Creamware 4
20 1 Block A Spike Wrought, l-head 1
20 1 Block A Animal bone 1
20 1 Block A Very thin clear curved glass, globe or

bottle
1

Bulldozed backdirt Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Bulldozed backdirt Pearlware 1
Bulldozed backdirt Redware, alkaline glazed 1
Bulldozed backdirt Uid iron/steel 1
Bulldozed backdirt Clear bottle glass 1
Bulldozed backdirt Creamware 4
Bulldozed backdirt Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 5
Bulldozed backdirt Animal bone 1
Bulldozed from middle of site Contracting stemmed PPK 1
Bulldozed from middle of site Debitage, quartz 1
Bulldozed from middle of site Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 3
Bulldozed from middle of site Cut nail fragment 1
Bulldozed from middle of site Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Bulldozed from middle of site Chinoiserie underglaze linear trans.

Pr.
1

Bulldozed from middle of site South type 8 button Brass w/wavey lines 1
Bulldozed from middle of site Creamware 5
Bulldozed from middle of site Pearlware 2
Bulldozed from middle of site White-bodied ceramic, uid Burned 1
Bulldozed from middle of site Redware, plain clear glazed 1

5 DOT- Pearlware 1
5 DOT- Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 2
5 DOT- Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 2
9 DOT- Edgeware, scalloped rim impressed

straight
1

9 DOT- Creamware 1
9 DOT- Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
1 1 DOT-12-22 cmbs Animal bone 10
1 1 DOT-12-22 cmbs Fish scales 1
1 1 DOT-12-22 cmbs Probable tableware 1
1 1 DOT-12-22 cmbs Charcoal 1
1 1 DOT-12-22 cmbs Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
1 1 DOT-12-22 cmbs Mocha on white body 1
1 DOT-Feature 1, East 1/2 Animal bone 42.4g 17
1 DOT-Feature 1, East 1/2 Charcoal 25g 1
1 DOT-Feature 1, West 1/2 Stoneware, blue and gray rhenish  rim 2
1 DOT-Feature 1, West 1/2 Charcoal 1.4g 3
1 DOT-Feature 1, West 1/2 Unidentified brick 3.3g 2
1 DOT-Feature 1, West 1/2 Animal bone 96.5g 14

DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Unidentified brick/daub 1
DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Animal bone 23
DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Glass tumbler 1
DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Lead sprue 1
DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Latch part, brass 1
DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 1
DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Annularware, pearlware 1



North East Test
Unit

Level Provenience Description Comment Count

Appendix I-3

DOT-Feature 9, top artifacts Creamware 2
DOT-General Surface Olive green bottle glass Medium 2
DOT-General Surface Kaolin pipe bowl 3
DOT-General Surface Animal bone 1
DOT-General Surface Basally-notched PPK Quartz 1
DOT-General Surface Plain ceramic, straight rim Shell temper 2
DOT-General Surface Metal eye 1
DOT-General Surface Uid underglaze linear trans. Pr. Blue 2
DOT-General Surface Redware, plain clear glazed 1
DOT-General Surface Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 8
DOT-General Surface Debitage, unidentified chert Chalcedony 1
DOT-General Surface Mocha on white body 1
DOT-General Surface Dipped ware Olive 2
DOT-General Surface Edgeware, scalloped rim impressed

straight
2

DOT-General Surface Biface fragment Coastal Plain Chert 2
DOT-General Surface Creamware, hand painted 2
DOT-General Surface Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. 1
DOT-General Surface Redware, alkaline glazed 1
DOT-General Surface Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. 2
DOT-General Surface Pearlware 15
DOT-General Surface Creamware 10
DOT-General Surface South type 10 button 1
DOT-General Surface Debitage, quartz 1
DOT-General Surface Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 Kaolin 1
DOT-General Surface Redware, plain clear glazed 2
DOT-General Surface Uid underglaze linear trans. Pr. Black 2
DOT-General Surface Slipware, trailed clear glaze Red bodied 5

8 DOT-Plowzone 2.75 to 3.0 l-head wrought nail 10
penny

1

8 DOT-Plowzone White-bodied ceramic, uid 1
8 DOT-Plowzone Uid iron/steel Possible horseshoe

fragment
1

2 DOT-Plowzone, trowel sort Straight pin, iron/steel 1
2 DOT-Plowzone, trowel sort Pearlware 1
3 DOT-Plowzone, trowel sort Creamware 3
3 DOT-Plowzone, trowel sort Edgeware, scalloped rim impressed

straight
1

3 DOT-Plowzone, trowel sort Olive green bottle glass Medium 1
4 DOT-Plowzone; 0-35cmbs Pearlware 1
4 DOT-Plowzone; 0-35cmbs Redware, unglazed 1
4 DOT-Plowzone; 0-35cmbs Kettle/pot 1
4 DOT-Plowzone; 0-35cmbs Creamware 1
6 DOT-Plowzone; Shovel sort Aqua bottle glass 1

DOT-Sheet midden adjacent
to Feature 9

Debitage, quartz 1

DOT-Sheet midden adjacent
to Feature 9

Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1

DOT-Sheet midden adjacent
to Feature 9

Olive green bottle glass Dark 1

DOT-Sheet midden adjacent
to Feature 9

Olive green bottle glass Light 1

DOT-Sheet midden adjacent
to Feature 9

Creamware 2

DOT-Sheet midden adjacent
to Feature 9

Unifacial flake tool, formal 1

DOT-Sheet midden adjacent
to Feature 9

1.75 to 2.0 t-head wrought nail 6 penny 1

DOT-ST 1; 0-25cmbs Pearlware 1
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DOT-ST 10; 0-25cmbs Pearlware 1
DOT-ST 10; 0-25cmbs Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
DOT-ST 10; 0-25cmbs Creamware 1
DOT-ST 12; 0-20cmbs Debitage, quartz 1
DOT-ST 12; 0-20cmbs Pearlware 2
DOT-ST 12; 0-20cmbs Unidentified brick/daub 1
DOT-ST 13; 0-20cmbs Kettle/pot 1
DOT-ST 14; 0-65cmbs Creamware 1
DOT-ST 14; 0-65cmbs Kettle/pot 1
DOT-ST 15; 0-25cmbs Olive green bottle glass Medium 1
DOT-ST 16; 0-25cmbs Redware, alkaline glazed 1
DOT-ST 2; 0-25cmbs Slipware, combed clear glaze Redware 2
DOT-ST 2; 0-25cmbs Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
DOT-ST 20; 0-18cmbs Creamware 1
DOT-ST 27; 0-18cmbs Creamware 1
DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

Fragment t-head wrought nail 1

DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

2.25 to 2.5 l-head wrought nail 8 penny 2

DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

Wrought nail 4

DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

Uid iron hinge Pintle 1

DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

Belt buckle, iron/steel 1

DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

Creamware 3

DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

Fragment l-head wrought nail 1

DOT-ST 29; 0-15cmbs
plowzone

Kettle/pot Cast iron 11

DOT-ST 4; 0-30cmbs Annularware, pearlware 1
DOT-ST 4; 0-30cmbs Redware, alkaline glazed 1
DOT-ST 6; 0-50cmbs Animal bone 26.7g 1
DOT-ST 6; 0-50cmbs Charcoal 7g 1
DOT-ST 6; 0-50cmbs Unidentified brick 77.9g 4
DOT-ST 6; 0-50cmbs Uid iron/steel Flat 1
DOT-ST 6; 0-50cmbs Pearlware 1
DOT-ST 6; 0-50cmbs Creamware 2
DOT-ST 6; 0-50cmbs 1.5 to 1.75 l-head wrought nail 5 penny 1
DOT-ST 7; 0-35cmbs Simple stamped ceramic 1
DOT-Surface Large triangular PPK 1
DOT-Surface Debitage, quartz 1
DOT-Surface Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 2
DOT-Surface Punctate ceramic 1
DOT-Surface Edgeware, underglazed blue 1
DOT-Surface Ball clay molded pipe bowl Wheat design 1
DOT-Surface Olive green bottle glass Medium 1
DOT-Surface Simple stamped ceramic 1

479.42 500.26 Feature 5, Inner Zone (A) Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 4
479.42 500.26 Feature 5, Inner Zone (A) Animal bone 18
479.42 500.26 Feature 5, Inner Zone (A) Charcoal 21
479.42 500.26 Feature 5, Outer Zone (B) Charcoal 15

Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone A Animal bone 5
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone A Charcoal 19
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone A Kaolin pipe bowl 1
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Daub 7
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Unidentified nail 1
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Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Silver straight pin 4
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Animal bone 70
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Metal table knife 1
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Charcoal 14
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 2
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Uid kaolin pipe stem 2
Feature 9, East 1/2, Zone B Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone A Daub 8
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone A Thimble, brass 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone A Animal bone 7
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone A Oyster shell 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone A Charcoal 3
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone A Kaolin pipe bowl 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Wrought nail Fragment 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Shoe buckle, brass Men's 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Animal bone 46
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Pewter dish Whole plate with patch 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Charcoal 9
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Kaolin pipe bowl TC on spur and on

cartouche
1

Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 Kaolin 3
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone B Daub 3
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone D Fragment t-head wrought nail 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone D Animal bone Large mammal 9
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone D Animal bone Artiodactyla 1
Feature 9, West 1/2, Zone D Animal bone Uid bird bone 2
Feature 9, Zone C, West 1/2 Animal bone 1
Feature 9, Zone D, West 1/2 Animal bone 24

473.4 482.69 Feature 11 Animal bone 2
473.4 482.69 Feature 11 Daub 2
473.4 482.69 Feature 11 Uid ceramic Grit temper 1
473.4 482.69 Feature 11 Charcoal 1
473.4 482.69 Feature 11 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 3

Feature 14 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 16 Silver straight pin Fragments 2
Feature 16, O-18 cm Daub 3
Feature 16, O-18 cm Creamware 1
Feature 16, O-18 cm Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 19 Daub 4
Feature 19 Creamware 1
Feature 19 Animal bone 1
Feature 19 Uid iron/steel 1
Feature 19 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 2
Feature 19 Debitage, Ridge & Valley Chert 1

484.45 503.25 Feature 20 Wrought nail Fragment 1
484.45 503.25 Feature 20 Annularware Burned refined

earthenware-uid
1

484.45 503.25 Feature 20 Charcoal 10
476.98 500.62 Feature 22 Creamware 1
459.89 493.63 Feature 23, South 1/2 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
484.45 503.25 Feature 26, South 1/2 Daub 13
484.45 503.25 Feature 26, South 1/2 Animal bone 2
484.45 503.25 Feature 26, South 1/2 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 2
475.75 492.36 Feature 27, South 1/2 Fragment t-head wrought nail 1

Feature 28, South 1/2 Biface fragment Quartz 1
467.75 501.11 Feature 29, North 1/2 1.25 to 1.5 t-head wrought nail 4

penny
1

Feature 32, West 1/2 Creamware 1
Feature 38 Unidentified brick/daub 1
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Feature 38 Unidentified nail 1
Feature 38 Chinoiserie underglaze linear trans.

Pr.
Rim 1

Feature 39 Uid ceramic, residual Grit temper 1
Feature 39 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 3
Feature 39 Debitage Orthoquartzite 1
Feature 41 2.25 to 2.5 t-head wrought nail 8 penny 1
Feature 41 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 44, East 1/2, Zone B Daub 2
Feature 44, East 1/2, Zone B Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 2
Feature 44, East 1/2, Zone B Debitage, quartz 1
Feature 44, East 1/2, Zone B Biface fragment Heated Coastal Plain

Chert
1

Feature 64, Zone C Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 65, East and West
1/2, Zone B

Debitage, quartz 1

Feature 65, East and West
1/2, Zone B

Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 3

Feature 65, East and West
1/2, Zone B

Charcoal 3

Feature 70 Pearlware Rim 1
Feature 70 Pearlware 2
Feature 70 Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. Rim 1
Feature 70 Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. Base 1
Feature 70 Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. 1
Feature 70 Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 72 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 72 Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones A & C

Debitage, metavolcanic 2

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones A & C

Creamware 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones A & C

Uid slate 2

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones A & C

Charcoal 25

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones A & C

Animal bone Burned 2

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones A & C

Daub 8

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Daub 9

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Fragment t-head wrought nail 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

1.0 to 1.25 l-head wrought nail 3 penny 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Porcelain, chinese export overglaze
enameled polychrome h.p.

2

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Stoneware, scratch blue salt glazed 2

Feature 73, East ½, 
Zones B & D

Stoneware, plain gray salt glazed 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Olive green bottle glass Dark 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Charcoal 4

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Debitage, quartz 1
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Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Chisel Iron for wood 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Straight pin 1

Feature 73, East 1/2, 
Zones B & D

Straight pin fragment 1

Feature 73; East 1/2, 
Zone B & D

Animal bone Uid large mammal 2

Feature 73, West 1/2 Animal bone 1
Feature 73, West 1/2 Daub 4
Feature 73, West 1/2 Wrought nail Fragments 4
Feature 73, West 1/2 Stoneware, blue and gray rhenish  rim 2
Feature 73, West 1/2 Stoneware, plain gray salt glazed 1 handle, 1 rim 3
Feature 73, West 1/2 Creamware 2 rims 3
Feature 73, West 1/2 Simple stamped ceramic, rim Sand temper 1
Feature 73, West 1/2 Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 Kaolin 1
Feature 73, West 1/2 Bone utensil handle W/brad 1
Feature 73, West 1/2 Metal fork W/bone handle; 2-tine 1
Feature 73, West 1/2 Charcoal 18
Feature 73, West 1/2 Uid metal object 3
Feature 73, West 1/2 Uid lead 1
Feature 73, West 1/2 Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 73, West 1/2 Straight stemmed PPK 1

469.4 473.7 Feature 74, South 1/2 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 75 Fragment rosehead nail 1
Feature 75 Straight pin 1
Feature 75 White-bodied ceramic, uid Burned 1
Feature 75 Kettle/pot 1
Feature 75 Uid clear glass 1
Feature 75 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 81 Pearlware, handpainted Brown 1
Feature 81 Animal bone 1
Feature 83 0.0 to 1.0 l-head wrought nail 2 penny 1
Feature 83 Edgeware, underglazed blue 1
Feature 83 French (honey) gunflint, spall type 1
Feature 84 Fragment t-head wrought nail 1
Feature 84 Creamware Base, cup or bowl 1
Feature 84 Mocha on white body 1
Feature 84 Animal bone 4
Feature 84 Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 85, East 1/2, Block A Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 85, East 1/2, Block A Debitage, Ridge & Valley Chert 1
Feature 85, East 1/2, Block A Straight pin 1
Feature 85, East 1/2, Block A Animal bone 15
Feature 85, East 1/2, Block A Daub 17
Feature 85, East 1/2, Block A Uid tobacco pipe fragment 1
Feature 85, East 1/2, Block A Charcoal 8
Feature 85, West 1/2, Block ADaub 3
Feature 85, West 1/2, Block AAnimal teeth 2
Feature 85, West 1/2, Block ACharcoal 16
Feature 86 Daub 1
Feature 86 Animal bone 5
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Daub 11
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Silver straight pin 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Animal bone 7
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Olive/amber bottle glass 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Charcoal 2
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Uid tobacco pipe fragment 1
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Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Fire cracked rock Stone cluster 15
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone A Fire cracked rock 2
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Daub 24
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Creamware 2
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Edgeware, underglazed blue 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Animal bone 515
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Olive green bottle glass Dark 4
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Charcoal 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone B Fire cracked rock 20
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Daub 16
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Creamware 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Animal bone 41
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Other seed Possible melon or

squash
1

Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Charcoal 8
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Uid metal, non iron/steel Tin, crimped on one edge 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Debitage, quartz 2
Feature 92, East 1/2, Zone C Fire cracked rock 5
Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Daub 111

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

2.5 to 2.75 rosehead nail 9 penny 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

1.5 to 1.75 t-head wrought nail 5
penny

1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

1.75 to 2.0 l-head wrought nail 6
penny

1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Tack 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Wrought nail 4

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Stoneware, plain gray salt glazed 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Stoneware, uid salt glazed 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Creamware Rim 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Creamware 3

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

White-bodied ceramic, uid Burned 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Animal bone 75

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Peach pit 4

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Bone utensil handle 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Olive green bottle glass Light 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Olive green bottle glass Dark 6

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Charcoal 8

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Uid glass, melted Blue 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Uid iron/steel 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone A, Block A

Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 2
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Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Daub 120

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Pearlware Handle sherd 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

White-bodied ceramic, uid Burned 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Pearlware, handpainted Green 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Animal bone 294

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Bone utensil handle Brad attached 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Olive green bottle glass Dark 10

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Charcoal 17

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, Block A

Uid iron/steel Possible button 3

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, soil sample

Olive green bottle glass 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, 
Zone B, soil sample

Creamware 1

Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Daub 94
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Wrought nail 1
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Silver straight pin 2
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Debitage, Ridge & Valley Chert 1
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Charcoal 3
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Animal bone 18
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Debitage, metavolcanic 1
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone C Fire cracked rock 1
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone F 1.75 to 2.0 l-head wrought nail 6 penny 1
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone F Kaolin pipe bowl 1
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone F Daub 50
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone F Animal bone 26
Feature 92, West 1/2, Zone F Charcoal 4
Feature 96, North 1/2 Daub 2
Feature 96, North 1/2 Fragment l-head wrought nail 1
Feature 96, North 1/2 Stoneware, uid lead glazed 1
Feature 100 Daub 1
Feature 102 Daub 2
Feature 102 Debitage, quartz 1
Feature 104 Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
Feature 105 Debitage, quartz 1
Feature 105 Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 2
Feature 113, Southeast 1/2 Uid metal object 1
Feature 113, Southeast 1/2 Uid glass, melted 1
Feature 113, Southeast 1/2 Creamware 1
Feature 113, Southeast 1/2 Charcoal 7
General Surface Collection Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 1
General Surface Collection Creamware Rim 1
General Surface Collection Dipped ware, tan, rust, brown, olive,

or ochre
1

Surface Creamware Handle fragment 2
Surface Straight stemmed PPK Heated Coastal Plain

Chert, heavily reworked
1

Surface Daub 2
Surface Fragment l-head wrought nail 1
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Surface Wrought nail 1
Surface Stoneware, plain gray salt glazed 1
Surface Stoneware, unglazed 1
Surface Creamware Rims 22
Surface Creamware 46
Surface Tobacco pipe stem, 5/64 1
Surface Creamware Possible handle spall 1
Surface Creamware Base, hollow ware 1
Surface Creamware Finial from lid 1
Surface Creamware Base, plate or bowl 11
Surface Pearlware 12
Surface Pearlware Base 2
Surface Cream colored (c.c.) ware 2
Surface Cream colored (c.c.) ware Rim 1
Surface Cream colored (c.c.) ware Base 2
Surface PPK fragment Heated Coastal Plain

Chert, distal portion
1

Surface Uid underglaze linear trans. Pr. Pearlware, cup or bowl 1
Surface Contracting stemmed PPK Quartz, fragment 1
Surface Debitage, Coastal Plain Chert 4
Surface Debitage, heated Coastal Plain Chert 1
Surface Redware, plain clear glazed 2
Surface Kaolin pipe bowl Fragment 2
Surface Kettle/pot Rim w/handle 1
Surface Olive green bottle glass 8
Surface Clear bottle glass 1
Surface Animal bone 4
Surface Edgeware, underglazed green 1
Surface Polychrome overglaze enameled h.p.

creamware body
1

Surface White-bodied ceramic, uid Burned 3
Surface Mocha on white body 3
Surface Edgeware, underglazed blue 1
Surface Creamware, hand painted Plate base 1
Surface Creamware, molded Beaded 1
Surface Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. Base, cup or bowl 3
Surface Pearlware, underglaze blue h.p. Base, bowl or plate 3
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Archaeobotanical Analysis - 9Jf195

Analyzed by Andrea Shea,

Nashville, Tennessee

July 22, 2001

For each of the samples, the light fraction was analyzed and the heavy frac-

tion was scanned.

Feature 16 light fraction
Total sample weight = 2.3 grams

Wood charcoal = 1.3 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 27 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 3 fragments

Nutshell = <0.1 gram

acorn - Quercus sp. 1 fragment

Residual = 1.0 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 20 light fraction
Total sample weight = 0.1 grams

Wood charcoal = 0.1 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 10 fragments

Residual = < 0.1 grams

Heavy fraction contained no plant material

Feature 9 lot 16 light fraction
Total sample weight = 10.6 grams

Wood charcoal = 3.4 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 20 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 10 fragments

Residual = 7.2 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 9 lot 18 light fraction
Total sample weight = 0.1 grams

Wood charcoal = 0.1 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 5 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 2 fragments



No Residual

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 9 lot 31 light fraction
Total sample weight = 2.4 grams

Wood charcoal = 0.8 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 27 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 3 fragments

Residual = 1.6 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 9 lot 33 light fraction
Total sample weight = 15.3 grams

Wood charcoal = 6.5 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 20 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 10 fragments

Residual = 8.8 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 84 light fraction
Total sample weight = 10.4 grams

Wood charcoal = 6.2 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 30 fragments

Nutshell = <0.1 gram

hickory - Carya sp. 4 fragments

Residual = 4.2 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal and 2 frags of bone

Feature 85 lot 59 light fraction
Total sample weight = 0.4 grams

Wood charcoal = 0.4 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 15 fragments

No Residual

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 85 lot 60 light fraction
Total sample weight = 17.3 grams

Charcoal and noncarbonized wood = 7.3 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 30 fragments



Residual = 10.6 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 92 lot 64 light fraction
Total sample weight = 9.2 grams

Wood charcoal = 2.6 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 28 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 2 fragments

Nutshell = <0.1 gram

hickory - Carya sp. 2 fragments

Residual = 6.6 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 92 lot 67 light fraction
Total sample weight = 38.9 grams

Wood charcoal = 19.4 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 23 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 5 fragments

persimmon - Diospyros virginiana 2 fragments

Residual = 19.5 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 92 lot 70 light fraction
Total sample weight = 12.5 grams

Wood charcoal = 6.0 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 25 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 5 fragments

Residual = 6.5 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 92 lot 73 light fraction
Total sample weight = 5.0 grams

Wood charcoal = 1.0 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 30 fragments

Residual = 4.0 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal



Feature 92 lot 76 light fraction
Wood charcoal = 2.2 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 10 fragments

hickory - Carya sp. 1 fragment

Nutshell = 0.1 gram

hickory - Carya sp. 3 fragments

acorn - Quercus sp. 1 fragment

Residual = 1.5 grams

Heavy fraction contained no plant material

Feature 92 lot 84 light fraction
Total sample weight = 8.7 grams

Wood charcoal = 4.5 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 28 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 2 fragments

Nutshell = <0.1 gram

walnut - Juglans sp. 1 fragment

Maize = <0.1 gram

1 whole cupule measuring 5.0 mm in width and detached from a 12-rowed cob

Residual = 4.2 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 73 light fraction
Total sample weight = 20.6 grams

Wood charcoal = 10.0 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 30 fragments

Nutshell = 0.1 gram

walnut - Juglans sp. 1 fragment

hickory - Carya sp. 1 fragment

Residual = 10.5 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal

Feature 70 light fraction
Total sample weight = 6.6 grams

Wood charcoal = 2.0 grams

pine - Pinus sp. 25 fragments

oak - Quercus sp. 5 fragments

Residual = 4.6 grams

Heavy fraction contained wood charcoal
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Faunal Remains from Hannah’s Quarter, 9Jf195

Susan L. Scott

University of Southern Mississippi

Slightly over a thousand bone fragments were analyzed from Hannah’s Quarter

for this report.  Part of the sample is from Phase II testing of the site by Georgia DOT,

but most comes from excavations conducted by Southern Research.  Three features

identified during excavation produced samples of bone sufficiently large to examine

for patterning.  Features 9 and 92 are believed to represent the cellars of structures.

Feature 1 is a trash pit in close proximity to and possibly associated with the structure

represented by Feature 9.  Based solely on the architectural features at the site, it was

believed that these and several other structures (which produced very little bone) were

roughly contemporaneous, forming a residential compound.  Faunal composition of

Features 9 and 92, however, suggests that the two structures are separated in time,

with Feature 9 predating Feature 92.

All bone from the site was analyzed using the comparative collection at the

University of Southern Mississippi.  Identifications were made to the lowest possible

taxonomic classification given the surviving morphology of the fragment.  A computer

database showing catalogue number, provenience, identification, element, count, and

weight of bone from the site is appended to this report.  Modification (charring,

butchering, gnawing, etc.), fusion, age, sex, portion, side, and size of identifiable bone

were recorded when possible.  If unidentifiable other than to taxonomic class, an

assessment of the size of the animal from which the fragment derived was made.  Very

large mammal represents bone fragments in the size range of cattle; large mammal

represents deer/sheep/goat and pig size individuals.  Medium mammals are the size

of raccoons and small mammals are rabbit sized and smaller.

Bone preservation at the site was variable, and generally poor.  Even for samples

with identifiable bone, most fragments were extremely friable, and extensive

cross-mending was necessary.  Given another few years of post-depositional

deterioration, the sample  would have completely dissolved.

Feature 92 produced the largest sample, with 600 identifiable bones.  Samples

from Features 1 and 9 are much smaller, 85 and 152 identifiable bones respectively.

All remaining proveniences combined produced only 89 additional identifiable fragments.

Only five mutually exclusive taxa were identified: cow, pig, whitetail deer, muskrat, and

unidentifiable bird.  Some bone that is probably whitetail deer is identified only as deer/



sheep/goat because morphological indicators necessary for distinction were either not

present or were ambiguous.  These bones were coded “medium artiodactyl.” in the

computer database.

The zooarchaeological composition of features at the site is shown in Table 1.

Using relative bone weight, the content of these samples is compared in Table 2.

Feature 92 contains mostly cow (29 fragments) and pig (73 fragments), and mammal

remains in the size range of cattle make up 76% of the sample by weight.  In contrast,

deer and medium artiodactyl (11 fragments) and pig teeth (3 fragments) are the only

identifiable large mammals in Feature 9, and by weight, mammals this size contribute

91% of the total sample.  Feature 9 is more diverse than Feature 92, with bird bone (all

within the size range expected for chicken and turkey) making up 5% of the sample by

weight.  One of the chicken sized bird long bones had medullary bone inside, indicating

the individual was a laying female.  Although wild game appears to have been very

important to the residents of the Feature 9 house, this resource was supplemented by

domesticated mammalian taxa.  A small amount of cow bone and unidentifiable

fragments from cattle sized mammals are present in Feature 1, a trash pit in proximity

to the structure.  As mentioned previously, pig remains are also present.

Compared to Feature 9, Feature 92 is relatively unidimensional, being comprised

almost exclusively of domestic fauna.  Presumably this difference indicates some

separation in time, with a shift from greater reliance on wild game to almost exclusive

reliance on farm raised animals.

Exactly what the status differences may have been between Features 9 and 92

is unknown.  However, it is notable that all of the deer bone in Feature 9 is from

meat-bearing long bones, with no skull or feet refuse.  Butchering clearly had occurred

elsewhere, and the parts being consumed were of relatively good quality.  In contrast,

in Feature 92 almost all of the cow and pig bones are from the skull or feet, anatomical

parts of relatively low value.  Of 29 cow elements, only five are from meat-bearing long

bones; for pigs, only one of 73.  This suggests that both cows and pigs were butchered

at Hannah’s Quarter.

Because of all the skull refuse, many of the cows and pigs in the Feature 92

cellar could be aged.  At least three cows are represented, all butchered between the

ages of 2 and 4 years.  One relatively complete mandible indicates an age of 30

months +/- 3 months.  If born in the spring, this individual was killed between very late

summer and early winter.  At least four pigs are represented in Feature 92, two 12-18

months old, one 18-24 months old and one 3-5 years old.  If optimization of meat



production is the desired goal, butchering young pigs over 9 months of age is the

pattern one would expect, since the growth rate begins to taper off at that age.  Only

one aged pig individual is associated with the Feature 9 structure, an individual 2-4

months old in Feature 1 that is represented by multiple postcranial elements.  Butchering

an individual this age would optimize palatability rather than economic production.

Furthermore, the presence of multiple articulating vertebrae suggest that the pig was

roasted and the carcass discarded with some anatomical organization still present.

In sum, faunal content of the two structures at Hannah’s Quarter suggest

separation in time, and possibly, separation in status.  The earlier cellar indicates a

substantial reliance on wild game, with some pig, cow, and bird as supplements.  The

presence of much of a very young pig suggests that the individual was roasted and

that it was butchered for palatability considerations rather than economic optimization.

The presumably later house, Feature 92, is dominated by low quality cuts of cow and

pigs, all of which appear to have been butchered with economic optimization of meat

production in mind.



Feature 1
WTCHARNISPTaxon

19.702Deer
34.503Cow
51.7018Pig
4.807Very lg. mammal

25.7055Lg. mammal
136085Total

0.000Unid. bone

Feature 9
66.708Deer
25.203Deer/Sheep/Goat
6.503Pig
6.302Very lg. mammal

60.210.7Lg. mammal
3.2013Lg. bird
5.7026Med. bird
1741152Total

0.201Unid. bone

Feature 92
1.001Muskrat
7.401Deer

869.9029Cow
220.7073Pig
182.80127Very lg. mammal
96.30235Lg. mammal
13.70132Unid. mammal
0.102Unid. bird

13920600Total

20.10168Unid. bone

Remainder of Sample
26.505Cow
21.608Pig
27.4713Very lg. mammal
6.62453Lg. mammal
0.322Med. mammal
0.20Unid. mammal
0.522Lg. bird
733589Total

26.0424Unid. bone

Table 1. Faunal Remains, 9Jf195.



SiteOtherFeatureFeatureFeature
CompositeProv.9291

64.258.075.63.628.8Very Large Mammal
34.441.023.391.371.2Large Mammal
0.80.51.00.00.0Other Mammal
0.50.5<0.15.10.0Bird

926/1795.289/93.1600/1391.9152/173.885/136.4NISP/wt

Table 2.  Faunal Size and Class Composition for Features at 9Jf195 Using Percent Bone
Weight.

SXYRSMOSD/VL/MA/PP/DSZFUSYMMODWTCHARNISPELEIDFeatCatno
5221109.315691679263

519.417061679263

30332216.811201679263

182422286.711201809263

12181214.0611201809263

12181212.611201809263

11.5332001809263

44.386001019263

22.1171001019263

7.911019263

4517.211181809263

4524.911181809263

10.911201679263

2.512001679263

3.991001029263

6.62311029263

23.4316001029263

0.423001029263

15.8120119263

11322124.115101679266

11311135.815101679266

24141242.311201679266

241411260.511201679266

2414111411201679266

11.312001679266

417.214001679266

3111.414041679266

23115.261201679266

12.7122001809266

35141128.711201809266

1.9111019266

192001029266

8.8416001029266

1.3411029266

1.153001029266

0.211111029266

13.713211009266

0.732001809266

515.117061679266

3122715101679266

Table 3. Computer Database, Faunal Remains from 9Jf195.



0.432001029266

231631201019266

4.211111019266

33.8106001019266

41.63111019266

0.513001019266

21.24111029266

8.5236001029266

11243285.815691679269

111419.813051809269

1.946001029269

1.6811029269

1.212001809255

1.9511029255

12.7142001809253

0.212001679253

3.536001019253

5.213001019253

1.8311019253

6.256001029253

2.7711029253

111001029253

0.126002009253

3.520119253

121121.411201679262

adult1141214.411201679262

5.342001679262

103511019262

214.814061809283

517.615531809283

241515691809283

114217.414001619283

1123121115081329283

3.3116001029283

0.313001029283

0.6111029283

0.810119283

1141271400161924

1122329.31406161924

1122217.31405161924

3115.61404160924

31213.61405160924

61510160924

25.524600102924

1.441102924

1.58600202924

12600201924

33216.51405161917

3121.31406161917

31171508161917

6.53200180917

2.611101917

3.73300102917

14.620600102917

5.1281102917

med bone0.61600202917

3.415600202917

Table 3-continued



1141121.41406161915

0.7111102915

0.82600201915

3.24600102923

0.22600202923

0.2111923

3.71600101930

123116.91405161932

58600102932

151102932

1.49600201932

0.3116001022613

1.5111022613

0.9111102194

1.81160010157

2.555110157

1.86660010257

1.51414110257

0.52260020157

0.11118146

0.13111148

0.222001028450

0.222118450

4112.414041018552

YA14117.711181808558

226001028661

0.413118661

0.42117388

0.3226001037391

1519.617061671601.1

42210.814001611601.1

538.913061611601.1

6.9103001021601.1

130.823061021601.1

1.9311011601.1

2.71011021601.1

411111.213051671601.2

5+213.711181671601.2

122001011601.2

1.1111011601.2

0.811001011601.2

204111536.713051801601.2

2041115322.333061801601.2

204132.193011801601.2

2041114223.615541801601.2

204111516.815531801601.2

204111523.115091801601.2

2041124324.814641801601.2

204112322.314651801601.2

8.6113001021601.2

4.623011021601.2

2.12011021601.2

0.316002021601.2

1.112001671

141215.61404167.5.1

Table 3-continued



2.561101.5.1

4.21111180.5.1

1.45200102.5.1

2.6101102.5.1

3+114.811181800201.1

1.832001800201.1

1410.817001800201.1

11116001010201.1

2.813001010201.1

1.3511020201.1

5.112001671

2.311181801

1.211001011

0.9116001021

0.2211021

3.22110138

0.111138

1.31160010243

0.3120010245

4.7220016757

0.2120010057

1.1161157

0.2611102

0.41600102109

Table 3-continued

Generic Coding Format

1 Analytical Unit

2 Excavation Unit or Feature Number

3 Level

4 ID
Code Name
1 Indeterminate
100 Ud mammal
101 Ud very large mammal
102 Ud large mammal
103 Ud medium mammal
104 Ud small mammal
105 Ud small/medium mammal
106 Ud large carnivore
107 Ud medium carnivore
108 Ud small carnivore
109 Ud rodent
110 Opossum (Didelphis virginianus)
111 Shrew (Soricidae)
112 Shorttail shrew (Blarina brevicauda)



113 Mole (Scalopus aquaticus)
114 Ud rabbit (Sylvilagus sp.)
115 Cottontail rabbit (S. floridanus)
116 Swamp rabbit (S. aquaticus)
118 Sciuridae
119 Tree squirrel (Sciurus sp)
120 Gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis)
121 Fox squirrel (S. niger)
122 Pocket gophers (Geomyidae)
123 Plains pocket gopher (Geomys bursarius)
124 New World rats/mice (Cricetidae(
125 Rat size Cricetidae
126 Mouse size Cricetidae
131 Beaver (Castor canadensis)
132 Muskrat (Ondatra zibethecus)
140 Carnivora
141 Raccoon (Procyon lotor)
142 Mustelidae
143 Mink (Mustela vison)
144 Striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis)
145 Spotted skunk (Spilogale putorious)
146 Otter (Lutra canadensis)
147 Canidae
148 Domestic dog (Canis domesticus)
149 Fox (Urocyon/Vulpes)
150 Coyote (Canis latrans)
151 Wolf (Canis lupus/niger)
152 Felidae
153 Bobcat (Lynx rufus)
154 Cougar (Felis concolor)
155 Bear (Ursus americanus)
160 Artiodactyl (Even toed hoofed mammal)
161 Whitetail deer (Odocoileus virginiana)
162 Mule deer (O hemionus)
163 Elk (Cervus elaphus)
164
165 Bovidae
166 Bison (Bison bison)
167 Cow (Bos taurus)
168 Sheep/Goat (Ovis/Aries)
169 Sheep (Ovis)
170 Goat (Aries)
171 Antelope (Antilocapra ameericana)
180 Pig (Sus scrofa)
190
200 Ud bird



201 Ud large bird
202 Ud medium bird
203 Ud small bird
204 Ud Small/medium bird
210 Loons (Gaviidae)
212 Grebes (Podicipedidae)
214 Cormorants (Phalacrocoracidae)
216 Darters (Anhingidae)
218 Ducks/Geese/Swans (Anatidae)
219 Swans (subfamily Cygninae)
222 Geese (subfamily Anserinae)
225 Whistling ducks (subfamily Dendrocygninae)
226 Marsh ducks (subfamily Anatinae)
230 Large duck
231 Medium duck
232 Small duck
233 Diving ducks (Aythyinae)
236 Stiff-tailed ducks (subfamily Oxyurinae)
237 Mergansers (Merginae)
238 Shearwaters (Procellariidae)
239 Storm petrels (Hydrobatidae)
240 Pelecanidae
241 Frigatebirds (Fregatidae)held aloft
242 Gannets/Boobies (Sulidae)
243 Gulls/Terns (Laridae)
244 Skimmers (Rhyncopidae)
245 Herons/Bitterns (Ardeidae)
246 Cranes (Gruidae)
247 Limpkins (Aramidae)
248 Ibises/Spoonbills (Threskiornithidae)
249 Rails, Gallinules, and Coots (Rallidae)
250 Coot (Fulica americana)
251 Oystercatchers (Haematopidae)
252 Avocets and Stilts (Recurvirostridae)
253 Plovers (Charadriidae)
254 Sandpipers/Phalaropes (Scolopacidae)
255 Turkey (Meleagris gallopava)
256 Grouse (Tetraonidae)
257 Pheasants/Grouse/Prairie chicken (Phasianidae)
258 Quails/Partridges (Phasianidae)
259  Bobwhite (Colinus virginianus)
260 Raptors
261 Hawks/Eagles (Accipitrisdae)
263 Kites (Subfamilies Elaninae/Milvinae)
265 Accipiters (Bird hawks, Subfamily Accipitrinae)
267 Harriers (Circinae)



269 Buteos (Buzzard hawks, subfamily Buteoninae)
271 Raptor (Accipitridae)
273 Barn Owls (Tytonidae)
274 Other Owls (Strigidae)
278 Parrots/Parakeets (Psittacidae)
281 Goatsuckers (Caprimulgidae)
282 Kingfishers (Alcedinidae)
283  Woodpeckers (Picidae)
284 Larks (Alaudidae)
286 Crows/Jays (Corvidae)
288
289 Mockingbirds and Thrashers (Mimidae)
290 Thrushes (Turdidae)
291 Shrikes (Lanidae)
292 Waxwings (Bombycillidae)
293 Blackbirds, Orioles ets (Icteridae)
294 Tanagers (Thraupidae)
295 Grosbks,Finch,Sparrow,Bunting (Fringilladae)
296 Songbirds (Passeriformes)
300 Ud reptile
301 Ud turtle
310 Alligator (Alligator mississippiensis)
320 Snapping turtle (Chelydridae)
321 Snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina)
330 Mud/Musk turtle (Kinosternidae)
331 Stinkpot (Sternotherus odoratus)
340 Box and Water turtles (Emydidae)
341 Box turtle (Terrapene sp)
342 Aquatic Emydid (Cooter/slider/map turtle)
343 Diamondback terrapin (Malaclemmys terrapin)
344 Map turtle (Graptemys sp)
345 Redear/yellobel turtle (Chrysemys scripta)
346 Cooter/Slider (Pseudomys concinna)
347 Florida Cooter (Chrysemys floridana)
348 Painted turtle (Chrysemys picta)
349 Chicken turtle (Deirochelys reticularia)
350 Gopher tortoise(Gopherus polyphemus)
351 Sea turtles (Chelonidae/Dermochelyidae)
352 Softshell turtles (Apalone sp)
400 ud snake (Serpentes)
410 Viper (Viperidae)
420 Non-poisonous snake (Colubridae)
421 Water snake (Nerodia sp)
422 Garter snake (Tamnophis sirtalis)
423 Hognose snake (Heterodon platyrhinos)
424 Mud and Rainbow snale (Farancia sp.)



425 Racer/Whipsnake (Coluber/Masticophis)
426 King/Rat/Corn snake (Elaphe/Lampropeltis sp.)
427 Rat snake (Elaphe sp.)
428 Pine snake (Pituophis sp)
429 Kingsnakes and Milk Snakes (Lampropeltis sp)
499 Lizard (Lacertilia)
500 Unid amphibian
510 Frog/Toad (Rana/Bufo sp)
511 Bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana)
512 Frog (Ranidae)
513 Toad (Bufonidae)
520 Giant Salamander
521 Hellbender (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis)
522 Amphiuma (Amphiuma sp)
523 Siren (Siren sp)
600 Bony Fishes (Osteichthyes)
601 Sturgeons (Acipenseridae)
602 Paddlefishes (Polyodontidae)
610 Gars (Lepisosteidae)
611 Alligator gar (Atractosteus spatula)
619 Bowfin (Amia calva)
620 Eels (Anguilla rostrata)
621 Shads (Clupeidae)
622 Mooneyes  (Hiodontidae)
623 Pikes (Esocidae)
624 Minnows (Cyprinidae)
630 Sucker (Catastomidae)
631 Carpsucker (Carpiodes sp)
632 Blue sucker (Cycleptus elongatus)
633 Chubsucker (Erimyzon sp)
634 Northern hogsucker (Hypentelium nigricans)
635 Buffalo (Ictiobus sp)
636 Largemouth buffalo (I. cyprinellus)
637 Smallmouth buffalo (I bubalus)
638 Spotted sucker (Minytrema melanops)
639 Redhorse (Moxostoma sp)
640 Catfish family (Ictaluridae)
641 Catfish Ictalurus sp)
642 Channel cat (I. punctatus
643 Blue cat (I furcatus)
644 Channel or Blue cat (I p or f)
645 Bullhead (I melas/natalis/nebulosus)
646 Yellow bullhead (I natalis)
647 Black bullhead (I melas)
648 Brown Bullhead (I. nebulosus)
649 Flathead catfish (Pylodictis olivaris)



650 Minnows (Cyprinodontid/Poecilid/Atherinidae)
651 Temperate basses (Percichthyidae)
650 Sunfish family (Centrarchidae)
651 Rock bass (Ambloplites rupestris)
652 Flier (Centrarchus macropterus)
653 Sunfish (Lepomis sp)
654 Redear sunfish (L. microlophus)
655 Bass (Micropterus sp)
656 Spotted bass (M. punctulatus)
657 Smallmouth bass (M dolomieux)
658 Largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides)
659 Crappie (Pomoxix sp)
660 White crappie (P. annularis)
661 Black crappie (P. nigromaculatus)
662 Perches (Percidae)
663 Walleye  (Stizostediom vitreum)
664 Freshwater drum (Aplodinotis grunniens)
700 Begin marine fish
800 ud small mammal/bird

4 Element
1 Indeterminate
100 Ud skull fragment
101 Basioccipital
102 Occipital
103 Basisphenoid
104 Presphenoid
105 Pterygoid
106 Vomer
107 Palatine
108 Interparietal
109 Parietal
110 Frontal
111 Petrous temporal
112 Squamous temporal
113 Malar
114 Lacrimal
115 Nasal
116 Premaxilla
118 Maxilla
120 Mandible/dentary
124 Antler
125 Antler w/frontal
136 Supraoccipital
137 Parasphenoid
138 Epipterygoid



139 Ectopterygoid
140 Endopterygoid
141 Metapterygoid
142 Dermethmoid
143 Supraethmoid
144 Lateral ethmoid
145 Epiotic
146 Pterotic
147 Prootic
148 Sphenotic
149 Hyomandibular
150 Quadrate
151 Prefrontal
152 Postfrontal
153 Post-temporal
154 Postorbital
155 Suborbital
156 Squamosal
157 Jugal
158 Quadratojugal
159 Articular
162 Angular
163 Subangular
164 Splenial
165 Gular
166 Otolith
167 Stylohyoid
168 Epihyoid/hyal
169 Ceratohyoid/hyal
170 Basihyoid/hyal
171 Hypohyoid/hyal
172 Urohyal
173 Branchiostegal
174 Preoperculum
175 Interoperculum
176 Operculum
177 Suboperculum
178 Cleithrum
179 Supracleithrum
180 Postcleithrum
181 Pelvic girdle
182 Upper pharyngeal plate
183 Lower pharyngeal plate
184 Indet. pharyngeal plate
185 Webberian apparatus
186 Pectoral spine



187 Pharyngeal arch
188 Tripus
189 Epipharyngeal
190 Prevomer
191 Ethmoid
192 Supraneural
193 Webberian wing
194 Cranium (complete)
195  Neural crest
196
200 Tooth
300 Unid rib/spine
301 vertebrae
302 atlas
303 axis
304 cervical vert
305 fused cervicals
306 thoracic vert
307 lumbar vert
308 sacrum
309 caudal
310 urostyle
311 pygostyle
312 rib
313 costal cartilage
314 sternebrae
315 spine support
316 dorsal spine
317 first dorsal spine
318 second dorsal spine
319 fin ray
320 scale
321 ud spine
323 pneumatic spine\
324 scute
400 scapula
401 coracoid
402 clavicle
403 furculum
404 humerus
405 radius
406 ulna

450 radial carpal
451 intermediate carpal
452 ulnar carpal



453 accessory carpal
454 central carpal
455 carpal 1
456 carpal 2
457 carpal 3
458 carpal 4
459 radial-intermediate carpal
460 carpal 2-3
461 carpometacarpus
462 metacarpal 1
463 metacarpal 2
464 metacarpal 3
465 metacarpal 4
466 metacarpal 5
467 metacarpal 3-4
468 metacarpal 2/5
469 metacarpal indet
470 phalanx 1-f
471 phalanx 2-f
472 phalanx 3-f
473 phalanx 4-fr
474 phalanx 5-f
500 innominate
501 ilium-ischium
502 ilium-pubis
503 ischium-pubis
504 ilium
505 ischium
506 pubis
507 baculum
508 femur
509 patella
510 tibia
511 tibiofibula
512 fibula
513 tibiotarsus
550 lateral malleolus
551 fibulare
552 tibiale
553 astragalus
554 calcaneum
555 central tarsal
556 tarsal 1
557 tarsal 2
558 tarsal 3
559 tarsal 4



560 central-tarsal 4
561 tarsal 1
562 tarsal 2-3
563 tarsometatarsus
564 metatarsal 1
565 metatarsal 2
566 metatarsal 3
567 metatarsal 4
568 metatarasal 5
569 metatarsal 3-4
570 metatarsal 2/5
571 metatarsal indet
572 phalanx 1-h
573 phalanx 2-h
574 phalanx 3-h
575 phalanx 1/2-h
600 long bone indet
700 metapodial indet
701 metapodial 2/5 indet
702 Proximal sesamoid
703 distal sesamoid
704 sesamoid
705 phalanx 1
706 phalanx 2
707 phalanx 3
708 phalanx 1/2
709 dew claw
710 lateral phalanx
711 phalanx indet
720 carpal/tarsal
800 carapace/plastron indet.
801 nuchal
802 neural
803 suprapygal
804 pygal
805 costal
806 peripheral
807 carapace frag, indet
808 xiphiplastron
809 hypoplastron
810 plastron frag, indet

812 hyoplastron
813 plastron frag, indet
814 plastron, complete
815 carapace, complete



5 NISP

6 NISP, (charred)

7 Weight (grams)

8 Natural/cultural modification
1 carnivore gnawed
2 rodent gnawed
3 carnivore and rodent gnawed
4 eroded/rolled
5 noticeably leached
6 noticeably mineralized
11 butchering marks
12 tool
13 butchering marks and tool
14 debitage
15 other modification
16 ornament, drilled
17 worked (abraded/smoothed)
18 utilized spall
19 pointed blank/preform
20

10 Symmetry
1 right
2 left

11 Fusion
1 fused
2 fusing
3 unfused or unerupted
4 prox fused dist fused
5 prox fused dist fusing
6 prox fused dist unfused
7 prox fusing dist fused
8 prox fusing dist fusing
9 prox fusing dist unfused
10 prox unfused dist fused
11 prox fused dist fusing
12 prox fused dist unfused
13 fetal/newborn

12 Fragment size
1. <1/4



2. 25
3. 5
4. 75
5. complete

13 Portions: prox/dist/and Mandible
1  prox end
2  prox shaft
3  shaft
4  dist shaft
5  dist end
10 articulation
11 ramus
12 artic-ramus
13 cheek-art area
14 cheek region
15 diastema-cheek
16 symphysis-cheek
17 diastema-articular
18 symphysis-diastema
21 symphysis
22 diastema
23 ventral border

14 Portions: ant/post
1 anterior
2 posterior

15 Portions: lat/med
1 lateral
2 medial
3 Right half
4 Left half

16 Portions: dors/vent
1 dorsal
2 ventral
3 arch
4 centrum

17 Age in months

18 Age in years

19 Fish length (SL)
0 I/NA



1 0-10
2 10-20
3 20-30
4 30-40
5 40-50
6 50-60
7 60-70
8 70-80
9 80-90
10 90-100
11 100-120
12 >120
13 0-5
14 5-10
15 10-15
16 15-20
17 20-25
18 25-30
19 30-35
20 35-40
21 40-45
22 45-50
23 50-55
24 55-60
25 0-20
26 20-40
27 40-60
28 60-80
29 80-100
30 100-120
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INTRODUCTION

Five pollen samples from two cellars at Hannah’s Quarter (9Jf195) were
examined to identify any evidence of plants that might have been processed or stored.
In addition, the pollen  record should inform concerning historic vegetation.

METHODS

A chemical extraction technique based on flotation is the standard preparation
technique used in this laboratory for the removal of the pollen from the large volume of
sand, silt, and clay with which they are mixed.  This particular process was developed
for extraction of pollen from soils where preservation has been less than ideal and
pollen density is low.

Hydrochloric acid (10%) was used to remove calcium carbonates present in the
soil, after which the samples were screened through 150 micron mesh.  The samples
were rinsed until neutral by adding water, letting the samples stand for 2 hours, then
pouring off the supernatant.  A small quantity of sodium hexametaphosphate was
added to each sample once it reached neutrality, then the beaker was again filled with
water and allowed to stand for 2 hours.  The samples were again rinsed until neutral,
filling the beakers only with water.  This step was added to remove clay prior to heavy
liquid separation.  At this time the samples are dried then pulverized.  Sodium
polytungstate (density 2.1) was used for the flotation process.  The samples were
mixed with sodium polytungstate and centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes to separate
organic from inorganic remains.  The supernatant containing pollen and organic remains
is decanted.  Sodium polytungstate is again added to the inorganic fraction to repeat
the separation process.  The supernatant is decanted into the same tube as the
supernatant from the first separation.  This supernatant is then centrifuged at 2000
rpm for 5 minutes to allow any silica remaining to be separated from the organics.
Following this, the supernatant is decanted into a 50 ml conical tube and diluted with
distilled water.  These samples are centrifuged at 3000 rpm to concentrate the organic
fraction in the bottom of the tube.  After rinsing the pollen-rich organic fraction obtained
by this separation, all samples received a short (10-15 minute) treatment in hot
hydrofluoric acid to remove any remaining inorganic particles.  The samples were then
acetolated for 3 minutes to remove any extraneous organic matter.

A light microscope was used to count the pollen to a total of 51 to 101 pollen
grains at a magnification of 600x.  Pollen preservation in these samples varied from
good to poor.  Comparative reference material collected at the Intermountain Herbarium
at Utah State University and the University of Colorado Herbarium was used to identify
the pollen to the family, genus, and species level, where possible.



Pollen aggregates were recorded during identification of the pollen.  Aggregates
are clumps of a single type of pollen, and may be interpreted to represent pollen dispersal
over short distances, or the introduction of portions of the plant represented into an
archaeological setting.  Aggregates were included in the pollen counts as single grains,
as is customary.  The presence of aggregates is noted by an “A” next to the pollen
frequency on the pollen diagram.  Pollen diagrams are produced using Tilia, which
was developed by Dr. Eric Grimm of the Illinois State Museum.  Pollen concentrations
are calculated in Tilia using the quantity of sample processed, the quantity of exotics
(spores) added to the sample, the quantity of exotics counted, and the total pollen
counted.

Indeterminate pollen includes pollen grains that are folded, mutilated, and
otherwise distorted beyond recognition.  These grains are included in the total pollen
count, as they are part of the pollen record.

ETHNOBOTANICAL REVIEW

It is a commonly accepted practice in archaeological studies to reference
ethnological (historic) plant to give evidence of the exploitation, in historic times, of
numerous plants, both by broad categories, such as greens, seeds, roots, and tubers,
etc. and by specific example, i.e., seeds parched and ground into meal which was
formed into cakes and fried in grease.  Plants represented by pollen in the lowest fill
levels will be discussed in the following paragraphs to provide a background for
discussing the remains.

Brassicaceae (Mustard Family)

The Brassica (mustard) group includes broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, brussels
sprouts, collards, kale, kohlrabi, turnips, mustards, rutabagas, and rape.  This large
genus of about eighty species includes many cultivated and weedy varieties.  Many
varieties were introduced from Europe and Asia, such as B. nigra and B. oleracea.  B.
nigra (black mustard) is one of the most widespread mustards in the United States,
and is the chief source of commercial mustard.  Cabbage, brussels sprouts, broccoli,
cauliflower, kohlrabi, and kale are all different varieties of B. oleracea.  Mustards are
annual, winter annual, or biennial herbs with yellow, four-petaled flowers.  The young
leaves are rich in Vitamins A, B1, B2, and C, and may be boiled as greens.  Seeds are
used whole as seasonings in pickle recipes or ground to make hot mustard.  Some
weedy species can cause damage to grain and flax crops.  Wild mustards may be
found in waste places, grain fields, pastures, neglected fields, cultivated areas, in ditches,
and along banks of streams (Hedrick 1972:100; Martin 1972:64-65; McGee 1984:196;
Muenscher 1987:232-236; Peterson 1977:64).



Urtica (Nettle)

Urtica (nettle) greens may be eaten boiled like spinach.  Rennet, used in making
cheese, “may be made by mixing a quart of salt to 3 pints of a strong infusion of
nettles” (Kirk 1975:107).  Mature nettles were used as a source of fiber, yielding a cloth
more durable than linen (Kirk 1975:107).  In addition, nettle greens may be added to
soup or used to make tea (Peterson 1977:150).  Nettles also have a long history as a
medicine, being used for such various purposes as an astringent, diuretic, galactagogue,
hemostatic, and tonic.  Nettle juice or an infusion of nettle stimulates the digestive
system and also promotes milk flow in nursing mothers.  Its use as an stringent includes
use as a remedy for blood in the urine, hemorrhoids, and excessive menstrual flow.  It
also is noted as a remedy for urinary tract ailments and for diarrhea (Lust 1974:291).

DISCUSSION

Hannah’s Quarter, located in the uplands of Jefferson County, east-central
Georgia, lies within the Sand Hills Physiographic province.  These rolling hills are
sandy and very xeric, supporting scrub oak (Quercus) and pine (Pinus) vegetation.
Wetlands are noted several hundred meters from the site and are associated with two
small streams – Hannah Branch and Duhart Creek, tributaries of the Ogeechee River
system.  This small residential compound, occupied between 1771 and 1820, includes
two cellars (Features 9 and 92) of earthen construction.  Pollen samples were collected
from different levels within these two cellars.

Feature 9 measured 181 cm by 157 cm and extended approximately 30 cm
below the plowzone.  Pine and oak wood charcoal, as well as deer bones, have already
been recovered (Dan Elliott, personal communication, August 22, 2001).  Pollen
Samples 21 and 34 represent Layers B and D, respectively.  The pollen record is
dominated by Pinus pollen in Sample 34 and is co-dominated by Pinus and Quercus
pollen in Sample 21.  Artemisia and High-spine Asteraceae pollen are noted in similar
frequencies in these two samples.  Acer pollen is observed in both samples, indicating
maple as part of the regional forest.  Small quantities of Carya, Corylaceae,
Cupressaceae, and Salix pollen were recorded in Sample 21, indicating the presence
of hickory/pecan, hazel family, cedar family, and willow trees in the region.  Recovery
of small quantities of Low-spine Asteraceae, Boraginaceae, Cheno-am, Eriogonum,
Fabaceae, Poaceae,  Saxifragaceae, and Typha angustifolia-type pollen in Sample 21
documents the presence of a variety of herbaceous plants as part of the local vegetation
and cattail as part of the riparian vegetation.  Sample 34 did not contain as many
pollen types, but did display small quantities of Brassicaceae, Cheno-am, Poaceae,
Rosaceae, and Urtica pollen.  Of these, mustard family and nettle might represent
greens consumed by occupants of this structure.

Feature 92 measured 295 cm by 195 cm and extended to a depth of 64 cm
below the base of the plowzone.  Sample 68 represents Zone B, the uppermost fill,
while Sample 65 represents Zone A, a lens that underlies Zone B and extends only
part way across the cellar.  Sample 71 represents the lowest fill of this cellar.  Macrofloral



analysis yielded fragments of hickory, peach, pine, and oak wood charcoal, as well as
acorn, hickory, and walnut nut fragments, 1 persimmon seed, and maize (Dan Elliott,
personal communication, August 22, 2001).  The pollen record from this cellar is
somewhat different from that of Feature 9.  It does not contain as many different pollen
types.  Fagus pollen is noted in the upper two samples (68 and 65), but not in the lower
sample, indicating the presence of beech trees.  Alnus, Carya, Liquidambar, and Salix
pollen all are present in Sample 65, representing Zone A.  Most of these trees require
moisture, so probably were not part of a xeric pine/oak forest.  They document the
presence of alder, hickory/pecan, sweet gum, and willow.  Sample 68 yielded the
largest quantity of Cheno-am pollen of any of the samples examined, suggesting that
weedy annuals were growing in the cellar fill.  High-spine Asteraceae pollen was more
abundant in Sample 65, suggesting that prior to Cheno-ams, members of the sunflower
family grew in the filling cellar.  Opuntia pollen is noted in both Samples 65 and 68,
suggesting that prickly pear cactus was a component of the xeric vegetation growing
in this cellar as it filled.  Small quantities of Artemisia, Low-spine Asteraceae,
Brassicaceae, Poaceae, and/or Typha angustifolia-type pollen were noted in these
two upper samples.  Sample 71, representing basal fill of this cellar, contained a small
quantity of Liguliflorae pollen, suggesting that a member of this portion of the aster
family either might have been growing as a weed in the area or that the weedy plant
might have been picked and used as a green.  Typha angustifolia-type pollen was
present again, indicating that cattails grew in the riparian vegetation zone.  Recovery
of a similar quantity of Typha pollen in the lowest and upper layers from the cellar
supports the theory that cattail pollen probably was wind transported to this location,
rather than representing food processing.  It is interesting to note that none of the
pollen samples from this cellar yielded maize pollen.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Pollen analysis of fill from two cellars has yielded a record of local vegetation
indicating that the xeric pine/oak forest of today existed during the historic occupation
of this site.  In addition, trees growing in more mesic locations included maple, alder,
hickory/pecan, hazel family, cedar family, beech, sweet gum, and willow.  Weedy
annuals of the aster family and Cheno-am group probably grew in the cellars as they
filled with sediments following abandonment.  Examination of both lower and upper fill
from each of these cellars and the resulting pollen records indicates that most of the
pollen records represent wind transport of pollen from vegetation, rather than food
processing activities.  Possible exceptions, based solely on recovery of pollen solely in
the lower fill of Feature 9, suggest that a member of the mustard family and nettle
might have been used for their greens.



TABLE 1
PROVENIENCE DATA FOR SAMPLES FROM SITE 9Jf195

Sample Feature  Zone Provenience Description
    No.    No.   No.

21 9            B Main fill zone, silty sand with scattered charcoal and bone

34 9 D Basal fill zone, silt loam mottled with sandy clay loam subsoil

65 92 A Second layer, sandy loam with small charcoal bits

68 92 B Top fill zone, silty sand loam mixed with small charcoal bits

71 92 C Lowest fill, sandy loam



TABLE 2
POLLEN TYPES OBSERVED IN SAMPLES FROM 9Jf195

Scientific Name Common Name

ARBOREAL POLLEN:

Acer Maple

Alnus Alder

Carya Hickory, Pecan

Corylaceae Hazel family

Cupressaceae Cypress family

Fagus Beech

Liquidambar Gum

Pinus Pine

Quercus Oak

Salix Willow

NON-ARBOREAL POLLEN:

Asteraceae: Sunflower family

  Artemisia Wormwood

  Low-spine Includes ragweed, cocklebur, etc.

  High-spine Includes aster, rabbitbrush,

                                                                      snakeweed, sunflower, etc.

  Liguliflorae Includes dandelion and chicory

Boraginaceae Borage family

Brassicaceae Mustard family

Cheno-am Includes amaranth and pigweed family

Eriogonum Wild buckwheat

Fabaceae Bean or Legume family

Opuntia Prickly pear cactus

Poaceae Grass family

Rosaceae Rose family

Saxifragaceae Saxifrage family

Typha angustifolia Cattail

Urtica Nettle

Indeterminate Too badly deteriorated to identify

SPORES:

Trilete Fern
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